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Abstract
We present an abstract unifying framework for interpreting Stone-
type dualities; several known dualities are seen to be instances of
just one topos-theoretic phenomenon, and new dualities are intro-
duced. In fact, infinitely many new dualities between preordered
structures and locales or topological spaces can be generated through
our topos-theoretic machinery in a uniform way. We then apply our
topos-theoretic interpretation to obtain results connecting properties
of preorders and properties of the corresponding locales or topological
spaces, and we establish adjunctions between various kinds of cate-
gories as natural applications of our general methodology. In the last
part of the paper, we exploit the theory developed in the previous parts
to obtain a topos-theoretic interpetation of the problem of finding ex-
plicit descriptions of models of ‘ordered algebraic theories’ presented
by generators and relations, and give several examples which illustrate
the effectiveness of our methodology. In passing, we provide a number
of other applications of our theory to Algebra, Topology and Logic.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we present a general topos-theoretic interpretation of ‘Stone-
type dualities’; by this term we refer, following the standard terminology, to a
class of dualities or equivalences between categories of preordered structures
and categories of posets, locales or topological spaces, a class which notably
includes the classical Stone duality for Boolean algebras (or, more generally,
for distributive lattices), the duality between spatial frames and sober spaces,
the equivalence between preorders and Alexandrov spaces, the Lindenbaum-
Tarski duality between sets and complete atomic Boolean algebras, and the
Birkhoff’s duality between finite distributive lattices and finite posets.
We introduce an abstract framework in which all of these dualities are
interpreted as instances of just one topos-theoretic phenomenon, and in which
several new dualities are introduced. In fact, the known dualities, as well as
the new ones, all arise from the application of one ‘general machinery for
generating dualities’ to specific ‘sets of inputs’ which vary from case to case.
In section 3.1 we show that, under relatively mild hypotheses, one can
naturally identify, through an isomorphism of categories, the opposite of a
given category of ordered structures with a subcategory of the category of
locales, in general in more than one way; in fact, this result (Theorem 3.5)
provides us with an infinite number of dualities between categories of posets
and subcategories of the category of locales. Anyway, these subcategories are
not in general closed under arbitrary isomorphisms of locales, and in fact,
in order to obtain ‘intrinsic’ dualities between categories of preorders and
categories of locales whose objects (resp. arrows) can be characterized as
the locales (resp. locale homomorphisms) which satisfy some locale-theoretic
invariant, we have to enlarge the target subcategory of locales to include all
the isomorphic copies of the objects and arrows in it, and to look for a functor
defined on this enlarged subcategory which is inverse (up to isomorphism)
to the functor from posets to locales forming one half of the original isomor-
phism of categories. This can be done, under some natural assumptions, by
functorially transferring topos-theoretic invariants across two different sites
of definition of the same topos, according to the method ‘toposes as bridges’
introduced in [6]. For instance, the dualities between a given category K of
preorders and a category of locales arise from the process of assigning to each
structure C of K, equipped with a subcanonical Grothendieck topology JC
in such a way that the morphisms in the category K induce morphisms of
the associated sites, the locale IdJ(C) of J-ideals on C, and from the inverse
process of functorially recovering C from the locale IdJ(C) (equivalently, from
the topos Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C))) through a topos-theoretic invariant. The
covariant equivalences with categories of locales are established in a similar
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way; the structures need not be equipped with any Grothendieck topology,
and one relies on the well-known possibility of assigning a geometric mor-
phism [C,Set]→ [D,Set] to a given functor C → D in a canonical way.
In section 3.2, we give a general methodology for ‘enriching’ a given du-
ality (resp. equivalence) between a category K of preorders and a category
of locales to a duality (resp. equivalence) between K and a category of topo-
logical spaces; this methodology relies on an appropriate choice of points of
the toposes corresponding to the structures.
In the following sections of the paper, we investigate further consequences
of the topos-theoretic perspective introduced in the previous sections, again
in light of the method ‘toposes as bridges’ of [6]. For example, we apply
this method to establish various results connecting properties of preordered
structures with properties of the corresponding locales or topological spaces,
and we obtain a number of adjunctions between categories of these kinds.
The theory developed in the present paper provides a unified perspective
on the subject of Stone-type dualities, in that the well-known dualities are
easily recovered as applications of it. Anyway, what we consider to be the
main interest of our topos-theoretic machinery is, apart from the conceptual
enlightenment that it brings into the world of classical dualities, its inherent
technical flexibility. In fact, one can generate infinitely many new dualities
by applying it; examples are provided in the paper to illustrate how to do
this in practice, and the reader will be able to use the method to generate
his or her favorite applications.
The different ‘ingredients’ that our ‘machinery’ for generating dualities
with categories of locales or topological spaces takes as ‘inputs’ are: the
initial category K of preordered structures, the subcanonical Grothendieck
topologies JC on the structures C in K, the topos-theoretic invariant enabling
one to recover a structure C from the topos Sh(C, JC) and, if a duality with
topological spaces is to be generated, appropriate sets of points of the toposes
Sh(C, JC) (and functions between them). In fact, the more general approach
of section 5 provides us with an additional degree of freedom in the choice of
ingredients. Given such ingredients, dualities are generated in an automatic
and ‘uniform’ way by the ‘machine’, as different concrete instances of a unique
abstract pattern; in this way, the problem of building dualities gets reduced
in many important cases to the much easier one of choosing appropriate sets
of ingredients for this ‘machine’.
In connection with the perspectives outlined in [6], we remark that in
this paper we have just ‘brought to the surface’ a limited number of results
which can be established by means of the methods of [6], carefully selected
by virtue of their ‘representativeness’ in illustrating the nature and variety
of the insights obtainable by applying our techniques. In fact, the paper
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contains many general ideas which can be applied in the context of arbitrary,
rather than just preordered, categories; for example, the method of section
5.1 of building dualities or equivalences starting fromMorita-equivalences (by
equipping structures, regarded as categories, with subcanonical Grothendieck
topologies in such a way that the ‘structure-preserving’ maps between the
structures yield morphisms of the associated sites, and recovering each of
the structures functorially from the corresponding topos through a topos-
theoretic invariant), is potentially applicable beyond the preordered context
that we have addressed in the present paper (cf. section 9 for a further dis-
cussion of this point). Even in the preordered context that we have addressed
in the present paper, much remains to be discovered, in the form of new du-
alities, representation theorems, adjunctions and characterization theorems
arising from translations of properties from one side to another of a given
duality or equivalence. Anyway, the careful reader will realize that much of
all of this can be easily uncovered in a semi-automatic way, by using similar
means to those that we have adopted in the paper to generate our examples.
1.1 An overview of the paper
The contents of the present work can be described more in detail as follows.
In section 2, we introduce a general method for building topological spaces
from toposes equipped with a set of points. Specifically, we show that, given
any subframe Γ of the frame of subterminals of a locally small cocomplete
topos E and any set of points of E indexed by a set I, we can naturally
define a topology on the set I, which we call the (Γ-)subterminal topology,
and that this construction can be naturally made functorial. The interest of
this notion lies in its level of generality, which encompasses that of classical
topology (every topological space arises from this construction in a canonical
way), as well as in its formulation as a topos-theoretic invariant admitting
a ‘natural behaviour’ with respect to sites. Indeed, as shown in section 2.2,
this notion allows us to recover, with natural choices of sites of definition and
of sets of points of toposes, many interesting topological spaces considered
in the literature, leaving at the same time enough freedom to construct new
ones with particular properties. In section 2.3 we give a general criterion for
deciding the sobriety of topological spaces built in this way.
In section 3, we present our general topos-theoretic interpretation of
Stone-type dualities; first we discuss dualities with categories of locales, then
we introduce a general methodology, based on the notion of subterminal
topology, for ‘enriching’ them so to obtain dualities with categories of topo-
logical spaces.
In section 4, we discuss various examples of dualities generated by us-
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ing our method; we recover the classical Stone duality for distributive lat-
tices (and Boolean algebras), the Alexandrov duality between preorders and
Alexandrov spaces, the Lindenbaum-Tarski duality, the duality between spa-
tial frames and sober spaces, and we establish new ones, including localic and
topological dualities for meet-semilattices, an equivalence between the cate-
gory of posets and a category of spatial locales (equivalently, a category of
sober topological spaces), a localic duality for k-frames (for a regular cardinal
k), and new dualities between specific categories of preordered structures.
In section 5 we further generalize the method of section 3.1 for build-
ing dualities or equivalences with categories of locales starting from Morita-
equivalences of the form Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C)) to general equivalences
Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(D, K), where C and D are preordered categories. This al-
lows an abstract symmetric definition of the functors yielding the dualities,
and provides us with an additional degree of freedom in building dualities
or equivalences between categories of preordered structures. Grothendieck
Comparison Lemma turns out be an extremely fruitful source of Morita-
equivalences to which we can apply our methods; we illustrate this point in
section 5.3 by generating several new dualities or equivalences. In particular,
we establish a duality which naturally generalizes Birkhoff’s duality for finite
distributive lattices, and a duality which generalizes the well-known duality
between algebraic lattices and sup-semilattices.
In section 6, we apply the method ‘toposes as bridges’ of [6] to the
Morita-equivalences Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C)) and to the other equivalences
established in section 5 to obtain adjunctions which extend the dualities ob-
tained in the previous sections; in particular, we establish reflections from
various categories of preordered structures to the category of frames, as well
as reflections between categories of posets satisfying some generalized ‘dis-
tributive law’ and full subcategories of them consisting of posets satisfying
certain ‘topological conditions’. In this context, as another application of
our general method, we establish adjunctions between categories of toposes
paired with points (as defined in section 2.1) and categories of topological
spaces.
In section 7, we prove a number of results connecting properties of pre-
ordered structures with properties of the locales or topological spaces cor-
responding to them via the dualities or equivalences considered in the pre-
vious sections. Again, the technique that we employ for performing these
‘translations’ is that of using toposes as ‘bridges’ for transferring properties
between their distinct sites of definition; specifically, we consider a num-
ber of logically-motivated topos-theoretic invariants, admitting bijective site
characterizations, and rephrase them in terms of the two different represen-
tations Sh(C, J) and Sh(IdJ(C)). We also establish various other results
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for preordered structures by using the same method. Of course, the topos-
theoretic notions completely disappear in the final formulation of the results,
they are just instrumental for performing the ‘automatic translation’ (in the
sense of [6]) of properties from one site of definition into another.
Section 8 deals with the problem of giving concrete characterizations of
the topological spaces arising by putting the subterminal topology on a given
set of points of a localic topos (equivalently, on a given set of models of a
propositional geometric theory). To this end, we introduce a general method
for building analogues of the Zariski spectrum for structures which can be
described as models of propositional theories; in this context, we also pro-
vide characterizations of the syntactic categories of these theories as ordered
algebraic structures presented by generators and relations. We treat this
latter topic in full generality by introducing a generalized notion of first-
order mathematical theory and a corresponding notion of syntactic category;
we then restrict our attention to the syntactic categories of these general
propositional theories and show that they can be characterized as models
presented by generators and relations of certain Horn theories, which we call
‘ordered algebraic theories’. These notions pave the way for a topos-theoretic
interpretation of the problem of giving explicit descriptions of models of the-
ories of this kind presented by generators and relations. After discussing the
abstract features of this interpretation, we illustrate its effectiveness by dis-
cussing several examples, notably including the construction (in section 8.6)
of the free frame on a complete join-semilattice, which solves in particular
an open problem stated by P. Resende and S. Vickers in 2003 (cf. [19]).
In section 8.7, we analyze the classical Zariski spectrum from our general
topos-theoretic perspective and extend the definition of the Zariski topology
on the collection of prime ideals of a ring to arbitrary collections of subsets
of the ring.
In the appendix of the paper, we provide ‘elementary’ proofs (that is,
proofs which do not rely on results in Topos Theory) of some of the central
results in the paper, including those which constitute the ‘machinery for
generating dualities’ of sections 3 and 5; in fact, although we have established
most of our results through a natural combination of abstract topos-theoretic
techniques in light of the philosophy ‘toposes as bridges’ of [6], most of our
results, as well as their proofs, can be directly reformulated in the language
of Locale Theory. The comparison between the ‘abstract’ and ‘concrete’
proofs of our results is an interesting one; on one hand, the direct arguments
might be judged preferable to the abstract ones because they can be easier
to understand to the reader who is not familiar with Topos Theory (in fact,
this is the main reason why we have decided to provide them in the appendix
of the paper), while on the other hand it is precisely the topos-theoretic
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arguments that are mostly illuminating from a conceptual perspective, and
which can be most naturally generalized beyond the contexts that we have
specifically addressed in the paper (cf. section 9 below for a further discussion
of this point).
1.2 Terminology and notation
The terminology and notation used in this paper are standard and borrowed
from [12], if not otherwise specified. Conventions that we will frequently
employ include the following.
Given a topological space X, we denote by X0 its underlying set and by
O(X) its frame of open sets. For a locale L, we denote by O(L) its underlying
frame and, for a morphism g : L→ L′ of locales, we denote by g∗ : O(L′)→
O(L) the frame homomorphism corresponding to it. Occasionally, when
there is no risk of confusion, we denote the frame underlying a locale L by
the same letter.
By a subframe of a frame A we mean a subset B ⊆ A such that B
is a frame with respect to the order induced by that on A (equivalently,
0A, 1A ∈ B and B is closed under arbitrary joins and finitary meets in A).
By an indexing function of a set of points P of a topos E by a set X
we mean a surjective function i : X → P. If E has arbitrary set-indexed
products, any such indexing i naturally identifies with a geometric morphism
[X,Set] → E , denoted by i˜ and defined as follows: i˜∗(A)(x) = i(x)∗(A) for
any object A of E and i˜∗(A→ B)(x) = i(x)∗(A→ B) for any arrow A→ B
in E . For any topos E , we call a geometric morphism ξ : [X,Set] → E an
indexing of points of E by the set X; any such morphism induces an indexing
function iξ with domain X of a set of points of E , such that i˜ξ ∼= ξ; for any
x ∈ X, we denote also by ξx the point iξ(x) of E .
We consider points of toposes up to isomorphisms, rather than strictly.
We will denote by Loc the category of locales and by Top the category
of topological spaces.
Given a category C, we denote by ob(C) the collection of the objects of C;
for any arrow f in C, we denote by dom(f) its domain and by codom(f) its
codomain. We sometimes write c ∈ C to mean that c is an object of C. The
operation of composition of arrows in a category will always be denoted by
the symbol ◦.
Given a preorder P, and an element a ∈ P, we denote by (a) ↓ the set of
elements b ∈ P such that b ≤ a.
The union of a family of subobjects {ai ֌ a | i ∈ I} in a topos will be
denoted by∨
i∈I
ai֌ a.
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The powerset of a given set A will be denoted by P(A). The collection
of all the finite subsets of a set A will be denoted by Pfin(A).
By an atom in a category C with an initial object 0C we mean an object
c ≇ 0C of C such that for any monomorphism b֌ c, either b ∼= 0C or b֌ c
is an isomorphism; by an atomic subobject in C we mean a subobject whose
domain is an atom in C.
When we define ‘concrete’ categories in this paper by only specifying their
objects and arrows, we tacitly assume that the definition of the identities and
composition rule is straightforward, i.e. that the identity arrow on any object
is given by the identity function on its underlying set and the composition
of arrows in the category is given by the set-theoretic composition of the
underlying functions; that is, we consider all these ‘concrete’ categories as
categories structured over the category of sets.
2 Topos-theoretic topologies
In this section we introduce a method for building topological spaces starting
from toposes equipped with a set of points. The resulting notions will be
central for our purposes, in that, as we shall see in section 3.2, they will allow
us to naturally ‘lift‘ a given duality (resp. equivalence) between a category
K of preorders and a category of locales to a duality (resp. equivalence)
between K and a category of topological spaces.
2.1 Spaces of points of a topos
First, let us recall the following standard definition of the space of points of
a locale (cf. for example p. 491 [12]).
A point of a locale X is defined to be a locale morphism p : 1→ X, where
1 denotes the locale corresponding to the one-point space; equivalently, it is
a frame homomorphism p∗ : O(X)→ O(1) ∼= {0, 1}.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a locale. The space of points of X is the set Xp
of all the points of X equipped with the topology given by the image of the
frame homomorphism φX : O(X)→ P(Xp) defined by:
φX(U) = {p ∈ Xp | p
∗(U) = 1},
for any U ∈ O(X).
From now on we will consider Xp as a space equipped with this topology.
We note that we can interpret this definition topos-theoretically, as fol-
lows. The set Xp of points of X corresponds bijectively with the set P of
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(isomorphism classes of) points of the topos Sh(X) (cf. Proposition C1.4.5
[12]), and, for any point p ofX, the map p∗ : O(X)→ {0, 1} corresponds pre-
cisely to the action on subterminals of the inverse image f ∗p : Sh(X)→ Set of
the geometric morphism fp : Set→ Sh(X) corresponding to the point p. In
these terms, the frame homomorphism φX acquires the following expression:
φX(U) ∼= {fp ∈ P | f
∗
p (U)
∼= 1Set} .
This remark naturally leads to the following more general definition.
Definition 2.2. Let E be a locally small cocomplete topos, Γ be a subframe
of SubE(1) and i : X → P be an indexing function of a set P of points of E
by a set X. The Γ-subterminal topology τEΓ,i on the set X is the image of the
function φΓ,E : Γ→ P(X) given by
φΓ,E(u) = {x ∈ X | ξ(x)
∗(u) ∼= 1Set} .
In other words, the subsets in τEΓ,i are precisely those of the form φΓ,E(u)
where u ranges among the subterminals in Γ.
If Γ = SubE(1), we simply call τ
E
Γ,i the subterminal topology, and denote
it by τEi . If ξ : [X,Set] → E is an indexing of points of E by the set X and
iξ is the corresponding indexing function of a set of points of E , we denote
τEΓ,i (resp. τ
E
i ) also by τ
E
Γ,ξ (resp. τ
E
ξ ).
Instances of this notion have occasionally been considered in the liter-
ature; for example, the construction for Γ = SubE(1) is used in the proof
of Theorem 7.25 [14] (in fact, this result is subsumed by our Theorem 2.3
below).
Under the hypotheses of Defininition 2.2, we say that a collection P of
points of E separates the subterminals in Γ if for any non-isomorphic subter-
minals u, v in Γ there exists a point p ∈ P such that p∗(u) 6∼= p∗(v). Note
that if P is a separating set of points for E (i.e. the inverse images of the
points in P jointly reflect isomorphisms) then in particular P separates the
subterminals in Γ, for any Γ.
Theorem 2.3. Let E be a locally small cocomplete topos, Γ ⊆ SubE(1) be a
subframe of SubE(1) and i : X → P be an indexing function of a set of points
of E . Then
(i) The collection τEΓ,i of subsets of X defines a topology on the set X;
(ii) The collection P of points of E separates the subterminals in Γ if and
only if the frame of open sets of the topology τEΓ,i on X is isomorphic
to the frame Γ via the map φΓ,E. In particular, if P separates the
subterminals of E then φSubE(1),E yields an isomorphism between the
frame of open sets of the topology τEi and SubE(1).
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Proof (i) Clearly, it suffices to prove that the function φΓ,E : Γ→ P(X) of
Definition 2.2 is a frame homomorphism.
The fact that for any u, v ∈ Γ, φΓ,E(u∧v) = φΓ,E(u)∩φΓ,E(v) (where u∧v
denotes the intersection of u֌ 1 and v֌ 1 in SubE(1) or, equivalently, in
Γ) follows immediately from the fact that each ξ(x)∗ preserves intersections
of subobjects (being the inverse image functor of a geometric morphism).
Similarly, the equality∪
i∈I
φΓ,E(ui) = φΓ,E(∨
i∈I
ui) follows from the fact that
each ξ(x)∗ preserves unions of subobjects (being the inverse image functor of
a geometric morphism).
(ii) The function φΓ,E is, by (i), a frame homomorphism and, by definition
of τEΓ,i, always surjective, so it is an isomorphism precisely when it is injective
i.e. when P separates the subterminals in Γ. 
Given E , Γ and ξ : X → P as in the hypotheses of the theorem, we denote
the set X equipped with the topology τEΓ,i (resp. τ
E
i ) by XτEΓ,i (resp. XτEi ).
If ξ is the identity function on a set of points P of E , we denote τEi (resp.
XτEi ) also by τ
E
P
(resp. XτE
P
); if moreover E has only a set of points (up to
isomorphism) and P is the collection of all the points of E we denote τE
P
(resp.
XτE
P
) simply by τE (resp. XτE ), and we call XτE the space of points of the
topos E .
We note that part (ii) of the theorem generalizes the following well-known
result from Locale Theory: if a locale L has enough points then the frame of
open sets of the space of points of L is isomorphic to O(L).
Remarks 2.4. (a) By Theorem 2.3(ii), if P separates the subterminals of E
then Sh(XτE
P
) is (equivalent to ) the localic part of the hyperconnected-
localic factorization of the unique (up to isomorphism) geometric mor-
phism E → Set.
(b) If E is a localic topos with enough points and P is the collection of all
the points of E then the topological space XτE
P
is sober (cf. Theorem 2.10
below in view of Remark 2.4(a)).
(c) Every topological space is of the form XτE
ξ
for some topos E and indexing
function i of a set of points of E . Indeed, given a topological space X,
X is homeomorphic to the space XτEiX
, where E is the topos Sh(X) and
iX : X0 → P is the indexing function sending a point x of X0 to the
geometric morphism iX(x) : Set → Sh(X) whose inverse image is the
stalk functor at the point x.
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(d) The (Γ-)subterminal topology is a topos-theoretic invariant; that is, if
f : E → F is an equivalence of toposes then for any indexing function
i : X → P of a set P of points of E , denoted by i′ : X → Q the
indexing function of points of F defined by setting i′(x) equal to the
point of F given by the composite of i(x) with the equivalence f , the
spaces XτEi and XτFi′
are homeomorphic. In particular, if E and F are
two equivalent toposes with the property of having only a set of points
(for example, if E and F are localic toposes) then the spaces XτE and
XτF are homeomorphic.
The construction of the Γ-subterminal topology can be naturally made
functorial, as follows.
Let us define a category Topt whose objects are the triples (E ,Γ, ξ) where
E is a locally small cocomplete topos, Γ is a subframe of SubE(1) and ξ :
[X,Set]→ E is an indexing of set of points of E , and whose arrows (E ,Γ, ξ)→
(F ,Γ′, ξ′), where ξ : [X,Set] → E and ξ′ : [Y,Set] → F are indexings
of points respectively of E and of F , are the pairs (f, l) where f : E →
F is a geometric morphism such that f ∗ sends the subterminals in Γ′ to
subterminals in Γ and l : X → Y is a function such that, denoted by El :
[X,Set] → [Y,Set] the geometric morphism induced by l as in Example
A4.1.4 [12], the diagram
[X,Set]
El //
ξ

[Y,Set]
ξ′

E
f // F
commutes (up to isomorphism). Identities and composition in Topt are de-
fined componentwise in the obvious way.
Notice that, given an geometric morphism f : E → F such that f ∗ sends
the subterminals in Γ′ to subterminals in Γ, f lifts to an arrow (E ,Γ, ξ) →
(F ,Γ′ξ′) (i.e. there exists l : X → Y such that (f, l) yields a morphism
(E ,Γ, ξ) → (F ,Γ′ξ′) in Tops), where ξ : [X,Set] → E and ξ
′ : [Y,Set] → F
are indexings of points respectively of E and of F , if and only if there is a
way of assigning to each x ∈ X an element y ∈ Y with the property that the
composite f ◦ ξx : Set → F is equal to ξy. Note that if iξ′ is bijective then
there is at most one such ‘lifting’ (f, l); in particular, if F has only a set of
points and iξ′ is the identity on this set of points then there is exactly one
‘lifting’ (f, lf) for any geometric morphism f : E → F .
Every arrow (f, l) : (E ,Γ, ξ) → (F ,Γ′, ξ′) in Topt gives rise to a contin-
uous map of topological spaces XτEΓE ,ξ
→ XτE
ΓF ,ξ
′
with underlying function l.
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Indeed, by the commutativity of the diagram above, for any subterminal v in
ΓF , l
−1(φΓF ,F(v)) = {x ∈ X | l(x) ∈ φΓF ,F(v)} = {x ∈ X | ξ(x)
∗(f ∗(v)) ∼=
1Set} = φΓE ,E(f
∗(v)). We thus have a functor
Θt : Topt → Top .
which sends an object (E ,Γ, ξ) of Topt to the topological space XτEΓE ,ξ
and
an arrow (f, l) : (E ,Γ, ξ) → (F ,Γ′, ξ′) in Topt to the continuous map l :
XτEΓE ,ξ
→ XτE
ΓF ,ξ
′
. We will discuss various properties of this functor in section
6.
We denote by Topp the full subcategory of Topt on the objects of the form
(E , ξ, SubE(1)) , and call it the category of toposes paired with points. Note
that the objects of Topp can be simply identified with the pairs (E , ξ), where
E is a locally small cocomplete topos and ξ : [X,Set] → E is an indexing
of a set of points of E . We denote the restriction of the functor Θt to the
category Topp simply by Θp : Topp → Top.
For any two subframes Γ and ∆ of SubE(1), if Γ is a subframe of ∆ then
we have a continuous surjection of topological spaces XτE∆,ξ → XτEΓ ,ξ; this
surjection induces a geometric surjection of toposes Sh(XτE∆,ξ) → Sh(XτEΓ ,ξ)
(cf. Example A4.2.7(c) [12]).
The usefulness of Theorem 2.3 lies in the fact that it allows us to build
topological spaces from toposes through a topos-theoretic invariant which
has a natural behaviour with respect to sites; indeed, by Diaconescu’s equiv-
alence, the points of a topos Sh(C, J) correspond precisely to the flat J-
continuous functors C → Set (in particular, if E is the classifying topos of a
geometric theory T then the points of E correspond precisely to the models of
T in Set). Moreover, the formulation of the notion of (Γ-)subterminal topol-
ogy as a topos-theoretic invariant paves the way, in light of the methodologies
introduced in [6], for an effective transfer of properties between topological
spaces constructed from two different sites of definition of a given topos. We
will see concrete applications of this remark in sections 7 and 8.7 below.
In passing, we note that the specialization order ≤ on XτEΓ,ξ can be natu-
rally characterized as a topos-theoretic invariant: x ≤ x′ in XτEΓ,ξ if and only
if for every subterminal u in Γ, x ∈ φΓ,E(u) implies x′ ∈ φΓ,E(u).
2.2 Examples
Let us begin our list of examples of subterminal topologies by giving an
explicit description of the spaces of points of toposes of the form Sh(C, J),
where C is a preorder category and J is a Grothendieck topology on it. To
this end, we introduce the following notions.
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Definition 2.5. Let (C, J) be a site.
(a) A J-ideal on C is a subset I ⊆ ob(C) such that for any arrow f : b → a
in C if a ∈ I then b ∈ I, and for any J-covering sieve R on an object c of
C, if dom(f) ∈ I for every f ∈ R then c ∈ I; we denote by IdJ(C) the set
of J-ideals on C, endowed with the subset-inclusion order relation. If J
is the trivial topology on C, we call the J-ideals on C simply ideals, and
we denote IdJ(C) by Id(C).
(b) Given an object c of C, we the principal J-ideal (c) ↓J generated by c is
the smallest J-ideal on C containing the object c, that is the collection
of all the objects d ∈ C such that there exists a J-covering sieve R on d
with the property that for every f ∈ R there exists an arrow dom(f)→ c
in C.
(c) Let (C,≤) be a preorder category. A J-prime filter on C is a subset
F ⊆ ob(C) such that F is non-empty, a ∈ F implies b ∈ F whenever
a ≤ b in C, for any a, b ∈ F there exists c ∈ F such that c ≤ a and c ≤ b,
and for any J-covering sieve {ai → a | i ∈ I} in C if a ∈ F then there
exists i ∈ I such that ai ∈ F .
Notice that if C is cartesian (i.e. a meet-semilattice) then the second
condition in the definition of J-prime filter can be equivalently replaced by
the requirement that for any a, b ∈ F , a ∧ b ∈ F (where ∧ denotes the meet
operation in C), while the condition that F should be non-empty can be
replaced by the requirement that 1 ∈ F (where 1 is the top element of C).
The notion of J-ideal defined above makes also sense for a (not necessarily
Grothendieck) coverage J on C, in the sense of Definition C2.1.1 [12]; in fact,
we will use this more general notion in section 8.5 below.
Remarks 2.6. (a) The J-ideals on C can be identified with the subterminals
of the topos Sh(C, J) (cf. Example C1.1.16 [12]); under this identifica-
tion, the usual order in SubSh(C,J)(1Sh(C,J)) corresponds to the subset-
inclusion order on the set of J-ideals on C, and the principal J-ideal
(c) ↓J on an object c of C corresponds to the J-closure of the subob-
ject Sc ֌ 1 in [Cop,Set] given by the monic part of the cover-mono
factorization in [Cop,Set] of the unique arrow HomC(−, c)→ 1[Cop,Set].
(b) If J is subcanonical then (c) ↓J is equal to the collection of the objects
d of C such that there exists an arrow d→ c in C. Indeed, since 1[Cop,Set]
is always a sheaf, the action aJ(Sc) of the associated sheaf functor aJ :
[Cop,Set] → Sh(C, J) on the subobject Sc ֌ 1 coincides with its J-
closure. In particular, if (C,≤) is a preorder then (c) ↓J is equal to the
set (c) ↓ of elements d ∈ C such that d ≤ c.
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We can now state the following proposition.
Proposition 2.7. Let C be a preorder and J be a Grothendieck topology on
it. Then the topological space XτSh(C,J) is homeomorphic to the space which
has as set of points the collection FJC of the J-prime filters on C and as open
sets the sets the form
FI = {F ∈ F
J
C | F ∩ I 6= ∅},
where I ranges among the J-ideals on C. In particular, a sub-basis for this
topology is given by the sets
Fc = {F ∈ F
J
C | c ∈ F},
where c varies among the elements of C.
Proof As we observed in Remark 8.2(a), the subterminals in Sh(C, J) can
be identified with the J-ideals on C.
The points of XτSh(C,J) are, by definition of XτSh(C,J), the isomorphism
classes of geometric morphisms Set→ Sh(C, J). These correspond, by Dia-
conescu’s equivalence, to the J-continuous flat functors C → Set, and these
in turn correspond exactly to the J-prime filters on C (cf. section 7.1 below).
Now, if F is the J-prime filter corresponding to a point p : Set →
Sh(C, J) then, since every J-ideal is the union of the principal J-ideals gen-
erated by the elements belonging to it, p∗(I) =∪
c∈I
p∗((c) ↓J) is isomorphic to
1Set if and only if there exists c ∈ I such that p∗((c) ↓J) ∼= 1Set (equivalently,
c ∈ F ), from which our thesis follows. 
Now that we have an explicit description, provided by Proposition 2.7, of
the spaces of points of toposes of the form Sh(C, J), where C is a preorder cat-
egory, it is natural to wonder if we can also explicitly describe in these terms
the continuous map Xτf : XτSh(D,K) → XτSh(C,J) resulting from applying the
functor Θp : Topp → Top to the morphism (f˙ , lf ) : (Sh(D, K), PSh(D,K),→
(Sh(C, J)), PSh(D,K)), where f˙ : Sh(D, K)→ Sh(C, J) is the geometric mor-
phism induced by a morphism of sites f : (C, J) → (D, K), PSh(D,K) (resp.
PSh(C,J)) is the indexing induced by the identity indexing function on the set
pSh(D,K) (resp. pSh(C,J)) of all the points of Sh(D, K) (resp. Sh(C, J)) and
lf : pSh(D,K) → pSh(C,J) is the function induced by composition with f . The
following proposition gives a positive answer to this question.
Proposition 2.8. With the notation above, if we identify XτSh(D,K) (resp.
XτSh(C,J)) with the set F
K
D (resp. F
J
C ) of K-prime filters on D (resp. of J-
prime filters on C) endowed with the subterminal topology, as in Proposition
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2.7, the continuous map Xτf : XτSh(D,K) → XτSh(C,J) admits the following
description: for any filter F ∈ XτSh(D,K),
Xτf (F ) = f
−1(F ) .
Proof This immediately follows from the fact that if a point p : Set →
Sh(D, K) of the topos Sh(D, K) corresponds to a K-prime filter F on D (as
in Proposition 2.7) then the point f˙ ◦ p of the topos Sh(C, J) corresponds to
the J-prime filter f−1(F ) on C. This fact is in turn easily verified by using
the explicit description of Diaconescu’s equivalence and observing that the
inverse image functor f˙ ∗ satisfies the property that for any c ∈ C, f˙ ∗(y(c)) ∼=
y′(f(c)), where y : C → Sh(C, J) and y′ : D → Sh(D, K) are the composites
of the associated sheaf functors [Cop,Set] → Sh(C, J) and [Dop,Set] →
Sh(D, K) respectively with the Yoneda embeddings C → [Cop,Set] and D →
[Dop,Set]. 
Examples 2.9. Let us now point out several interesting topological
spaces which naturally arise from putting the subterminal topology on
the domain of some indexing function of set of points of a topos.
(a) The trivial topology
Given a topos E and an indexing ξ of a set of points of E by a set X, if
Γ is equal to the subframe {0E , 1E} ⊆ SubE(1) then the topological space
XτEΓ,ξ identifies with the trivial topological space with underlying set X.
(b) The Alexandrov topology
Let (P,≤) be a preorder, E be the topos [P,Set], and let i : P → S
be the indexing function sending an element p ∈ P to the geometric
morphism ep : Set → [P,Set] whose inverse image e∗p : [P,Set] → Set
is the evaluation functor at the object p. The subterminals in [P,Set]
can be identified with the subsets T of P such that for any a ≤ b in P,
a ∈ T implies b ∈ T ; clearly, the open set of the topological space PτE ,i
corresponding to a subterminal T coincides with T itself (regarded as a
subset of P). So, the topological space PτE ,i is precisely the Alexandrov
space associated to the preorder P (i.e. the topological space whose
underlying set is P and whose open sets are the upper sets in P).
(c) The Stone topology for distributive lattices
Let D be a distributive lattice (regarded as a preorder coherent category)
and E be the topos Sh(D, Jcoh), where Jcoh is the coherent topology on
D (recall that, for any element d ∈ D, the Jcoh-covering sieves on d are
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precisely the sieves on d which contain finite families {di ≤ d | i ∈ I}
with the property that d =∨
i∈I
di).
The subterminals in E can be identified with the Jcoh-ideals inD i.e. with
the usual ideals of the distributive lattice D. The points of Sh(D, Jcoh)
can be identified with the prime filters on D. Using Proposition 2.7, we
obtain that the subterminal topology τEX on the collection X of prime
filters on D has as basis of open sets the collection of sets of the form
{F ∈ X | d ∈ F}, where d varies among the elements of D. We have thus
recovered the classical Stone topology on the set of prime filters on D; in
particular, if D is a Boolean algebra then the prime filters on D coincide
with the ultrafilters on D and hence we recover the Stone topology on
the set of ultrafilters of the Boolean algebra D.
(d) A topology for meet-semilattices
LetM be a meet-semilattice (regarded as a preorder cartesian category)
and let E be the topos [Mop,Set]. The points of the topos E can be
identified with the filters onM. By Proposition 2.7, the topology τEX on
the set X of filters on M has as basis of open sets the collection of sets
of the form {F ∈ X | d ∈ F} where d varies among the elements of M.
(e) The space of points of a locale
Let L be a locale and E be the localic topos Sh(L); the points of the
topos Sh(L) correspond bijectively with the points of the locale L and
hence there is only a set P of such points. Now, the points of a locale
L can be identified with the completely prime filters on the frame O(L)
corresponding to L, while the subterminals in Sh(L) can be identified
with the elements u of L. Proposition 2.7 thus yields that the open sets
of the subterminal topology τEX on the set X of completely prime filters
on L are precisely the sets of the form Fu = {F ∈ X | u ∈ F} where
u ranges among the elements of L. We have thus recovered the usual
topology on the space of points of the locale (as described for example
in section C1.2 of [12]).
(f) A logical topology
Let E be the classifying topos of a geometric theory T over a signature Σ.
The points of E can be identified with the models of T in Set. Let X be
a collection X of such models. The subterminals in E can be identified
with the T-provable equivalence classes of geometric sentences over Σ,
and the open set Fφ corresponding in the subterminal topology τ
E
X to
such a formula φ (regarded as a subterminal in E) is the collection of all
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the models in X which satisfy φ. Thus XτE
P
yields in this case a ‘logical
topology’ on the collection X of models of T; if every model of T in
Set occurs as an element of X, we call the resulting topological space
the logical space associated to the theory T. Notice that, since every
geometric sentence over Σ is T-provably equivalent to a disjunction of
coherent sentences, the collection of sets of the form Fφ for φ coherent
over Σ, forms a basis for the topology XτE .
(g) The Zariski topology
Let A be a commutative ring with unit, and let L(A) be the distribu-
tive lattice generated by symbols D(a), a ∈ A, subject to the rela-
tions D(1A) = 1L(A), D(a · b) = D(a) ∧ D(b), D(0A) = 0L(A), and
D(a + b) ≤ D(a) ∨ D(b). If we equip L(A) with the coherent topol-
ogy then the space XτSh(L(A),J) is homeomorphic to the topological space
obtained by equipping the prime spectrum Spec(A) of A with the Zariski
topology (cf. section 8.7 below).
2.3 Sobriety
In this section, we present a natural application of the invariant concept of
point of a topos to the investigation of the property of sobriety of a topological
space; specifically, Theorem 2.10 below gives a criterion for a topological
space built through the subterminal topology to be sober.
Theorem 2.10. Let E be a locally small cocomplete topos and let P be a set
of points of E which separates the subterminals of E . Let h : E → F be the
hyperconnected part of the hyperconnected-localic factorization of the unique
geometric morphism E → Set. Then the topological space XτE
P
is sober if
and only if the function from P to the collection of points of F which sends
a point s in P to the point of F given by the composite geometric morphism
h◦s is a bijection. In particular, if E is localic then the topological space XτE
P
is sober if and only if P is the collection of all the points of E .
Proof Let X be a topological space and let FX be the collection of all the
completely prime filters on the frame O(X) of open sets of X. It is well-
known (cf. p. 491 [12]) that a topological space X is sober if and only if the
map ηX : X0 → FX which sends a point x ∈ X0 to the filter ηX(x) consisting
of all the open sets which contain x is a bijection. Now, the filters in FX can
be identified with the geometric morphisms Set→ Sh(X) and hence we can
reformulate the property of sobriety of X by saying that the map ξX from X0
to the collection of all the points of the topos Sh(X) sending a point x ∈ X0
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to the geometric morphism fx : Set → Sh(X) whose inverse image is the
stalk functor at x is a bijection.
Now, since P separates the subterminals in E , F is equivalent to the topos
Sh(XτE
P
) (by Remark 2.4(a)). It is easy to verify that, under the equivalence
F ≃ Sh(XτE
P
) the map ξX
τE
P
defined above corresponds precisely to the map
sending a point s in P (regarded as an element of the underlying set of XτE
P
)
to the point of F given by the composite geometric morphism h ◦ s. From
this our thesis follows immediately. 
It follows at once from the theorem that the Stone spaces associated to
distributive lattices, the topological spaces associated to meet-semilattices
as in Example 2.9(d) and the logical spaces of Example 2.9(f), are all sober.
The following criterion for an Alexandrov space to be sober also follows
immediately from our theorem (the equivalence (i)⇔ (iii) in Corollary 2.11
below is well-known).
Corollary 2.11. Let X be an Alexandrov space, and let X≤ be the preorder
obtained by equipping the underlying set of X with the specialization order.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) X is sober;
(ii) Every flat functor Xop≤ → Set is representable;
(iii) Every non-empty directed ideal of X≤ is principal.
Proof (i)⇔ (ii) If X is an Alexandrov space then X is homeomorphic to
the space (X0)τE ,i, where i : X0 → S is the indexing function of points of
the topos [X≤,Set] considered in Example 2.9(b). From Theorem 2.10 we
thus know that X is sober if and only if every point of the topos [X≤,Set]
is one of the points in S. Now, recalling the equivalence between geometric
morphisms Set → [X≤,Set] and flat functors X
op
≤ → Set, under which the
point of [X≤,Set] whose inverse image functor is the evaluation functor at
the object x of X≤ corresponds to the flat functor X
op
≤ → Set represented
by x, we can alternatively reformulate this condition as the requirement that
every flat functor Xop≤ → Set should be representable.
(ii)⇔ (iii) Every flat functor F : P → Set from a preorder P to Set
takes values in {0, 1} →֒ Set and, under the assignment F → F−1(1), the
flat functors Xop≤ → Set correspond bijectively with the non-empty directed
ideals on X≤ (cf. section 7.1 below); in these terms, the condition for a flat
functor Xop≤ → Set to be representable amounts precisely to the requirement
that the corresponding ideal should be principal, which proves our thesis.

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3 The general approach to Stone-type dualities
In this section we present our general topos-theoretic framework for inter-
preting ‘Stone-type dualities’. For a classical treatment of these dualities,
done from a locale-theoretic and categorical perspective, we refer the reader
to the excellent book [13] by Johnstone, which in fact provided significant
inspiration for the present work.
It will be clear from our analysis that the known Stone-type dualities are
just a few of a large class of dualities that can be established through our
topos-theoretic machinery.
The main ingredient of our interpretation is the following well-known
result from Topos Theory (cf. Example A4.6.2(e) [12]): any topos Sh(C, J)
of sheaves on a site (C, J) whose underlying category C is a preorder is localic.
Now, for any locally small cocomplete topos E , we can consider the
hyperconnected-localic factorization E → F → Set of the unique geometric
morphism E → Set. Notice that, since F is localic, the Comparison Lemma
yields an equivalence F ≃ Sh(SubF (1F)) and hence, by Proposition A4.6.6
[12], we have an equivalence F ≃ SubE(1E). In particular, if E is localic then
E is equivalent to the localic topos Sh(L) where L is the locale SubE(1) of
subterminals in E . If we apply this to the topos Sh(C, J) of sheaves on a site
(C, J) whose underlying category C is a preorder we thus obtain, in view of
Remark 8.2(a), an equivalence Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C)) where IdJ(C) is the
locale of J-ideals on C i.e. the locale whose corresponding frame consists of
the set of J-ideals on C equipped with the subset-inclusion order relation.
That is, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let C be a preorder and J be a Grothendieck topology on C.
Then the toposes Sh(C, J) and Sh(IdJ(C)) are equivalent.

As we shall argue below, this representation theorem, which can be read
logically as a Morita-equivalence between two distinct geometric theories (cf.
section 7.1 below), provides a general framework for analyzing the known
Stone-type dualities and extracting new information about them, as well
as for generating new dualities. In fact, we shall identify a set of general
principles for building dualities starting from Theorem 3.1, and illustrate
them in action in several examples, including the classical ones.
As the reader will have the opportunity to notice, this approach represents
a clear implementation of the philosophy ‘toposes as bridges’ introduced in
[6]. Indeed, the dualities or equivalences arise precisely from the process of
‘functorializing’ a bunch of Morita-equivalences given by Theorem 3.1; for
each structure we have a Morita-equivalence, and the relationship between
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the preordered structure and the corresponding locale or topological space is
determined by the expression of a topos-theoretic invariant in terms of the
two different sites of definition of the topos.
We start by making a distinction between
1. dualities between categories of preorders and categories of locales and
2. dualities between categories of preorders and categories of topological
spaces.
The first kind of dualities have an essentially constructive nature, while
the second class of dualities, which notably includes the classical Stone du-
alities for distributive lattices and Boolean algebras, may require some form
of the axiom of choice. Anyway, the two classes of dualities are strongly
interconnected, in that, as we shall see below, it is often possible to extract
from a duality of the second kind a duality of the first kind and viceversa.
Broadly speaking, our method for building dualities of the first kind con-
sists in equipping each of the structures C in a given category of preorders
with an appropriate Grothendieck topology JC in a such a way that this as-
signment is ‘natural’ in C. Such a choice induces a functor from the category
K or its opposite (according to whether the duality is covariant or contravari-
ant) to the category of locales sending each structure C to the locale IdJC(C)
of JC-ideals in C. The operation of ‘recovering’ a structure C from the corre-
sponding topos Sh(C, JC) ≃ Sh(IdJC(C)) through a topos-theoretic invariant
gives rise to a functor going in the converse direction which yields, together
with it, the desired duality or equivalence.
Once a duality of the first kind is established, we use the notion of sub-
terminal topology introduced in section 2 to ‘enrich’ the given duality to a
duality with a category of topological spaces. This can be done in various
ways, and this process of ‘enrichment’ might require, depending on the case,
some form of the axiom of choice.
We thus begin by focusing on the first kind of dualities.
3.1 Dualities with categories of locales
Let us fix a category K of preordered structures. Our aim is to equip each
structure C in K (regarded here as a preorder category) with a Grothendieck
topology JC on C in such a way that the assignment C → IdJC(C) can be made
into a functor (either covariant or contravariant) from K to the category Loc
of locales.
The following notions will be central for our purposes.
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Recall from section C2.3 of [12] that amorphism of sites (C, JC)→ (D, JD)
is a flat functor C → D (i.e., a functor F : C → D such that for any object
d of D the category (d ↓ F ) is cofiltered) which is cover-preserving, i.e.
which sends every JC-covering sieve to a family which generates a JD-covering
sieve. In particular, if C and D are meet-semilattices (regarded as cartesian
categories) a morphism of sites (C, JC)→ (D, JD) is a cover-preserving meet-
semilattice homomorphism C → D.
For preorder categories C and D, the following ‘concrete’ characterization
of flat functors C → D holds.
Proposition 3.2. Let (C,≤) and (D,≤′) be preorder categories and let F :
C → D be a functor. Then F is flat if and only if both of the following
conditions hold:
(i) For any d ∈ D there exists c ∈ C such that d ≤′ F (c);
(ii) For any object d ∈ D and any objects c, c′ ∈ C such that d ≤′ F (c) and
d ≤′ F (c′) there exists c′′ ∈ C such that c′′ ≤ c, c′′ ≤ c′ and d ≤′ F (c′′).
Proof The proposition follows immediately from the definition of cofiltered
category. 
Coming back to our original problem of making the assignment C →
IdJC(C) into a functor (either covariant or contravariant) from K to the cat-
egory Loc of locales, we have to distinguish between the covariant and con-
travariant case.
(i) If we want to obtain a contravariant functor from K to Loc, we equip
each structure C in K with a Grothendieck topology JC on C in such a
way that every arrow f : C → D in K gives rise to a morphism of sites
fˆ : (C, JC)→ (D, JD);
(ii) If we want to obtain a covariant functor K → Loc, we do not equip
each of the structures in K with any Grothendieck topology.
In case (i), we obtain a functor A : Kop → Loc from the opposite of
the category K to the category Loc of locales, while in case (ii) we obtain a
functor B : K → Loc.
In case (i), the functor A : Kop → Loc is defined as follows. Given a
structure C in K, we put A(C) = IdJC(C). Given an arrow f : C → D in
K, the morphism of sites fˆ : (C, JC) → (D, JD) corresponding to f gives
rise, functorially, to a geometric morphism f˙ : Sh(D, JD) → Sh(C, JC) (cf.
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Corollary C2.3.4 [12]), which corresponds, via the equivalences of Theorem
3.1, to a geometric morphism Sh(IdJD(D)) → Sh(IdJC(C)), which in turn
corresponds, by Proposition C1.4.5 [12], to a unique morphism of locales
IdJD(D) → IdJC(C); we set A(f) : IdJD(D) → IdJC(C) equal to this mor-
phism. It is easy to see that, concretely, A(f) acts, at the level of frames, as
the homomorphism sending a JC-ideal I on C to the smallest JD-ideal on D
containing the image of I under f .
In case (ii), the functor B : K → Loc is defined as follows. Given a
structure C in K, we put B(C) = Id(Cop). Any arrow f : C → D in K
gives rise, functorially, to a geometric morphism [C,Set] → [D,Set] (as in
Example A4.1.4 [12]), which corresponds via the equivalences of Theorem
3.1 to a geometric morphism Sh(Id(Cop)) → Sh(Id(Dop)), which in turn
corresponds (by Proposition C1.4.5 [12]) to a unique morphism of locales
Id(Cop) → Id(Dop); we set B(f) : Id(Cop) → Id(Dop) equal to this mor-
phism. Concretely, B(f) acts, at the level of frames, as the homomorphism
sending an ideal I on D to the inverse image f−1(I) of I under f .
We note that, if we regard both Kop (resp. K) and Loc as preordered 2-
categories in the natural way (i.e., given two arrows f, g : C → D in K we set
f ≤ g in K (or in Kop), if for every c ∈ C f(c) ≤ g(c), and similarly for arrows
in Loc, where the inequalities are considered in the dual category Frm), then
the functor A (resp. the functor B) becomes a 2-functor which is covariant
on 2-cells (cf. Remark C2.3.5 and Proposition C1.4.5 [12]). Concretely, this
amounts precisely to saying that if f ≤ g in K then A(f) ≤ A(g) (resp.
B(f) ≤ B(g)) in Loc.
So far, we have described a general method for constructing a (either
covariant or contravariant) functor from a given category K of preorders
to the category Loc of locales; to build, starting from such a functor, an
equivalence or duality between K and a subcategory of Loc, we have to care
about how to go in the other direction. The general strategy is the following
(we describe it for the case (i) but our arguments can be trivially adapted
to work in the case (ii), cf. section 4.1 below): if we are able to recover
a structure C in K (uniquely up to canonical isomorphism) from the topos
Sh(C, JC) (equivalently, from the locale A(C) = IdJC(C)) by means of a topos-
theoretic invariant (in the sense of [6]) functorially in C ∈ Kop then we can
expect to be able to use the invariant to define a functor IA : U → Kop on a
subcategory U of Loc (namely, the extended image of A, cf. Definition 3.3
below) which, together with A, yields an equivalence of categories Kop ≃ U .
We note that in order to be able to recover a structure C from the topos
Sh(C, JC), the topology JC must be ‘small enough’ so that the associated
sheaf functor aJC : [C
op,Set] → Sh(C, JC) does not send two distinct repre-
sentable functors to isomorphic objects. Clearly, if JC is subcanonical then
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this problem does not subsist (in fact, as we shall see in sections 4 and 5.1 be-
low, the classical examples of dualities, as well as our new examples, all arise
when the Grothendieck topologies are subcanonical) If C is moreover a poset
then the objects of C correspond bijectively with the principal JC-ideals on C
(since, JC being subcanonical, the latter are all of the form (c) ↓ for c ∈ C),
so the problem reduces to that of characterizing the principal (JC-)ideals on
C among the J-ideals on C (i.e. the subterminals of the topos Sh(C, JC))
by means of a topos-theoretic invariant. We will discuss this problem in full
generality in section 3.3, and will show that it has a positive solution in many
cases of interest.
Recall that a Grothendieck topology J on a small category C is said to
be subcanonical if all the representable functors Cop → Set are J-sheaves.
If (C,≤) is a preorder category, the condition for a Grothendieck topology J
to be subcanonical admits the following more concrete description: for every
J-covering sieve S := {ci ≤ c | i ∈ I} on an object c ∈ C, c is the supremum
in C of the ci for i ∈ I (i.e., for any object c
′ in C such that for every i ∈ I
ci ≤ c′, c ≤ c′). We can show this as follows. If C is a preorder then any
representable functor F : Cop → Set is a subterminal object of the topos
[Cop,Set] and hence, the terminal object 1 of [Cop,Set] being always a sheaf,
F is a J-sheaf if and only if it is J-closed as a subobject of 1. But this
condition, for a representable C(−, a), amounts precisely to requiring that
for any J-covering sieve S := {ci ≤ c | i ∈ I} on an object c ∈ C, if ci ≤ a
for all i ∈ I then c ≤ a, from which our thesis follows immediately.
Recall that, if a functor F : C → D between two categories C and D is
injective on objects (i.e., for any c, c′ ∈ C, F (c) = F (c′) implies c = c′) then
we have a subcategory Im(F ) of D, called the image of F , whose objects are
those of the form F (c) for an object c of C and whose arrows are those of
the form F (f) for an arrow f of C. Similarly, under the hypothesis that F
creates isomorphisms (i.e., for any isomorphism l : F (c) ∼= F (d) there exists
an isomorphism u : c ∼= d such that F (u) = l), we can give the following
definition.
Definition 3.3. Let F : C → D be a functor which creates isomorphisms.
The extended image ExtIm(F ) of F is the subcategory of D having as objects
the objects of D which are isomorphic to an object of the form F (c), and as
arrows the arrows f : x → y in D such that there exist objects c, c′ ∈ C, an
arrow u : c → c′ in C and isomorphisms x ∼= F (c) and y ∼= F (c′) such that
F (u) is the factorization of f through these isomorphisms.
The functors F : C → D which create isomorphisms enjoy a nice property,
namely the fact that whenever they have a categorical left inverse, they yield
an equivalence of categories between C and the extended image ExtIm(F )
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of F . We shall appeal to this fact, recorded in the following proposition, in
this section and in the next one.
Proposition 3.4. Let F : C → D be a functor which creates isomorphisms
and let G : D → C be a functor such that G ◦ F ∼= 1C. Then the functors
F˙ : C → ExtIm(F ) and G˙ : ExtIm(F ) → C obtained from F and G
by restricting the codomain (resp. the domain) of F (resp. of G) to the
category ExtIm(F ) are categorical inverses to each other, and hence yield
an equivalence of categories C ≃ ExtIm(F ).
Proof Let α : G ◦F ∼= 1C be a natural isomorphism; then clearly α yields a
natural isomorphism G˙ ◦ F˙ ∼= 1C. We can construct a natural isomorphism
β : F˙ ◦ G˙ → 1ExtIm(F ) as follows. Given x ∈ ExtIm(F ) there exists c ∈ C
and an isomorphism r : x→ F (c) in D; we put β(x) : F (G(x))→ x equal to
the composite r−1 ◦F (α(c)) ◦F (G(r)). It is easy to see that this assignment
does not depend on the choice of the object c and of the isomorphism r,
and that it is natural in c ∈ ExtIm(F ); therefore, all the arrows β(x) being
isomorphisms, this assignment defines a natural isomorphism β : F˙ ◦ G˙ →
1ExtIm(F ). 
Note that the proof of Proposition 3.4 does not require any form of the
axiom of choice.
It is clear from their definitions that our functors A and B are injective
on objects. In fact, we can also prove that they are faithful, provided that all
the Grothendieck topologies JC are subcanonical and the categories in K are
posets. Let us show this for the functors A; we will discuss the faithfulness
of the functor B in section 4.1.
From Lemma C2.3.8 [12] we know that, given a morphism of sites fˆ :
(C, JC) → (D, JD) as above, if JC and JD are subcanonical then the in-
verse image of the geometric morphism f˙ : Sh(D, JD) → Sh(C, JC) factors
through the Yoneda embeddings C →֒ Sh(C, JC) and D →֒ Sh(D, JD) yield-
ing a functor C → D which is isomorphic to f . If the categories C and D
are posets, we can conclude that this functor actually coincides with f . This
argument implies that, under the hypothesis that the categories C are posets
and the topologies JC are subcanonical, the functor A is faithful; indeed, for
any arrow f in Kop, f is equal to the restriction C → D of the factoriza-
tion Sh(C, JC) → Sh(D, JD) of the inverse image functor of the geometric
morphism Sh(A(f)) : Sh(A(D)) → Sh(A(C)) through the equivalences of
Theorem 3.1. Therefore, since A is faithful and injective on objects, it yields
an isomorphism of categories between Kop and the image of A.
We can summarize what we have established as follows.
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Theorem 3.5. With the above notation, if all the Grothendieck topologies
JC are subcanonical and all the categories in K are posets then the functor
A : Kop → Loc yields an isomorphism of categories between Kop and the
subcategory of Loc given by the image of A.
If our categories are just preorders (rather than posets), f remains de-
termined by A(f) only up to isomorphism, and hence A becomes faithful
when we factorize the set of arrows in K by the equivalence relation which
identifies two arrows f, g : C → D if and only if they are isomorphic (i.e., for
any c ∈ C, f(c) ∼= g(c)); if we denote the resulting quotient category of K by
K∼= we thus obtain that the factorization A∼= : K
op
∼= → Loc of the functor A
through the quotient functor Kop → Kop∼= (note that this factorization exists
since A is a 2-functor when Kop and Loc are regarded as 2-categories in the
natural way) is faithful and hence yields, under the hypothesis that all the
Grothendieck topologies JC be subcanonical, an isomorphism of categories
between Kop∼= and the subcategory of Loc given by the image of A∼=.
Theorem 3.5 provides a categorical equivalence between the opposite of
our original category of preorders K and a subcategory of Loc. Still, it would
be desirable to have a duality of K with a subcategory of Loc whose objects
(and arrows) admit an intrinsic description in localic terms; now, since such
characterizations can clearly determine the objects (and arrows) in Loc only
up to isomorphism, in order to obtain an ‘intrinsic’ duality, we necessarily
have to enlarge the target of the functor A to the extended image of A. In
fact, if we are able to define a functor IA : ExtIm(A)→ Kop which allows us
to recover each structure C in Kop from A(C) up to natural isomorphism (i.e.
such that that the composite functor IA ◦ A is naturally isomorphic to the
identity functor on C) then the composite functor A◦IA will automatically be
naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on ExtIm(A) (by Proposition
3.4).
From now on we will suppose for simplicity that all the structures C in K
are posets and that all the Grothendieck topologies JC are subcanonical.
Concerning the definition of the functor IA, we note that it suffices to
specify the action of IA on the objects, its action on the arrows being uniquely
determined by it; indeed, for any locale L in the extended image of A, IA(L)
can be identified with a subset BL of L, and the action of IA on an arrow
f : L→ L′ in ExtIm(A) must be equal to the factorization BL′ → BL of the
frame homomorphism corresponding to f through the inclusions BL →֒ L
and BL′ →֒ L
′.
The definition of the functor IA on the objects relies on the existence of
an appropriate topos-theoretic invariant U which enables one to identify the
principal JC-ideals on C among the JC-ideals on C, for any structure C in K;
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indeed, if such an invariant exists then each structure C in K can be recovered,
up to isomorphism, as the poset of subterminals of the topos Sh(C, JC) which
satisfy the invariant U , and IA is defined as the functor which sends an locale
L in ExtIm(A) to the set of subterminals of Sh(L) (i.e., of elements of L)
which satisfy the invariant U , endowed with the induced order. As we shall
see in section 3.3, the problem of the existence of an appropriate invariant U is
strictly related to the possibility of describing the Grothendieck topologies JC
‘uniformly’ by means of a topos-theoretic invariant; indeed, if the topologies
JC are ‘uniformly induced’ by an invariant C then the notion of C-compact
subterminal yields an invariant U which has the required property (cf. section
3.3 below and in particular Theorem 3.25).
The existence of an appropriate topos-theoretic invariant U is, in a sense,
the only element of ‘non-canonicity’ in our machinery building dualities; in-
deed, it is not a priori guaranteed that such an invariant should exist for our
category of structures K and for our choice of the Grothendieck topologies
JC. On the other hand, our notion of Grothendieck topology induced by a
topos-theoretic invariant, introduced in section 3.3 below, provides us with
a systematic means for building appropriate invariants for many interesting
and naturally arising classes collections of Grothendieck topologies. In par-
ticular, all the classical examples of dualities fall under this framework, and
in fact the level of generality of this notion is such that it allows one to easily
build infinitely many new dualities through our machinery.
Let us now discuss the problem of characterizing the subcategories of Loc
which arise as the extended image of a functor A (the case of the functor
B is analogous and our arguments below can be easily adapted to work in
that case, cf. section 4.1 below) in ‘topological’ terms, as for example in the
case of the classical Stone duality. Clearly, one cannot reasonably expect this
kind of problems to admit ‘canonical’ solutions. On the other hand, topos-
theoretic invariants can be profitably used to establish characterizations of
the objects and arrows in the extended image of the functor A starting from
properties of the structures in K. The notion of basis of a locale (resp. of
basis of a topological space) is a particularly convenient one for achieving
these characterizations.
By a basis of a frame L (equivalently, of the locale corresponding to it)
we mean a subset B ⊆ L such that every element of L is a join of elements in
B; note that a basis of a topological space X is precisely a basis of the frame
O(X) of open sets of X. Below, when we say that a basis (of a frame or a
topological space) is closed under some kind of operation we mean that the
result of applying the operation to any set of elements of the basis belonging
to its domain is again an element of the basis.
As we shall see in section 3.3, if the Grothendieck topologies JC can be de-
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fined ‘uniformly’ by means of a topos-theoretic invariant C (technically, are
all C-induced in the sense of Definition 3.22 below) which satisfies a natu-
ral property (technically, the hypothesis of Theorem 3.25) then the principal
JC-ideals on C can be characterized among the JC-ideals on C (i.e. the sub-
terminals of the topos Sh(C, JC)) as the ‘C-compact’ ones (in the sense of
Definition 3.15(a) below), and the locales L in the extended image of our
functor A can be characterized ‘intrinsically’ as the locales which possess a
basis of C-compact elements satisfying some specific invariant properties (cf.
Theorem 3.28). So, for example, if K consists of all the Boolean algebras,
each of which equipped with the coherent topology, one requires the elements
of the basis to be closed in the locale under finite meets and joins and to form,
with respect to the induced order, a Boolean algebra (see section 4 below for
more examples).
Concerning the problem of characterizing the arrows in ExtIm(A) ‘in-
trinsically’, we observe that if the arrows C → D in K coincide exactly with
the morphisms of sites (C, JC) → (D, JD), as in fact it happens in many
cases of interest, then, if the principal ideals on any C in K can be charac-
terized as above as the C-compact elements of the locale IdJC(C), the arrows
in ExtIm(A) can be characterized precisely as the locale morphisms whose
associated frame homomorphisms send C-compact elements to C-compact
elements (cf. Theorem 3.28). If the arrows in K induce morphisms of sites
(C, JC) → (D, JD) but not all such morphisms yield arrows in K then the
arrows in ExtIm(A) can still be characterized, although less ‘intrinsically’,
as the locale morphisms whose associated frame homomorphisms, when re-
stricted to the relevant bases of the locales, yield a function which, when the
latter bases are regarded as objects of K, can be identified with an arrow in
K between them (cf. Theorem 3.28 below).
3.2 Dualities with categories of topological spaces
So far we have discussed how to build dualities or equivalences between cate-
gories of preorders and categories of locales. Our purpose in this section is to
show that dualities (resp. equivalences) with categories of topological spaces
can be naturally obtained starting from dualities (resp. equivalences) with
categories of locales, this latter class being the one which, as we have seen,
can be most naturally investigated by means of our topos-theoretic approach.
Our strategy consists in ‘enriching’ a given duality (resp. equivalence)
between a category of preorders K and a category of locales established by
the method of section 3.1 to a duality (resp. equivalence) between K and a
category of topological spaces, by means of an appropriate choice of points
of the toposes corresponding to the structures in K as in section 3.1.
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We denote by U : Top → Loc the usual functor sending a topological
space X to the locale O(X) of open sets of X.
Let as assume to start with a duality A : Kop → Loc obtained by
the method of section 3.1. Suppose that we have assigned to every struc-
ture C in K an indexing ξC : [XC,Set] → Sh(C, JC) of a set of points of
the topos Sh(C, JC) which separates the subterminals in Sh(C, JC), and to
each arrow f : C → D in K a function lf : XD → XC such that, de-
noted by f˙ the geometric morphism Sh(D, JD) → Sh(C, JC) induced by
the morphism of sites fˆ : (C, JC)→ (D, JD), the pair (f˙ , lf ) defines an arrow
(Sh(D, JD), ξD)→ (Sh(C, JC), ξC) in the category Topp of toposes paired with
points (cf. section 2.1 above). Then we can define a functor A˜ : Kop → Top
as follows:
A˜(C) = Θp((Sh(C, JC), ξC)) = XCτSh(C,JC)
ξC
for C ∈ K, and
A˜(f) = Θp(f˙ , lf ) = lf : XD → XC
for any arrow f : C → D in K (cf. section 2.1 for the definition of the functor
Θp).
By Theorem 2.3(ii), we have an isomorphism of functors U ◦ A˜ ∼= A.
Now, if A˜ creates isomorphisms (note that, since A creates isomorphisms,
this condition is automatically satisfied when U is faithful on the image of
A˜, for example when all the topological spaces in the image of A˜ are sober)
then the functor I˜A : ExtIm(A˜)→ Kop defined as the composite of IA with
the restriction of the functor U to ExtIm(A˜) clearly yields an inverse (up
to isomorphism) to the functor A˜ (cf. Proposition 3.4). We thus obtain an
equivalence between Kop and the subcategory of Top given by the extended
image of A˜, which ‘lifts’ the equivalence between Kop and the extended image
of A from which we started.
Let us now consider the covariant case. Let as assume to start with a
functor B : K → Loc obtained by the method of section 3.1. Similarly as
above, suppose that we have assigned to each structure C in K an indexing ξC :
[XC,Set] → [C,Set] of a set of points of the topos [C,Set] which separates
the subterminals in [C,Set], and to each arrow f : C → D in K a function
lf : XC → XD such that, denoted by f˙ the geometric morphism [C,Set] →
[D,Set] induced by f as in section 3.1 above, the pair (f˙ , lf) defines an arrow
([C,Set], ξC) → ([D,Set], ξD) in the category Topp. Then we can define a
functor B˜ : K → Top by putting
B˜(C) = Θp(([C,Set], ξC)) = XCτ [C,Set]
ξC
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for C ∈ K, and
B˜(f) = Θp(f˙ , lf ) = lf : XC → XD
for any arrow f : C → D in K.
We verify as above that U ◦ B˜ ∼= B; and, provided that B is faithful and
creates isomorphisms, if B˜ creates isomorphisms then B˜ yields an equivalence
of categories onto its extended image.
We note that, in the contravariant (resp. covariant) case, if for ev-
ery structure C in K the indexing ξC : [XC,Set] → Sh(C, JC) (resp. ξC :
[XC,Set] → [C,Set]) of points of the topos Sh(C, JC) (resp. of the topos
[C,Set]) is induced by the identity indexing function on the set PC of all
the points of the topos Sh(C, JC) (resp. of the topos [C,Set]) then for ev-
ery arrow f in Kop (resp. in K), the definition of lf : XD → XC (resp. of
lf : XC → XD) is automatic; indeed, lf must be equal to the function send-
ing a point p : Set → Sh(D, JD) (resp. a point p : Set → [C,Set]) to the
composite f˙ ◦ p.
We note that, while the method of section 3.1 provides a ‘canonical’
way of building dualities or equivalences with subcategories of Loc, once the
category K of structures and the Grothendieck topologies JC have been fixed,
the method for building dualities with categories of topological spaces that
we have just explained requires the choice of appropriate sets of points of the
toposes involved, and this can be done in general in several different ways,
possibly leading to different dualities or equivalences between the category
K and a subcategory of Top (cf. section 4 below for a concrete example of
this phenomenon).
In connection with this, we also remark that some form of the axiom of
choice may be necessary in establishing that certain sets of points of a given
topos separate the subterminals of the topos (we refer the reader to section
4 for a detailed analysis of various examples also in light of the axiom of
choice).
Concerning the problem of characterizing the subcategories ofTop arising
as the extended image of a functor A˜ (resp. of a functor B˜) in ‘topological’
terms, we have a particularly satisfying answer when the topological spaces
in the extended image of the functor are all sober (cf. Theorem 2.10 for a
topos-theoretic criterion of sobriety); indeed, under this hypothesis the spaces
in V can be characterized precisely as the sober topological spaces whose
frames of open sets (regarded as locales) belong to the extended image of the
functor A (resp. of the functor B). Indeed, one direction is obvious while
the other one follows from the fact that the assignment X → O(X) defines
an embedding of the category of sober spaces into the category of locales (cf.
Corollary C1.2.3 [12]). In particular, if the locales in the extended image of
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A (resp. of B) can be characterized by means of a topos-theoretic invariant
C as in section 3.1 above then the spaces in ExtIm(A˜) (resp. in ExtIm(B˜))
can be characterized precisely as the sober topological spaces such that the
collection of their C-compact open sets forms a basis which, endowed with the
subset-inclusion ordering, has the structure of a preorder in K and satisfies
some specific invariant properties (as in the characterization of the locales in
ExtIm(A) (resp. in ExtIm(B))), while the arrows in ExtIm(A˜) (resp. in
ExtIm(B˜)) can be characterized precisely as the continuous maps between
the spaces in ExtIm(A˜) (resp. in ExtIm(B˜)) such that their inverse images
send C-compact open sets to C-compact open sets.
3.3 Characterizing principal ideals through invariants
In this section, we investigate the problem of recovering a (preorder) cate-
gory C, equipped with a (subcanonical) Grothendieck topology J from the
topos Sh(C, J) (up to categorical equivalence) by means of a topos-theoretic
invariant. Notice that any categorical equivalence between two preorder cat-
egories is an isomorphism, so our considerations will address in particular the
problem of recovering a preordered structure C in K from the topos Sh(C, JC)
(respectively, from the topos [C,Set]) uniquely up to isomorphism.
Let us denote by lJC : C → Sh(C, J) the composite of the Yoneda embed-
ding Y : C → [Cop,Set] with the associated sheaf functor aJ : [Cop,Set] →
Sh(C, J). The functor lJC maps C into Sh(C, J) not faithfully in general;
anyway, if J is subcanonical then lJC can be identified with the Yoneda em-
bedding and hence it is full and faithful. It is thus natural to ask, under this
hypothesis, whether one can characterize the objects of Sh(C, J) of the form
lJC (c) for an object c of C in terms of a topos-theoretic invariant applied to
the topos Sh(C, J). If C is a preorder (P,≤) then for an object c of C the
unique arrow lJC (c) → 1Sh(C,J) is a monomorphism and hence l
J
C (c) can be
identified with a J-ideal on C; in fact, if J is subcanonical then lJC (c) is (iso-
morphic to) the the principal J-ideal (c) ↓ generated by c (i.e. the collection
of all the objects d of P such that d ≤ c). This leads us to investigating the
problem of characterizing the subterminals in Sh(C, J) which correspond to
the principal J-ideals on C through a topos-theoretic invariant applied to the
topos Sh(C, J).
The following definition will be central for our purposes. Recall from
section 2.2 that a J-ideal I on C is said to be principal if I = (c) ↓J for an
object c of C.
Definition 3.6. Let (C, J) be a site and I be a J-ideal on C. We say that
I is J-compact if for every covering {Ik | k ∈ K} of I by subterminals in
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Sh(C, J) there exists a J-covering sieve {fh : ch → c | h ∈ H} in C such that
for every h ∈ H , (ch) ↓J is contained in some Ik, and {(ch) ↓J | h ∈ H}
covers I in Sh(C, J).
Theorem 3.7. Let (C, J) be a site and I be a J-ideal on C. Then I is a
principal J-ideal if and only if it is J-compact.
Proof Let us suppose that I = (c) ↓J is a J-principal ideal. The union∨
k∈K
Ik
in Sh(C, J) of a family {Ik | k ∈ K} of J-ideals is the J-closure of the union
∪
k∈K
Ik in [C
op,Set] of the ideals Ik (considered as subterminals in [C
op,Set]);
specifically, ∨
k∈K
Ik = {d ∈ C | {f : e → d | e ∈∪
k∈K
Ik} ∈ J(d)}. This implies
that I =∨
k∈K
Ik if and only if {f : e → c | e ∈∪
k∈K
Ik} ∈ J(c). So, if we put
S = {f : e→ c | e ∈∪
k∈K
Ik} then we have that for any f : e→ c in S, (e) ↓J
is contained in some Ik. To show that the sieve S witnesses the fact that
I is J-compact, it remains to prove that I =∨
f∈S
(dom(f)) ↓J . Since each
(dom(f)) ↓J is contained in I (being included in some Ik) then the inclusion
“⊇” holds. The other inclusion follows from the fact that every J-ideal that
contains each of the (dom(f)) ↓J must contain c (since S is J-covering) and
hence I.
Conversely, suppose that I is J-compact. We want to prove that I is
principal. If we take as family {Ik | k ∈ K} the singleton family {I}, the
fact that I is J-compact implies that there exists a J-covering sieve {fh :
ch → c | h ∈ H} in C such that I = ∨
h∈H
(ch) ↓J . But ∨
h∈H
(ch) ↓J= (c) ↓J ,
from which it follows that I = (c) ↓J and hence that I is a principal J-ideal.

The characterization of Theorem 3.7 represents a first step for achieving,
under appropriate hypotheses, characterizations of the property of being a
principal J-ideal on a preorder C as a topos-theoretic invariant on the topos
Sh(C, J). To this end, we introduce the following definitions.
Definition 3.8. (a) We say that a family of subobjects {ai ֌ a |i ∈ I} of
a given object a in a (locally small cocomplete) topos E is refined by a
family {bj ֌ a | j ∈ J} of subobjects of a if for every j ∈ J there exists
i ∈ I such that bj ֌ a factors through ai ֌ a and the union∨
i∈I
ai in
SubE(a) is equal to the union∨
j∈J
bj in SubE(a).
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(b) Let (C, J) be a site. We say that a topos-theoretic invariant property
C of families F of subterminals in a (locally small cocomplete) topos E
is (C, J)-adequate if, when E is the topos Sh(C, J) and F is a family of
principal J-ideals on C (regarded as subterminals in Sh(C, J)), F has a
refinement which satisfies C if and only if there exists a J-covering sieve
{fh : dh → d | h ∈ H} in C such that for any h ∈ H , (dh) ↓J is contained
in some ideal in F and the union in E of the family {(dh) ↓J | h ∈ H}
is equal to the union in E of the family F (equivalently, the objects of C
whose corresponding principal J-ideals are contained in some ideal in F
are the domains of a family of arrows in C which generates a J-covering
sieve).
Remark 3.9. If (C,≤) is a poset category and J is subcanonical then the
elements in F can be thought of as elements of C, and the condition that
there exist a J-covering sieve {fh : dh → d | h ∈ H} in C such that for any
h ∈ H , (dh) ↓J is contained in some ideal in F and the union in E of the
family {(dh) ↓J | h ∈ H} is equal to the union in E of the family F can be
equivalently reformulated as the requirement that the supremum s in C of the
set of the objects of C whose corresponding principal J-ideals are contained
in some ideal in F should exist and the collection of all the arrows in C from
such objects to s should generate a J-covering sieve.
Theorem 3.10. Let C be an invariant property of families of subterminals
in a (locally small cocomplete) topos which is (C, J)-adequate. Then a J-
ideal on C is J-compact (equivalently, by Theorem 3.7, principal) if and only
if every covering family for I has a refinement which satisfies C.
Proof If a J-ideal I is J-compact then every covering family for I has a
refinement by principal J-ideals which satisfies C.
Conversely, suppose that every covering family for I has a refinement
which satisfies C. If we take as covering family the collection of all the
principal J-ideals of the form (c) ↓J for c ∈ I then we conclude, from the
fact that C is (C, J)-adequate, that I is the join of a family of principal J-
ideals indexed over a J-covering sieve, and hence it is principal (equivalently,
J-compact), as required. 
Let us now introduce some natural topos-theoretic invariants of families
of subobjects in a topos, which we shall use in section 4 in the context of our
examples.
Below, by atomic (resp. supercompact) subobject of a given object a in
a locally small cocomplete topos E we mean a subobject m of a such that m
is non-zero and does not contain any proper subobject of a in E (resp. such
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that every covering ofm in the frame SubE(a) contains the identity subobject
of a). An element a of a frame L (equivalently, of the corresponding locale)
is an atom (resp. supercompact) if, denoted by y : L → Sh(L) the Yoneda
embedding, y(a) ֌ 1Sh(L) is an atomic (resp. supercompact) subobject in
the topos Sh(L).
Definition 3.11. Let E be a locally small cocomplete topos and F be a
family of subobjects of a given object in E .
(a) The family F is said to have a finite subcover if there exists a finite
subfamily F ′ of F such that the union of the subobjects in F ′ is equal
to the union of the subobjects in F ;
(b) The family F is said to have a singleton subcover if there exists a single
subobject in F which is the union of the subobjects in the family F ;
(c) Given a regular cardinal k, the family F is said to have a k-subcover if
there exists a subfamily F ′ of F of cardinality < k such that the union
of the subobjects in F ′ is equal to the union of the subobjects in F ;
(d) The family F is said to have a disjunctive refinement (resp. to have
a finite disjunctive refinement) if there exists a family (resp. a finite
family) of pairwise disjoint subobjects which refines F ;
(e) The family F is said to have an atomic refinement (resp. to have a finite
atomic refinement if either F is a singleton or there exists a family (resp.
a finite family) of atomic subobjects which refines F ;
(f) The family F is said to have a supercompact refinement (resp. to have
a finite supercompact refinement if either F is a singleton or there exists
a family (resp. a finite family) of supercompact subobjects which refines
F ;
(g) The family F is said to have a directed refinement if there exists a di-
rected family G (i.e. a non-empty family such that for any two subobjects
in G there exists a subobject in G which contains both) which refines F .
Notice that for k = 2 (resp. k = ω) the invariant ‘to have a k-subcover’
specialize to the invariant ‘to have a singleton subcover’ (resp. ‘to have a
finite subcover’).
Remark 3.12. All the invariants defined above are of the form ‘to have
a refinement satisfying C’ for a topos-theoretic invariant C of families of
subterminals in a topos.
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The definition above naturally leads us to introducing the following no-
tions (the concepts of compactness and supercompactness in the definition
below already appear in [12]).
Definition 3.13. Let E be a locally small cocomplete topos and let L be a
locale, with corresponding Yoneda embedding y : L→ Sh(L).
(a) An object A of E is said to be compact if every covering family of A in
E has a finite subcover.
An element a of a locale L (equivalently, of a frame O(L)) is said to be
compact if the object y(a) is compact in Sh(L), equivalently if whenever
a =∨
i∈I
ai in L there exists a finite subset I0 ⊆ I such that a =∨
i∈I0
ai.
(b) An object A of E is said to be supercompact if every covering family of
A has a singleton subcover.
An element a of a locale L (equivalently, of a frame O(L)) is said to be
supercompact if the object y(a) is supercompact in Sh(L), equivalently
if whenever a =∨
i∈I
ai in L there exists an index i ∈ I such that a = ai.
(c) For a regular cardinal k, an object A of E is said to be k-compact if every
covering family of A in E has a k-subcover.
An element a of a locale L (equivalently, of a frame O(L)) is said to
be k-compact if the object y(a) is k-compact in Sh(L), equivalently if
whenever a =∨
i∈I
ai in L there exists a subset I0 ⊆ I of cardinality < k
such that a =∨
i∈I0
ai.
(d) An object A of E is said to be disjunctively compact (resp. infinitarily
disjunctively compact) if every covering family of A in E has a finite
disjunctive refinement (resp. a disjunctive refinement).
An element a of a locale L (equivalently, of a frame O(L)) is said to
be disjunctively compact (resp. infinitarily disjunctively compact) if the
object y(a) is disjunctively compact (resp. infinitarily disjunctively com-
pact) in Sh(L), equivalently if whenever a =∨
i∈I
ai in L there exists a
finite family (resp. a family) {bj ≤ a | j ∈ J} of elements of L such that
for every j ∈ J there exists i ∈ I such that bj ≤ ai, the join∨
i∈I
ai in L is
equal to the join∨
j∈J
bj and for any distinct j, j
′ ∈ J , bj ∧ bj′ = 0.
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(e) An object A of E is said to be atomically compact (resp. infinitarily
atomically compact) if every covering family of A in E has a finite atomic
refinement (resp. an atomic refinement).
An element a of a locale L (equivalently, of a frame O(L)) is said to be
atomically compact (resp. infinitarily atomically compact) if the object
y(a) is atomically compact (resp. infinitarily atomically compact) in
Sh(L), equivalently if whenever a =∨
i∈I
ai in L either there is i ∈ I such
that ai = a or there exists a finite family (resp. a family) {bj ≤ a | j ∈ J}
of elements of L such that the bj (for j ∈ J) are atoms in L, for every
j ∈ J there exists i ∈ I such that bj ≤ ai, and the join∨
i∈I
ai in L is equal
to the join∨
j∈J
bj .
(f) An object A of E is said to be supercompactly compact (resp. infinitarily
supercompactly compact) if every covering family of A in E has a finite
supercompact refinement (resp. a supercompact refinement).
An element a of a locale L (equivalently, of a frame O(L)) is said to be
supercompactly compact (resp. infinitarily supercompactly compact) if the
object y(a) is supercompactly compact (resp. infinitarily supercompactly
compact) in Sh(L), equivalently if whenever a =∨
i∈I
ai in L either there
is i ∈ I such that ai = a or there exists a finite family (resp. a family)
{bj ≤ a | j ∈ J} of elements of L such that the bj (for j ∈ J) are
supercompact elements of L, for every j ∈ J there exists i ∈ I such that
bj ≤ ai, and the join∨
i∈I
ai in L is equal to the join∨
j∈J
bj .
(g) An object A of E is said to be directedly compact if every covering family
of A in E has a directed refinement.
An element a of a locale L (equivalently, of a frame O(L)) is said to
be directedly compact if the object y(a) is directedly compact in Sh(L),
equivalently if whenever a =∨
i∈I
ai in L there exists a family {bj ≤ a | j ∈
J} of elements of L such that for any j, j′ ∈ J there exists j′′ ∈ J such
that bj ≤ bj′′ and bj′ ≤ bj′′ , for every j ∈ J there exists i ∈ I such that
bj ≤ ai, and the join∨
i∈I
ai in L is equal to the join∨
j∈J
bj .
Remark 3.14. Topos-theoretic invariants of families of subterminals in a
locally small cocomplete topos can be identified with locale-theoretic invari-
ants. Indeed, a topos-theoretic invariant U of families of subterminals in a
locally small cocomplete topos yields a locale-theoretic invariant property LU
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of families of elements of a locale, defined by saying that for any locale L,
a ∈ L satisfies LU if and only if y(a) satisfies U in the topos Sh(L), where
y : L →֒ Sh(L) is the Yoneda embedding; conversely, given a locale-theoretic
invariant property Q, we have a topos-theoretic invariant TQ of families of
subterminals of a topos, defined by saying that a family of subterminals in
a locally small cocomplete topos E satisfies TQ if and only if, regarded as a
family of elements of SubE(1), it satisfies Q.
The following abstract definition unifies the notions introduced above and
enlightens the link between them and the concepts of Definition 3.11.
Definition 3.15. (a) Given a topos-theoretic invariant property C of fami-
lies of subobjects of a given object in a (locally small cocomplete) topos,
an object A of a topos is said to be C-compact if and only if any covering
family of subobjets of A in E has a refinement by a family of subobjects
satisfying the property C;
(b) Given a topos-theoretic invariant C of families of subterminals in a topos
(equivalently, by Remark 3.14, a locale-theoretic invariant of families of
elements of a locale), an element l of a locale L (equivalently, of the
corresponding locale) is said to be C-compact if every covering family of
l in L has a refinement satisfying C; that is, whenever a =∨
i∈I
ai in L
there exists a family {bj ≤ a | j ∈ J} of elements of L satisfying C such
that for every j ∈ J there exists i ∈ I such that bj ≤ ai, and the join
∨
i∈I
ai in L is equal to the join∨
j∈J
bj in L.
Examples 3.16. (a) An object is compact if and only if it is C-compact
where C is the invariant ‘to be finite’;
(b) An object is supercompact if and only if it is C-compact where C is the
invariant ‘to be a singleton’;
(c) An object is k-compact (for a regular cardinal k) if and only if it is
C-compact wheren C is the invariant ‘to be of cardinality < k’;
(d) An object is disjunctively compact (resp. infinitarily disjunctively com-
pact) if and only if it is C-compact where C is the invariant ‘to be finite
and disjoint’ (resp. to be disjoint’);
(e) An object is atomically compact (resp. infinitarily atomically compact)
if and only if it is C-compact where C is the invariant ‘to be a singleton or
to be finite and consisting of atomic subobjects’ (resp. to be a singleton
or to consist of atomic subobjects’);
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(f) An object is supercompactly compact (resp. infinitarily supercompactly
compact) if and only if it is C-compact where C is the invariant ‘to be
a singleton or to be finite and consisting of supercompact subobjects’
(resp. to be a singleton or to consist of supercompact subobjects’)
(g) An object is directedly compact if and only if it is C-compact where C
is the invariant ‘to be directed’.
We note that on any disjunctively coherent category C (i.e., regular cat-
egory in which the initial object exists and the unions of finite families of
pairwise disjoint subobjects exist and are stable under pullback) one can put
the disjunctive topology i.e. the Grothendieck topology DC on C whose DC-
covering sieves on any object c of C are exactly the covering sieves on c in
C which contain finite families of subobjects of c which are pairwise disjoint
from each other. Note that on a Boolean algebra (regarded as a coherent cat-
egory) the disjunctive topology coincides with the coherent topology, while
on a total order (regarded as a coherent category) the disjunctive topology
specializes exactly to the trivial topology.
Similarly, on any disjunctively geometric category C (i.e., regular category
in which the initial object exists and the unions of set-indexed families of
pairwise disjoint subobjects exist and are stable under pullback) one can put
the infinitary disjunctive topology, i.e. the Grothendieck topology GC on C
whose GC-covering sieves on any object c of C are exactly the covering sieves
on c in C which contain set-indexed families of subobjects of c which are
pairwise disjoint from each other.
Recall that, given a regular cardinal k, a k-geometric category is a regular
category in which unions of arbitrary families of < k subobjects exist and
are stable under pullback; on a k-geometric category C we can define the k-
covering topology as the Grothendieck topology on C whose covering sieves on
any object c of C are exactly the sieves on c which contain covering families of
subobjects of c of cardinality < k. Note that the 2-geometric categories are
precisely the regular categories, while the ω-geometric categories are precisely
the coherent categories.
We shall call a poset a disjunctively distributive lattice (resp. an disjunc-
tively distributive frame) if is is a disjunctively coherent category (resp. a dis-
junctively geometric category) when regarded as a preorder category. We de-
fine the category DJLat of disjunctively distributive lattices as the category
whose objects are the disjunctively distributive lattices and whose arrows are
the meet-semilattices homomorphisms between them which preserve (the 0
and) finite pairwise disjoint joins. Similarly, we define the category DJFrm
of disjunctively distributive frames as the category whose objects are the
disjunctively distributive frames and whose arrows are the meet-semilattices
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homomorphisms between them which preserve (the 0 and) arbitrary pairwise
disjoint joins.
We shall call a poset a k-frame (cf. [17]) if it is a k-geometric category
when regarded as a preorder category, equivalently if it is a meet-semilattice
in which there exists the join of any family of < k-elements and the infinite
distributive law of these joins with respect to binary meets holds. We define
the category k-Frm of k-frames as the category whose objects are the k-
frames and whose arrows are the meet-semilattices homomorphisms between
them which send joins of families of < k-elements to joins.
Recall that a preframe is a poset with finite meets and directed joins,
in which the finite meets distribute over the directed joins. We denote by
PFrm the category having as objects the preframes and as arrows the meet-
semilattice homomorphisms between them which send directed joins to di-
rected joins. Given a preframe P, we define the directed topology JdirP on
P as the Grothendieck topology on P whose covering sieves on any object
p ∈ P are the sieves on p which contain a directed sieve on p, i.e. a sieve S
on p such that for any arrows a ≤ p and b ≤ p in S there exists c ≤ p in S
such that a ≤ c, b ≤ c.
Let us define a weakly atomic meet-semilattice to be a meet-semilattice
in which the bottom element 0 exists and in which finite joins of atoms
always exist and distribute over finite meets. Similarly, we define an infini-
tarily weakly atomic meet-semilattice to be a meet-semilattice in which the
bottom element 0 exists and in which arbitrary joins of atoms always ex-
ist and distribute over finite meets. We define the category WAtMSLat of
weakly atomic meet-semilattices as the category whose objects are the weakly
atomic meet-semilattices and whose arrows are the meet-semilattices homo-
morphisms between them which preserve the 0, send atoms to atoms and pre-
serve finite joins of atoms. Similarly, we define the category IWAtMSLat
of infinitarily weakly atomic meet-semilattices as the category whose objects
are the infinitarily weakly atomic meet-semilattices and whose arrows are the
meet-semilattices homomorphisms between them which preserve the 0, send
atoms to atoms and preserve arbitrary joins of atoms.
On a weakly atomic meet-semilatticeM (regarded as a cartesian preorder
category) one can define the atomically generated topology JatM, as follows. For
any sieve S inM on an objectm ∈M, we set S ∈ JatM(m) if and only if either
S is the maximal sieve or S is a covering sieve in C (i.e. m is the supremum
in M of all the domains of the arrows in S) generated by a finite family
of atoms in M. Clearly, on an infinitarily weakly atomic meet-semilattice
we can define the infinitary atomically generated topology, as the (obvious)
infinitary analogue of the atomically generated topology.
If in the definition of weakly atomic meet-semilattice we replace atoms
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by supercompact objects we obtain a similar but more general notion: we
define a weakly supercompact meet-semilattice to be a meet-semilattice in
which the bottom element 0 exists and in which finite joins of supercom-
pact elements always exist and distribute over finite meets. Similarly, we
define an infinitarily weakly supercompact meet-semilattice to be a meet-
semilattice in which the bottom element 0 exists and in which arbitrary joins
of supercompact elements exist and distribute over finite meets. We define
the category WScMSLat of weakly supercompact meet-semilattices as the
category whose objects are the weakly supercompact meet-semilattices and
whose arrows are the meet-semilattices homomorphisms between them which
preserve the 0, send supercompact elements to supercompact elements and
preserve finite joins of supercompact elements. Similarly, we define the cate-
gory IWScMSLat of infinitarily weakly supercompact meet-semilattices as
the category whose objects are the infinitarily weakly supercompact meet-
semilattice and whose arrows are the meet-semilattices homomorphisms be-
tween them which preserve the 0, send supercompact elements to supercom-
pact elements and preserve arbitrary joins of supercompact elements.
On a weakly supercompact meet-semilattice M (regarded as a cartesian
preorder category) one can define the supercompactly generated topology JscM,
as follows: for any sieve S in M on an object m ∈M, we set S ∈ JscM(m) if
and only if either S is the maximal sieve or S is a covering sieve in C (i.e. m
is the supremum in M of all the domains of the arrows in S) generated by
a finite family {ai ≤ m | i ∈ I} where the ai are all supercompact elements
of M. Clearly, on an infinitarily weakly supercompact meet-semilattice we
can define the infinitary supercompactly generated topology, as the (obvious)
infinitary analogue of the supercompactly generated topology.
Note that all the Grothendieck topologies defined above are subcanonical.
The following theorem shows that, for several naturally arising subcanoni-
cal sites (C, J), including the ones introduced above, there are topos-theoretic
invariants which are (C, J)-adequate.
Theorem 3.17. Let (C, J) be a site. Then
(i) If C is a coherent category and J is the coherent topology on C then the
invariant ‘to be finite’ is (C, J)-adequate;
(ii) If C is a regular category and J is the regular topology on C then the
invariant ‘to be a singleton’ is (C, J)-adequate;
(iii) If C is any category and J is the trivial topology on C then the invariant
‘to be a singleton’ is (C, J)-adequate;
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(iv) If C is a k-geometric category (for a regular cardinal k) and J is the
k-covering topology on C then the invariant ‘to have cardinality < k’ is
(C, J)-adequate;
(v) If C is a disjunctively distributive lattice (resp. a disjunctively distribu-
tive frame) and J is the disjunctive topology (resp. the infinitary dis-
junctive topology) on C then the invariant ‘to be finite and disjoint’
(resp. ‘to be disjoint’) is (C, J)-adequate;
(vi) If C is a weakly atomic meet-semilattice (resp. an infinitarily weakly
atomic meet-semilattice) and J is the atomically generated topology
(resp. the infinitary atomically generated topology) on C then the in-
variant ‘to be a singleton or to be finite and consisting of atomic sub-
objects’ (resp. ‘to be a singleton or to consist of atomic subobjects’) is
(C, J)-adequate;
(vii) If C is a weakly supercompact meet-semilattice (resp. an infinitarily
weakly supercompact meet-semilattice) and J is the supercompactly gen-
erated topology (resp. the infinitary atomically generated topology) on
C then the invariant ‘to be a singleton or to be finite and consisting
of supercompact subobjects’ (resp. ‘to be a singleton or to consist of
supercompact subobjects’) is (C, J)-adequate.
Proof (i) Given a family F = {(ci) ↓J | i ∈ I} of principal J-ideals on
C, if this family has a finite subcover {(ci) ↓J | i ∈ I0}, where I0 is a finite
subset of I, we can construct a J-covering sieve S on C such that the ci (for
i ∈ I0) are exactly the domains dom(f) of a family of arrows f generating the
sieve S. Indeed, for any i ∈ I0, consider the union e֌ 1C of the subobjects
arising as the monic parts of the cover-mono factorizations of the unique
arrows ci → 1C to the terminal object 1C of C; we have, for each i ∈ I0, a
canonical arrow ci → e, and if we define S to be the sieve on e generated by
these arrows ci → e then S is J-covering (by definition of coherent topology)
and satisfies the condition in the definition of (C, J)-adequate invariant.
Conversely, if F satisfies the condition in the definition of (C, J)-adequate
invariant then clearly F has a finite subcover.
(ii), (iii) and (iv) follow from an entirely analogous argument to that for
(i).
(v) We only prove the finitary version of the result, the infinitary one
being entirely analogous to it. Given a family F of principal J-ideals on C,
if this family has a finite disjunctive refinement {Ik | k ∈ K} then for any
distinct k, k′ ∈ K, Ik∩Ik′ = {0C}, and for any k ∈ K there exists ck in C such
that (ck) ↓J belongs to F and Ik ⊆ (ck) ↓J . First, we note that for every
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k ∈ K, Ik is a principal J-ideal. Indeed, since ck ∈ ∨F = ∨
k∈K
Ik there
exists a J-covering sieve S := {akw ֌ ck | w ∈ Wk} on ck made of pairwise
disjoint subobjects of ck such that every a
k
w belongs to∪
k∈K
Ik. By definition
of J , ck is equal to the disjoint join ∨
w∈Wk
akw in C. Now, if b ∈ Ik then
b ≤ ck (since Ik ⊆ (ck) ↓J= (ck) ↓) and hence b = b ∧ ck = ∨
w∈Wk
(b ∧ akw) =
∨
w∈Wk | akw∈Ik
(b ∧ akw) = b∧ ( ∨
w∈Wk | akw∈Ik
akw) (since the Ik are pairwise disjoint).
But, Ik being a J-ideal, the element ak := ∨
w∈Wk | akw∈Ik
akw belongs to Ik, from
which it follows that Ik = (ak) ↓= (ak) ↓J is a principal J-ideal. Now, the
fact that lJC : C → Sh(C, J) is full and faithful, preserves the initial object and
finite meets, combined with the fact that (c) ↓J= lJC (c) for any c ∈ C, ensures
that the sieve S satisfies the condition in the definition of (C, J)-adequate
invariant with respect to the family F .
The fact that if a family F of principal J-ideals on C satisfies the condi-
tion in the definition of (C, J)-adequate invariant then F has a disjunctive
refinement follows similarly from the same arguments.
(vi) We only prove the finitary version of the result, the infinitary one
being entirely analogous. Given a family F of principal J-ideals on C, if this
family has a finite atomic refinement then either F is a singleton (c) ↓J , in
which case the maximal sieve on c satisfies the condition of (C, J)-adequate
invariant with respect to the family F , or there exists a family {Ik | k ∈ K}
of J-ideals such that for any k ∈ K Ik is an atom in Sh(C, J) and Ik ⊆ (ck) ↓J
for some ck ∈ C such that (ck) ↓J belongs to F . First, we observe that for
every k ∈ K, Ik is a principal J-ideal; indeed, this follows immediately from
the fact that Ik is an atom, since every J-ideal can be expressed as a union
of principal ideals. Now, suppose that, for any k ∈ K, Ik = (ak) ↓J . It is
immediate to see (by using the fact that lJC : C → Sh(C, J) is full and faithful
and preserves the initial object) that for any object c in C, lJC (c) = (c) ↓J
is an atom in Sh(C, J) if and only if c is an atom in C. Thus the elements
ak are atoms in C; so the supremum a of the ak in C exists and the sieve
{ak ֌ a | k ∈ K} is J-covering and satisfies the condition in the definition
of (C, J)-adequate invariant with respect to the family F .
The converse implication is clear for the same reasons.
(vii) The proof is entirely analogous to that of (vi), the key point being
that, under the hypotheses of the theorem, lJC (c) = (c) ↓J is a supercompact
object of Sh(C, J) if and only if c is an supercompact object of C.

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Note that in fact part (iv) of Theorem 3.17 subsumes both parts (i) and
(ii) of the theorem (obtained respectively as the particular cases of (iv) for
k = ω and k = 2).
Corollary 3.18. Let (C, J) be a site.
(i) If C is a coherent category and J is the coherent topology on C then a
J-ideal I in C is principal if and only if it is compact in Sh(C, J);
(ii) If C is a regular category and J is the regular topology on C then a
J-ideal I in C is principal if and only if it is supercompact in Sh(C, J);
(iii) If C is any category and J is the trivial topology on C then a J-ideal I
in C is principal if and only if it is supercompact in Sh(C, J);
(iv) If C is a k-geometric category, for a regular cardinal k, and J is the
k-covering topology on C then a J-ideal I in C is principal if and only
if it is k-compact in Sh(C, J);
(v) If C is a disjunctively distributive lattice (resp. a disjunctively distribu-
tive frame) and J is the disjunctive topology (resp. the infinitary dis-
junctive topology) on C then a J-ideal I in C is principal if and only
if it is disjunctively compact (resp. infinitary disjunctively compact) in
Sh(C, J);
(vi) If C is a a weakly atomic meet-semilattice (resp. an infinitarily weakly
atomic meet-semilattice) and J is the atomically generated topology
(resp. the infinitary atomically generated topology) on C then a J-ideal
I in C is principal if and only if it is atomically compact (resp. infini-
tarily atomically compact) in Sh(C, J).
(vii) If C is a a weakly supercompact meet-semilattice (resp. an infinitarily
weakly supercompact meet-semilattice) and J is the atomically generated
topology (resp. the infinitary supercompactly generated topology) on C
then a J-ideal I in C is principal if and only if it is supercompactly
compact (resp. infinitarily supercompactly compact) in Sh(C, J).
Proof This immediately follows from Theorem 3.17 and Theorem 3.10 in
view of Theorem 3.7, Remark 3.12 and Examples 3.16. 
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We remark that the particular case of Corollary 3.18(i) for distributive
lattices (i.e. preorder coherent categories) already appears in the proof of
Proposition II 3.2 [13].
The invariants considered in the Corollary have all the property of being
(C, JC)-adequate for a given class of sites (C, JC) associated to the structures in
a certain category K as in section 3.1. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.19. Let K be a category of structures as in section 3.1, where
each of the structures C in K is equipped with a Grothendieck topology JC,
and let C be an invariant property of families of subterminals in a topos.
The invariant C is said to be K-adequate is it is (C, JC)-adequate for every
structure C in K.
Examples 3.20. (a) The invariant ‘to be finite’ is DLat-adequate, where
DLat is the category of distributive lattices;
(b) The invariant ‘to be a singleton’ is MSLat-adequate, where MSLat is
the category of meet-semilattices;
(c) The invariant ‘to be of cardinality < k’ (for a regular cardinal k) is
k-Frm-adequate, where k-Frm is the category of k-frames;
(d) The invariant ‘to be finite and disjoint’ is DJLat-adequate, where
DJLat is the category of disjunctively distributive lattices;
(e) The invariant ‘to be disjoint’ is DJFrm-adequate, where DJFrm is the
category of disjunctively distributive frames;
(f) The invariant ‘to be a singleton or finite and consisting of atomic subob-
jects’ is WAtMSLat-adequate, where WAtMSLat is the category of
weakly atomic meet-semilattices;
(g) The invariant ‘to be a singleton or to consist of atomic subobjects’ is
IWAtMSLat-adequate, where WAtMSLat is the category of infinitar-
ily weakly atomic meet-semilattices;
(h) The invariant ‘to be a singleton or finite and consisting of supercom-
pact subobjects’ is WScMSLat-adequate, where WScMSLat is the
category of weakly supercompact meet-semilattices;
(i) The invariant ‘to be a singleton or to consist of supercompact subob-
jects’ is IWScMSLat-adequate, where IWScMSLat is the category of
infinitarily weakly supercompact meet-semilattices.
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Let K be a category of poset structures, as in section 3.1.
If C is a K-adequate invariant then, by Theorem 3.10, every poset struc-
ture C in K can be recovered up to isomorphism from the corresponding
topos Sh(C, JC) as the poset of subterminals which are C-compact. In fact,
if the invariant C satisfies the property that for any structure C in K and
for any family F of principal JC-ideals on C, F has a refinement satisfying C
(if and) only if it has a refinement satisfying C made of principal JC-ideals
on C (cf. Theorem 3.25 below) then we can identify a stronger invariant
property which is satisfied by all the embeddings C →֒ IdJC(C) (for C in K),
namely the fact that every covering of a principal JC-ideal on C in the topos
Sh(C, JC) is refined by a covering of principal JC-ideals on C which satisfy
C; this follows by an inspection of the proof of Theorem 3.7, recalling the
definition of (C, JC)-adequate invariant. Therefore, if an embedding BL →֒ L
is isomorphic to any of the embeddings C →֒ IdJC(C), so that BL is the sub-
set of C-compact elements of L, then we can conclude that it satisfies the
property that every covering in L of an element of BL is refined by a covering
made of elements of BL which satisfies the invariant C. Notice also that all
the embeddings iC : C →֒ IdJC(C) satisfy the property that the JC-covering
sieves are sent by iC to covering families in IdJC(C).
Given a category K and a functor A : Kop → Loc as in section 3.1, in
order to use a K-adequate invariant C for achieving an intrinsic characteri-
zation of the locales in the extended image of A, and to define a functor on
this subcategory which is an inverse (up to isomorphism) to the functor A,
we need C to satisfy an additional property, namely the fact that for any
locale L with a basis BL of C-compact elements which, regarded as a pre-
order with the induced order, belongs to K, and such that the embedding
BL →֒ L possibly satisfies some invariant properties that are known to hold
for the embeddings C →֒ IdJC(C), the topology J
L
can|BL coincides with the
topology JBL with which B comes equipped as a structure in K, where J
L
can
is the canonical topology on L. Indeed, if this is the case then, regarding BL
as full preorder subcategory of L, the Comparison Lemma yields an equiva-
lence Sh(L) ≃ Sh(BL, JLcan|BL), and hence, J
L
can|BL being equal to JBL , L is
isomorphic to the image A(BL) of BL under the functor A.
This motivates the following definition. Below, given a locale L, we denote
by JLcan the canonical Grothendieck topology on L.
Definition 3.21. Let K be a category of poset structures as in section 3.1,
where each of the structures C in K is equipped with a Grothendieck topology
JC, and let P be an invariant property of embeddings BL →֒ L of a basis BL of
a frame L into L which holds for all the canonical embeddings C →֒ IdJC(C),
where C is a structure in K.
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A topos-theoretic invariant property C of families of subterminals in a
locally small cocomplete topos is said to be K-compatible relative to P if
for any frame L with a basis BL of C-compact elements which, regarded as
a poset with the induced order, belongs to K, if the embedding BL →֒ L
satisfies
(i) property P ;
(ii) the property that every covering in L of an element of BL is refined by
a covering satisfying C made of elements of BL, and
(iii) the property that the JBL-covering sieves are sent by the embedding
BL →֒ L into covering families in L, where JBL is the Grothendieck
topology with which BL comes equipped as a structure in K
then JBL is equal to the induced Grothendieck topology J
L
can|BL on BL.
An invariant C is said to be K-compatible if it is K-compatible relative
to P for some invariant property P as above.
It is easy to verify that all the invariants considered above are compatible
with respect to the corresponding categories of structures.
Anyway, there is a systematic way for building, given a category K of
poset structures as in section 3.1, invariants which are both K-adequate and
K-compatible. This method is based on a formalization of the vague idea
of a Grothendieck topology defined ‘through a topos-theoretic invariant’, as
given by the following definition.
Definition 3.22. Let K be a category of poset structures as in section 3.1,
where each of the structures C in K is equipped with a Grothendieck topology
JC, let P be an invariant property of embeddings BL →֒ L of a basis BL of
a frame L into L which holds for all the canonical embeddings C →֒ IdJC(C)
(where C is a structure in K), and C be a topos-theoretic invariant property
of families of subterminals in a locally small cocomplete topos.
Given a structure C in K, the Grothendieck topology JC is said to be
C-induced relative to P if for any JLcan-dense monotone embedding i : C →֒ L
into a frame L which satisfies property P and such that the JC-covering sieves
on C are sent by i to covering families in L, for any family A of objects in
C there exists a JC-covering sieve on an object c ∈ C such that the arrows
a֌ c for a ∈ A generate S if and only if the image i(A) of the family A in
L has a refinement satisfying C made of objects of the form i(c′) (for c′ ∈ C).
The Grothendieck topology JC is said to be C-induced if it is C-induced
relative to P for some invariant property P as above.
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Remark 3.23. Under the hypotheses of Definition 3.22, if JC is C-induced
then the JC-covering sieves on an object c ∈ C can be characterized precisely
as the sieves on c in C which contain a family of arrows A with codomain c
such that the family {i(dom(f)) | f ∈ A} satisfies C.
Let us give some examples of topologies induced (in our sense) by topos-
theoretic invariants.
Theorem 3.24. Let (C, J) be a site. Then
(i) If C is a distributive lattice and J is the coherent topology on C then J
is C-induced where C is the property ‘to be a finite family’;
(ii) If C is any poset and J is the trivial topology on C then J is C-induced
where C is the property ‘to be a singleton family’;
(iii) If C is a k-frame (for a regular cardinal k) and J is the k-covering
topology on C then J is C-induced where C is the property ‘to be a
k-family (i.e. a family of cardinality < k)’;
(iv) If C is a disjunctively distributive lattice (resp. a disjunctively distribu-
tive frame) and J is the disjunctive topology (resp. the infinitary dis-
junctive topology) on C then J is C-induced where C is the property
‘to be a finite and disjont (i.e. whose elements are pairwise disjoint
subobjects) family’ (resp. ‘to be a disjoint family’);
(v) If C is a weakly atomic meet-semilattice (resp. an infinitarily weakly
atomic meet-semilattice) and J is the atomically generated topology
(resp. the infinitary atomically generated topology) on C then J is C-
induced where C is the property ‘to be a singleton family or a finite and
atomic (i.e. whose elements are atoms) family’ (resp. ‘to be singleton
family or an atomic family’);
(vi) If C is a weakly supercompact meet-semilattice (resp. an infinitarily
weakly supercompact meet-semilattice) and J is the supercompactly gen-
erated topology (resp. the infinitary atomically generated topology) on
C then J is C-induced where C is the property ‘to be a singleton fam-
ily or a finite and supercompact (i.e. whose elements are supercompact
subobjects) family’ (resp. ‘to be a singleton family or a supercompact
family’).
Proof (i), (ii) and (iii). We prove (iii), since (i) and (ii) are particular
cases of it. The topology J is clearly C-induced relative to P where P is the
vacuous property.
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(iv) The topology J is easily seen to be C-induced relative to P where
P is the following property of embeddings i : BL →֒ L: ‘i preserves finite
meets’ or equivalently (since the canonical embedding C →֒ IdJ(C) satisfies
the property that C is closed under finite meets in IdJ(C)) the property ‘i(BL)
is closed in L under finite meets’.
(v) The topology J is easily seen to be C-induced relative to P where P
is the vacuous property.
(vi) This is entirely analogous to (v); again, P can be taken to be the
vacuous property. 
Theorem 3.25. Let K be a category of poset structures as in section 3.1.
If all the Grothendieck topologies JC associated to the structures C in K are
C-induced (for a topos-theoretic invariant C of families of subterminals in a
locally small cocomplete topos) and the invariant C satisfies the property that
for any structure C in K and for any family F of principal JC-ideals on C, F
has a refinement satisfying C (if and) only if it has a refinement satisfying
C made of principal JC-ideals on C then the invariant C is both K-adequate
and K-compatible.
Proof Let us first show that the invariant C is K-adequate. Given a struc-
ture C in K, consider the canonical embedding C →֒ IdJC(C). Given a family
F of principal JC-ideals on C, we have to prove that F has a refinement sat-
isfying C if and only if there exists a J-covering sieve {fh : dh → d | h ∈ H}
in C such that for any h ∈ H , (dh) ↓J is contained in some ideal in F and the
union in E of the family {(dh) ↓J | h ∈ H} is equal to the union in E of the
family F . Now, by our hypothesis on C, F has a refinement satisfying C if
and only if F has a refinement satisfying C made of principal JC-ideals on C,
and, JC being C-induced, this latter condition is equivalent to the existence
of a J-covering sieve {fh : dh → d | h ∈ H} with the required property.
To prove that C is K-adequate, we show that C is K-adequate relative to
P , where P is the intersection of all the properties witnessing the fact that
the topologies JC are C-induced, so that all the Grothendieck topologies JC
are C-induced relative to P . Let L be a frame with a basis BL of C-compact
elements which, regarded as a preorder with the induced order, is equal to
a structure C in K; suppose moreover that the embedding i : C = BL →֒ L
satisfies property P , the property that every covering in L of an element of BL
is refined by a covering made of elements of BL which satisfies the invariant
C, and the property that the JBL-covering sieves are sent by the embedding
BL →֒ L into covering families in L (where JBL is the Grothendieck topology
with which BL comes equipped as a structure in K); we have to prove that
JC = J
L
can|C, where J
L
can is the canonical topology on L. Now, a sieve S on an
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object c ∈ C is JLcan|C-covering if and only if the sieve in L generated by the
image i(S) of the arrows in S under the embedding i generates a JLcan-covering
sieve on i(c) in L; but, by our hypotheses on the embedding i, this condition
holds if and only if there exists a family of arrows of the form {i(c′) ≤ i(c)}
(for c′ ∈ C) which refines the family {i(dom(f)) ≤ i(c) | f ∈ S} and satisfies
the invariant C. On the other hand, by Remark 3.23, for any object c ∈ C, the
JC-covering sieves on c are precisely those which contain a family of arrows
A in C with codomain c such that the family {i(dom(f)) | f ∈ A} satisfies
C. From this, the equality JC = J
L
can|C is clear. 
Remark 3.26. All the invariants C appearing in the statement of Theorem
3.24 satisfy the property in the statement of Theorem 3.25. This is clear for
the invariants in parts (i), (ii) and (iii) of the theorem, and it follows from
the proofs of the relevant parts of Theorem 3.17 for the other ones.
Theorem 3.25 is important because it assures that, whenever the sub-
canonical Grothendieck topologies JC corresponding to the structures in a
given category K are ‘uniformly defined through a topos-theoretic invariant’
(in the sense of being C-induced for an invariant C satisfying the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.25), there is a topos-theoretic invariant, namely the property
of C-compactness, which enables us to recover each structure C from the
corresponding topos Sh(C, JC) up to isomorphism, and to define a functor
IA on the extended image of the functor A : Kop → Loc of section 3.1 which
is a categorical inverse to A and hence yields a duality between K and the
subcategory of Loc given by the extended image of A. Recall that IA is
defined as the functor which acts on the objects by sending a locale L in
ExtIm(A) to the poset of C-compact elements of L and acts on the arrows
by sending a locale morphism f : L→ L′ in ExtIm(A) to the restriction of
its associated frame homomorphism to the subsets of C-compact elements of
L and L′ (cf. section 3.1). Summarizing, we have established the following
general ‘duality theorem’.
Theorem 3.27. Let K be a category of poset structures as in section 3.1, and
let C be a topos-theoretic invariant of families of subterminals in a locally
small cocomplete topos which satisfies the property that for any structure C
in K and for any family F of principal JC-ideals on C, F has a refinement
satisfying C (if and) only if it has a refinement satisfying C made of prin-
cipal JC-ideals on C. If all the Grothendieck topologies JC associated to the
structures C in K are C-induced then the functor A : Kop → Loc of section
3.1 admits a categorical inverse IA : ExtIm(A) → Kop sending a locale L
in ExtIm(A) to the poset of C-compact elements of L and a locale mor-
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phism f : L → L′ in ExtIm(A) to the restriction of its associated frame
homomorphism to the subsets of C-compact elements of L and L′.
The following result provides an ‘intrinsic’ characterization of the category
ExtIm(A).
Theorem 3.28. Let us assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.27 are
satisfied, and that C is K-compatible relative to a property P . Then
(i) The locales in the extended image ExtIm(A) of the functor A : Kop →
Loc of section 3.1 are precisely the locales L with a basis BL of C-
compact elements which, regarded as a poset with the induced order,
belongs to K, and such that the embedding BL →֒ L satisfies property
P , the property that every covering in L of an element of BL has a
refinement by a covering made of elements of BL which satisfies the
invariant C, and the property that the JBL-covering sieves are sent by
the embedding BL →֒ L into covering families in L, where JBL is the
Grothendieck topology with which BL comes equipped as a structure in
K;
(ii) The arrows L → L′ in ExtIm(A) are the locale morphisms L → L′
between locales in ExtIm(A) whose associated frame homomorphisms
send C-compact elements of L′ to C-compact elements of L in such a
way that their restriction to the subsets of C-compact elements of L′
and L can be identified with an arrow in K.
Proof The characterization of the objects of ExtIm(A) follows immediately
from the definition of K-compatible invariant, in light of Theorem 3.25.
To characterize the arrows in ExtIm(A) we observe that, by Lemma
C2.3.8 [12], since the Grothendieck topologies JC are subcanonical, the ge-
ometric morphisms l : Sh(D, JD) → Sh(C, JC) which are induced (uniquely
up to isomorphism) by a morphism of sites (C, JC)→ (D, JD) can be charac-
terized precisely as those such that the inverse image l∗ sends representables
on C to representables on D. Now, under the equivalences Sh(C, JC) ≃
Sh(IdJC(C)) and Sh(D, JD) ≃ Sh(IdJD(D)) of Theorem 3.1, these geometric
morphisms correspond exactly to the frame homomorphisms O(IdJC(C)) →
O(IdJD(D)) which send principal (JC-)ideals on C to principal (JD-)ideals on
D. Therefore, if C is K-compatible then the arrows in U can be characterized
precisely as the locale morphisms whose associated frame homomorphisms
send C-compact elements to C-compact elements in such a way that their
restriction to the subsets of C-compact elements can be identified with an
arrow in K. 
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Note that if, for any structures C and D in K, the arrows C → D in
K coincide exactly with the morphisms of sites (C, JC) → (D, JD) then the
condition ‘in such a way that their restriction to the subsets of C-compact
elements of L′ and L can be identified with an arrow in K’ in the statement of
Theorem 3.28 can be omitted, since it is automatically satisfied (cf. section
3.1 above).
A similar characterization holds for the extended images of the covariant
functors B : K → Loc defined in section 3.1 (cf. section 4.1 below).
Remark 3.29. A basis BL →֒ L satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.28 is
unique if it exists. Indeed, C being K-adequate, for any C in K the elements
of IdJC(C) which are principal JC-ideals on C are precisely those which are
C-compact, and hence BL must be equal to the subset of L consisting of its
C-compact elements.
The following proposition is often useful for achieving explicit descriptions
of the condition in Theorem 3.28 that a basis BL of a locale L in ExtIm(A)
should have the structure of a poset in K (cf. section 4 below for some
concrete applications of this result).
Proposition 3.30. Let C be a topos-theoretic invariant property of families
of subterminals in a locally small cocomplete topos which is multicomposition-
stable in the sense that, for any family F := {ai | i ∈ I} of subterminals in
a locally small cocomplete topos E and any collection of families Fi := {bij ≤
ai | j ∈ Ij} of subterminals in E indexed over a set I, if F and all the Fi
(for i ∈ I) satisfy C then the ‘multicomposite’ family F ∗ {Fi | i ∈ I} :=
{bij , i ∈ I, j ∈ Ij} also satisfies C. Then for any family G of subterminals
in a locally small cocomplete topos E which satisfies C, if all the objects in
G are C-compact then the union in E of all the subterminals in G is again
C-compact.
Proof Let G = {ci | ∈ I} be a family of subterminals in a locally small
cocomplete topos E such that all the ci (for i ∈ I) are C-compact, and let
c =∨
i∈I
ci be the union in E of all the subterminals in G. Given a covering
{uk | k ∈ K} of c in E , we have, for any i ∈ I, ci = ∨
k∈K
(ci ∧ uk). This
implies, since the ci are C-compact, that there exists, for each i ∈ I, a family
Gi satisfying C which refines the family {ci∧uk | k ∈ K}. Then the fact that
C is multicomposition-stable implies that the family G ∗ {Gi | i ∈ I} satisfies
C; but this family clearly refines the family {uk | k ∈ K}, from which our
thesis follows. 
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Note that all the invariants that we have considered in this section are
multicomposition-stable.
4 Old and new dualities
In this section, we give some applications of the ‘machinery’ for generating
dualities or equivalences described in the previous sections. Specifically, we
discuss how well-known dualities can be naturally recovered from our ma-
chinery and we establish new dualities and equivalences as applications of
our method.
4.1 Preorders and Alexandrov topologies
The well-known equivalence between preorders and Alexandrov spaces falls
under the category of covariant equivalences obtainable by the technique of
sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Let Pro be the category of preorders and monotone maps between them.
The construction of covariant equivalences given in section 3.1 yields a functor
B : Pro → Loc, which assigns to a preorder P the frame Id(Pop) of upper
sets in P and to an arrow f : P → Q in Pro the frame homomorphism
B(f) : Id(Qop) → Id(Pop) sending an upper set S in Q to the upper set in
P given by the inverse image f−1(S) of S under f .
We shall call the image B(P) = Id(Pop) of a preorder P under the functor
B the Alexandrov locale associated to P.
By Corollary 3.18(iii), any poset P is isomorphic in Pro to the opposite of
the set of supercompact subterminals of the topos [P,Set] endowed with the
order induced by that in Sub[P,Set](1). In fact, this can be made functorial,
as follows. Given posets P and Q, and an arrow f : P → Q in Pro, denoted
by E(f) : [P,Set] → [Q,Set] the geometric morphism induced by f as in
Example A4.1.4 [12], we have (cf. the proof of Lemma A4.1.5 [12]) that
the left adjoint to the inverse image functor E(f)∗ : [Q,Set] → [P,Set] of
E(f) restricts to the subsets of supercompact subterminals of [Q,Set] and of
[P,Set] yielding a map which is isomorphic to the opposite f op : Pop → Qop
of the map f .
Let Pos denote the full subcategory of Pro on the posets. Then the argu-
ment above ensures that the restriction BPos : Pos→ Loc of B : Pro→ Loc
is faithful (and injective on objects) and hence yields an isomorphism of cate-
gories between Pos and a subcategory of the category Loc of locales, namely
the image of BPos. This represents the analogue for covariant functors of
Theorem 3.5.
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Anyway, BPos : Pos→ Loc also yields an equivalence of categories onto
its extended image ExtIm(BPos) = ExtIm(B), as follows.
The inverse functor IB : ExtIm(B)→ Pos sends a locale L in ExtIm(B)
to the opposite of the poset of supercompact elements of O(L) and a mor-
phism g : L → L′ of locales in ExtIm(B) to the opposite of the restriction
of the left adjoint g! : O(L) → O(L′) to g∗ : O(L′) → O(L) to the posets
of supercompact elements of the frames O(L) and O(L′). Note that the left
adjoint g! has the following expression in terms of g
∗: g!(l) = ∧
l≤g∗(l′)
l′.
We can read the equivalence Pos ≃ ExtIm(B) just established more
naturally by composing it with the isomorphism of categories Pos ∼= Pos
sending every poset P in Pos to the opposite poset Pop, and every arrow
f : P → Q to the opposite arrow f op : Pop → Qop. The resulting equivalence
Pos ≃ ExtIm(B) sends a poset P in Pos to its ideal completion Id(P) (i.e.,
the set of all the ideals of P with the subset-inclusion order) and a locale L
in ExtIm(B) to the subset of supercompact elements of L endowed with the
induced natural order.
Let us now turn to the problem of giving an intrinsic characterization of
the category ExtIm(B). We shall call the locales in ExtIm(B) the Alexan-
drov locales.
Proposition 4.1. Let L be a locale. Then the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
(i) L is an Alexandrov locale;
(ii) L has a basis of supercompact elements;
(iii) Sh(L) is equivalent to a presheaf topos of the form [P,Set], where P
is a preorder (equivalently, a poset) category.
Proof (i)⇒ (ii) It is clear that if L is an Alexandrov locale then it has
a basis of supercompact elements; indeed, this property is a locale-theoretic
invariant, and if L is of the form Id(Pop) for a preorder P then the collection
of all the principal upper sets generated by an element of P forms a basis of
L.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) If L has a basis B of supercompact elements then B, re-
garded as a full subcategory of L, is JLcan-dense (where J
L
can is the canonical
Grothendieck topology on L), and hence Sh(L) ≃ Sh(B, JLcan|B) by the Com-
parison Lemma. But since every element of B is supercompact then JLcan|B is
the trivial Grothendieck topology on B and hence Sh(L) ≃ Sh(B, JLcan|B) ≃
[Bop,Set].
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(iii)⇒ (i) If Sh(L) ≃ [P,Set] then, since [P,Set] ≃ Sh(Id(Pop) (cf.
Theorem 3.1), L is isomorphic to Id(Pop) and therefore it is an Alexandrov
locale. 
Concerning the arrows in ExtIm(B), it is clear from the discussion pre-
ceding Proposition 4.1 that they are precisely the morphisms g : L → L′
of locales in ExtIm(B) such that g∗ : O(L′) → O(L) has a left adjoint
g! : O(L) → O(L′) (equivalently, g∗ preserves arbitrary infima) which sends
supercompact elements to supercompact elements. Let us call these mor-
phisms the complete maps. In fact, the condition that g! should send su-
percompact elements to supercompact elements is superfluous, since it is
automatically satisfied (cf. section 4.6 below).
Let AlexLoc denote the category whose objects are the Alexandrov lo-
cales and whose arrows are the complete maps between them. We have thus
obtained the following result.
Theorem 4.2. Via the functors BPos : Pos → AlexLoc and
IB : AlexLoc → Pos defined above, the category Pos is equivalent to the
category AlexLoc.
Remarks 4.3. (a) The functor BPos in the statement of Theorem 4.2 corre-
sponds, under the involution Pos→ Pos sending a poset to its dual, to
the functor giving one half of the duality between posets and completely
distributive algebraic lattices described in [10]; in fact, it follows from
Theorem 4.2 and the duality theorem in [10] that the category AlexLoc
defined above coincides, when considered as a category of frames, with
the category of completely distributive algebraic lattices defined in [10]
(since the two theorems ensure that both these categories are equal to
the extended image of the same functor, namely BPos : Pos
op → Frm);
anyway, it is worth to note that our definition of the inverse functor
IB : AlexLoc → Pos is completely different from the construction of
the inverse functor given in [10];
(b) Clearly, every finite distributive lattice is a frame with a basis of super-
compact elements; clearly, the posets corresponding to these frames via
the equivalence of Theorem 4.2 are precisely the finite ones. The equiv-
alence of Theorem 4.2 thus restricts to Birkhoff duality between finite
distributive lattices and finite posets.
The functor B : Pro → AlexLoc from preorders to Alexandrov locales
can be lifted to an equivalence between Pro and a subcategory of the category
Top of topological spaces in various ways, according to the method of section
3.2.
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Let us choose, for each preorder P, as separating set of points of the topos
[P,Set], the collection of geometric morphisms {ep : Set→ [P,Set] | p ∈ P}
indexed by the underlying set P of P as in Example 2.9(b). Clearly, every
arrow f : P → Q in Pro yields a function lf : P → Q (given by the action
of f on the underlying sets of the preorders) which satisfies the necessary
compatibility conditions of section 3.2. As we observed in Example 2.9(b),
the subterminal topology induced on the underlying set P of a preorder P
is precisely the Alexandrov topology on P; the method of section 3.2 thus
yields in this case the well-known equivalence between the category Pro of
preorders and the subcategory of Top given by the Alexandrov spaces (note
that the extended functor B˜ : Pro → Top is already faithful and hence it
is no longer necessary, unlike in the case of Alexandrov locales, to restrict to
the category Pos of posets to obtain an equivalence of categories).
Note that the characterization of Alexandrov locales given by Proposition
4.1 does not lift to a topological characterization of Alexandov spaces as the
sober topological spaces whose locales of open sets are Alexandrov locales,
since Alexandrov spaces are not in general sober (cf. Proposition 2.11). On
the other hand, we can build an equivalence of Pos with a category of sober
topological spaces, as follows.
For any preorder P, the topos [P,Set], being localic, has only a set of
points (up to isomorphism). By choosing, for each preorder P, as set of
points of the topos [P,Set] the collection SP of all its points and, for each
arrow f : P → Q, the function lf : SP → SQ sending a point Set→ [P,Set]
to the composite of it with the geometric morphism [P,Set] → [Q,Set]
induced by f as in section 3.1 above, we obtain, by the technique of section
3.2, a lifting of the equivalence of Pos with the category ExtIm(BPos) of
Alexandrov locales to an equivalence ˜BPos : Pos ≃ ExtIm( ˜BPos) between
Pos and a subcategory of Top. By Theorem 2.10, all the spaces X in
ExtIm( ˜BPos) are sober and have the property that their locales of open
sets O(X) are Alexandrov locales; hence, by the remarks in section 3.2, the
spaces in ExtIm( ˜BPos) can be characterized precisely as the sober topological
spaces whose frames of open sets are, regarded as locales, Alexandrov locales,
while the arrows X → Y in ExtIm( ˜BPos) are exactly the continuous maps
g : X → Y between such spaces.
The topological space ˜BPos(P) corresponding to a poset P can be de-
scribed concretely as the space having as set of points the collection FdirP of
all the non-empty directed ideals on P and as open sets the subsets of the
form
FU = {F ∈ F
dir
P | F ∩ U 6= ∅},
where U ranges among the upper sets in P (cf. Proposition 2.7). Clearly, this
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space is precisely the sobrification of the Alexandrov space corresponding to
P. In these terms, the arrow ˜BPos(f) corresponding to an arrow f : P → Q
in Pos via the functor ˜BPos can be described as the map F
dir
P → F
dir
Q sending
a ideal set I in FdirP to the ideal in F
dir
Q generated by the image of I under
f .
Let us denote by SSC the subcategory of Top having as objects the sober
topological spaces with a basis of supercompact open sets and as arrows the
continuous maps f : X → Y between such spaces. The inverse functor
I˜B : SSC→ Pos sends a topological space X in SSC to the opposite of the
poset of its supercompact open sets and a continuous map f : X → Y in
SSC to the opposite of the restriction of the left adjoint f! : O(X)→ O(Y )
to f−1 : O(Y ) → O(X) to the posets of supercompact open sets of X and
of Y . The technique of section 3.2 thus yields a functor ˜IBPos : SSC→ Pos
which is a categorical inverse to the functor ˜BPos : Pos→ SSC. Note that
˜IBPos sends a space X in SSC to the opposite of the poset of supercompact
open sets of X and a continuous map f : X → Y in SSC to the opposite of
the restriction of the left adjoint f! : O(X)→ O(Y ) to f−1 : O(Y )→ O(X)
to the posets of supercompact open sets of X and of Y .
Summarizing, have the following result.
Theorem 4.4. Via the functors ˜BPos : Pos → SSC and ˜IBPos : SSC →
Pos defined above, the category Pos is equivalent to the category SSC.
4.2 Stone duality for distributive lattices
This duality falls under the category of contravariant equivalences obtainable
by means of the technique of sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Let DLat be the category of distributive lattices and homomorphisms
(i.e. maps preserving finite meets and finite joins) between them. We can
equip each lattice D in DLat, regarded as a preorder coherent category, with
the coherent Grothendieck topology JD. The arrows f : D → D′ in DLat
can be identified with the morphisms of sites (D, JD) → (D′, J ′D); so, by
the results of section 3.1, we have a functor A : DLatop → Loc sending a
lattice D in DLat to the locale IdJD(D). Now, by Corollary 3.18(i), any D
in DLat can be recovered from the topos Sh(D, JD) as the set of its compact
subterminals, endowed with the induced natural order. By Theorem 3.24(i)
and Remark 3.26, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.25 are satisfied, and hence,
since by Theorem 3.24(i) and Remark 3.26, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.25
are satisfied, we have an inverse functor IA : ExtIm(A) → DLat
op, defined
on the extended image of the functor A : DLatop → ExtIm(A). The functor
IA sends a locale in ExtIm(A) to the lattice of compact elements in it, and
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an arrow f : L → L′ in ExtIm(A) to the restriction of its associated frame
homomorphism to the subsets of compact elements of L and L′.
By Theorem 3.28, the objects in the extended image ExtIm(A) of the
functor A can be characterized as the locales which have a basis of compact
elements which form, with respect to the induced natural order, a (distribu-
tive) lattice (equivalently, as the locales such that the collection of their
compact elements is closed under finite meets and forms a basis of them),
while the arrows in ExtIm(A) are precisely the locale morphisms whose as-
sociated frame homomorphisms send compact elements to compact elements.
The category of such locales is called by Johnstone in [13] the category of
coherent locales. The method of section 3.2 thus yields in this case the well-
known duality between the category DLat of distributive lattices and the
category of coherent locales (cf. Corollary II3.3 [13]).
We shall call the locale corresponding to a distributive lattice D via this
duality the Stone locale associated to D.
This duality between DLat and the category of coherent locales can be
lifted (under a form of the axiom of choice, necessary to ensure that the
toposes Sh(D, JD) have enough points) to a duality between DLat and a
subcategory of the category Top of topological spaces, by means of the tech-
nique of section 3.2 above. Indeed, we can choose, for each lattice D inDLat,
as set of points PD of the topos Sh(D, JD) the collection of all its points, and
define the action on arrows f : D → D′ in DLat accordingly, as specified in
section 3.2.
In this way we obtain an equivalence between DLatop and a subcategory
ExtIm(A˜) of Top, whose objects can be characterized as the sober topo-
logical spaces such that the collection of their compact open sets is closed
under finite intersection and forms a basis for the topology, and whose arrows
are the continuous maps between these spaces such that the inverse image
of any compact open set is a compact open set. The technique of section
3.2 thus yields in this case the classical Stone duality between the category
DLat of distributive lattices and the category of spectral topological spaces
(cf. Example 2.9(c)). We shall call the topological space corresponding to a
distributive lattice D via this duality the Stone space associated to D.
If we restrict the duality between DLat and ExtIm(A) to the full sub-
category Boole of DLat on the Boolean algebras, we obtain an equivalence
between Booleop and a full subcategory of ExtIm(A), whose objects are
the locales which have a a basis of compact elements which, with respect to
the induced order, forms a Boolean algebra (equivalently, on the locales such
that the collection of all their complemented elements forms a basis for the
locale), and whose arrows are the locale morphisms whose associated frame
homomorphisms send complemented elements to complemented elements.
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By lifting this duality to a topological duality as above, we obtain a dual-
ity between Bool and the subcategory of Top whose objects are the sober
topological spaces which have a basis of clopen subsets and whose arrows are
the continuous maps between such spaces; that is, we recover precisely the
classical Stone duality for Boolean algebras.
4.3 The duality between spatial frames and sober spaces
Let Frmsp be the category of spatial frames and frame homomorphisms be-
tween them. We recall that a frame F is spatial if there exists a topolog-
ical space X such that F is isomorphic to the frame O(X) of open sets of
X. Obviously, the opposite of the category Frmsp trivially identifies with
a subcategory U of Loc, and this identification has the form of a func-
tor A : Frmsp
op → U = ExtIm(A) with inverse IA : U → Frmsp
op,
as in section 3.1 above. Indeed, one can naturally equip each frame F ,
regarded as a preorder geometric category, with the canonical geometric
Grothendieck topology JF ; morphisms of frames F → F ′ yield morphisms
of sites (F , JF) → (F ′, JF ′), and for any frame F , the locale IdJF (F) is
precisely the locale with underlying frame F .
Starting with this trivial duality, if we take for any frame F in Frmsp
as set of points of the topos Sh(F , JF) the collection of all the points of
Sh(F , JF) (equivalently, the completely prime filters on F), then this set of
points is separating for the topos (since F is spatial) and hence the technique
of section 3.2 yields precisely the well-known duality between the category
Frmsp and the category of sober spaces and continuous maps between them
(cf. Example 2.9(e)).
4.4 Lindenbaum-Tarski duality
Recall that an element a of a frame F is said to be an atom if a 6= 0 and
for any b ≤ a, either b = 0 or b = a. A frame F is said to be atomic it it
has a basis of atoms, i.e. if every element of F can be expressed as a join
of atoms; accordingly, we say that a topological space has a basis of atomic
open subsets if the frame O(X) has a basis of atoms, equivalently if every
open set can be expressed as a union of non-empty open sets which do not
contain any proper non-empty open set.
Let AtFrm be the category having as objects the atomic frames and as
arrows the frame homomorphisms between them. We can equip each frame
C in AtFrm with the canonical topology JC. For any C in AtFrm, the
collection At(C) of atoms of C, regarded as a full subcategory of C, is JC-
dense and the induced Grothendieck topology JC|At(C) is the trivial one; the
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Comparison Lemma thus yields an equivalence of toposes
Sh(C, JC) ≃ [At(C),Set] .
On the other hand, the category At(C) is a discrete preorder and hence the
upper sets in At(C) coincides precisely with the subsets of At(C); therefore,
Theorem 3.1 yields an equivalence of toposes
[At(C),Set] ≃ Sh(P(At(C))),
where P(At(C)) is the locale given by the full powerset of At(C) endowed
with the subset-inclusion order.
Composing the two equivalences we obtain an equivalence of toposes
Sh(C, JC) ≃ Sh(P(At(C))) .
This equivalence in turn entails an isomorphism of frames
C ∼= P(At(C)),
which is precisely the isomorphism given by the Lindenbaum-Tarski repre-
sentation theorem (generalized from atomic complete Boolean algebras to
atomic frames).
We note that the opposite AtFrmop of the category AtFrm is naturally
identified with a subcategory of Loc; so, for any subcategory A of AtFrm,
the restriction i|A to A of the inclusion functor i : AtFrm
op →֒ Loc yields
a duality between A and the subcategory of Loc given by the image of i|A.
In fact, such identification can be seen as one induced by the method of
section 3.1, since every arrow f : C → D in AtFrm yields a morphism of
sites (C, JC) → (D, JD), and for any C in AtFrm, the frame of JC-ideals on
C is isomorphic to C.
To lift this trivial duality of atomic frames with locales to a topological
duality, we select as set of points of the topos Sh(C, JC) ≃ [At(C),Set] the
collection ξAC of the points of [At(C),Set] corresponding to the elements of
At(C), as in section 4.1. To make this assignment functorial, we have, accord-
ing to the indications given in section 3.2, to assign to an arrow f : C → D
in AtFrm a function lf : At(D)→ At(C) in such a way that the pair (f˙ , lf)
defines an arrow (Sh(D, JD), ξAD) → (Sh(C, JC), ξ
A
C ) in the category Topp of
toposes paired with points (cf. section 2.1). This condition corresponds
precisely, under the equivalences Sh(C, JC) ≃ [At(C),Set] and Sh(D, JD) ≃
[At(D),Set], to the requirement that f˙ : [At(D),Set] → [At(C),Set] be in-
duced by the arrow lf : At(D) → At(C) as in Example A4.1.4 [12]. Now,
by Lemma A4.1.5 [12] and the remarks preceding it (combined with the
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fact that every discrete category is Cauchy-complete), a geometric morphism
[At(D),Set] → [At(C),Set] is induced by a function At(D) → At(C) as
in Example A4.1.4 [12] if and only if it is essential, i.e. if its inverse im-
age functor has a left adjoint (in fact, the function inducing the morphism
can be recovered, up to isomorphism, from this left adjoint as its restriction
to the full subcategories on the representable functors). This property is a
topos-theoretic invariant, and so, following the principles of [6], we attempt
to reformulate it in terms of the different representations of our toposes es-
tablished above.
Let us start from the first representation of our morphism f˙ , as the geo-
metric morphism Sh(D, JD)→ Sh(C, JC) induced by a frame homomorphism
f : C → D. Recall that the assignment L→ Sh(L) defines a full and faithful
2-functor from the 2-category of locales to the 2-category of Grothendieck
toposes (cf. Proposition C1.4.5 [12]); therefore, bearing in mind the possi-
bility of characterizing adjoint functors ‘equationally’ in terms of their unit
and counit, we conclude that f˙ is essential if and only if f has a left adjoint
f! : D → C (where C and D are regarded as poset categories); note that, by
the Special Adjoint Functor Theorem, this condition holds if and only if f is
complete, i.e. preserves arbitrary meets as well as arbitrary joins.
This argument shows that the pair (f˙ , lf) considered above defines an
arrow (Sh(D, JD), ξAD) → (Sh(C, JC), ξ
A
C ) in the category of toposes paired
with points if and only if the arrow f is complete.
Now, let us turn to the second representation of our morphism f˙ as
a geometric morphism s : [At(D),Set] → [At(C),Set]. By the remarks
above, s is essential if and only if there exists a function l : At(D) →
At(C) such that, denoted by l˜ : [At(D),Set] → [At(C),Set] the geomet-
ric morphism induced by l as in Example A4.1.4 [12], s is isomorphic to
l˜. Now, since the inverse image functor of l˜ is given by composition with
l, this condition says precisely that s corresponds, under the equivalences
Sh(C, JC) ≃ [At(C),Set] and Sh(D, JD) ≃ [At(D),Set], to the geometric
morphism Sh(D, JD) → Sh(C, JC) induced by the frame homomorphism
P(l) : P(At(C))→ P(At(D)) taking inverse images of subsets along l.
By putting together the two pieces of information just collected, we can
conclude that a frame homomorphism r : P(At(C)) → P(At(D)) is of the
form P(l) for some function l : At(D)→ At(C) if and only if r is complete;
notice that this is the other key ingredient of Lindenbaum-Tarski duality.
In fact, our discussion above provides us with a concrete description of the
function l in terms of the frame homomorphism r : C → D; indeed, we know
that the function l inducing the morphism can be recovered as the action
of the left adjoint r! : D → C to r on the atoms (the fact that this left
adjoint sends atoms to atoms is a consequence of the general topos-theoretic
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fact that the left adjoints to the inverse image functors of essential geometric
morphisms sends representables to representables). Explicitly, for an element
d ∈ D, r!(d) is equal to the infimum in C of the set {c ∈ C | r(c) ≥ d}.
Coming back to our original aim of building a topological duality for
atomic frames, we can infer from our considerations above that restricting to
the subcategory CAtFrm of AtFrm whose objects are the atomic frames
and whose arrows are the complete frame homomorphisms between them is
precisely the condition which allows us to make the assignment C → ξAC (of a
set of points of the topos Sh(C, J) to a frame C in CAtFrm) functorial in the
sense of section 3.2. We thus have a ‘lifting’ functor A˜ : CAtFrm → Top
which sends a frame C in CAtFrm to the space obtained by equipping the
set of points At(C) with the subterminal topology (on the topos [At(C),Set]),
in other words the discrete topological space with underlying set At(C) (cf.
Example 2.9(b)). In fact, since every such space is sober, the general results
of section 3.2 yield the following characterization of the extended image of
the functor A˜ : CAtFrm → Top: the objects of ExtIm(A˜) are the sober
topological spaces which have a basis of atomic open subsets, while the arrows
of ExtIm(A˜) are precisely the continuous maps between them.
On the other hand, we have just characterized concretely the objects in
ExtIm(A˜) as the spaces which are homeomorphic to the discrete topologi-
cal spaces on the set of atoms of an atomic frame, and it is clear, from the
equivalence C ∼= P(At(C)) established above, that every discrete topological
space is of that form. So ExtIm(A˜) can alternatively be described as the
subcategory of Top whose objects are the discrete topological spaces and
whose arrows are the (continuous) functions between them. Since this cat-
egory is (trivially) isomorphic to the category Set of sets, we conclude that
the functor A˜ yields a duality between the category CAtFrm and the oppo-
site Setop of the category of sets. Concretely, the functor A˜ sends an atomic
frame C to the set At(C) of its atoms and an arrow r : C → D in CAtFrm
to the restriction At(D)→ At(C) of the left adjoint to r to the sets of atoms
of C and D. The inverse I˜A : ExtIm(A˜) ≃ Set
op → CAtFrm of this func-
tor is obtained, as indicated in section 3.2, by recovering each frame C in
CAtFrm from the topos Sh(P(At(C))) ≃ [At(C),Set] (equivalently, from
the set At(C)) through a topos-theoretic invariant, functorially in CAtFrm.
In this case, the topos-theoretic invariant (of families of subterminals in a
topos) is the vacuous one, and hence I˜A sends a set S to the powerset P(S)
and a function f : S → T to the function P(f) : P(S) → P(T ) sending a
subset to the inverse image of it under f .
We have thus recovered the Lindenbaum-Tarski duality (cf. for example
[13] for a classical treatment of it).
Note that, in passing, we have established the following intrinsic charac-
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terization of discrete spaces.
Proposition 4.5. Let X be a topological space. Then X is discrete if and
only if it is sober and has a basis of atomic open subsets.

Finally, we remark that, in the same way we established Lindenbaum-
Tarski duality for atomic frames, we can establish a more general topological
duality between, on one hand, the category having as objects the frames with
a basis of supercompact elements and as arrows the complete frame homo-
morphisms between them and, on the other hand, the category of Alexandrov
spaces whose underlying preorder is a poset; this latter duality specializes to
Lindenbaum-Tarski duality when sets are regarded as discrete preorders (in
fact, it is essentially the same as the equivalence of Theorem 4.2).
4.5 A duality for meet-semilattices
Let MSLat be the category of meet-semilattices and homomorphisms (i.e.
maps preserving finite meets) between them.
Any meet-semilattice can be considered as a cartesian preorder category;
as such, when equipped with the trivial Grothendieck topology, it gives rise
to a cartesian site, and the arrows in MSLat can be identified with the
morphisms of these associated sites. The method of section 3.1 thus yields
a faithful functor A : MSLatop → Loc sending an object M of MSLat to
the frame Id(M) of lower sets in M and an arrow f :M→N to the frame
homomorphism A(f) : Id(M)→ Id(N ) which assigns to a lower set S inM
the lower set A(f)(S) in N generated by the image f(S) of S in N under f .
By Corollary 3.18(iii), every M in MSLat is isomorphic to the subset
of supercompact subterminals in the topos [Mop,Set], endowed with the
natural order between subterminals in [Mop,Set]. By Theorem 3.24(ii) and
Remark 3.26, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.25 are satisfied, and hence we
have an inverse functor IA : SCLoc → MSLat
op to A, where SCLoc is
the subcategory of Loc given by the extended image of the functor A. By
Theorem 3.28, the locales in SCLoc can be characterized precisely as those
which have a basis of supercompact elements which is closed under finite
meets (equivalently, as those such that the collection of their supercompact
elements is closed under finite meets and forms a basis for them), while
the arrows in SCLoc are the locale morphisms whose associated frame ho-
momorphisms send supercompact elements to supercompact elements. The
functor IA : SCLoc → MSLat
op sends a locale L in SCLoc to the col-
lection of its supercompact elements (endowed with the natural order) and
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an arrow f : L → L′ in SCLoc to the restriction of its associated frame
homomorphism to the subsets of supercompact elements of L and L′.
We have thus obtained a duality between MSLat and a category of lo-
cales:
Theorem 4.6. The functors
A : MSLatop → SCLoc
and
IA : SCLoc → MSLat
op
defined above yield a duality between the category MSLat and the category
SCLoc.
We shall call the locale corresponding to a meet-semilattice M via this
duality the ideal locale associated to M.
Note that, at the level of objects, the duality of Theorem 4.6 can be read
as the assertion that every meet-semilattice M is isomorphic to the subset
of supercompact elements of the locale of ideals Id(M) ofM (endowed with
the natural induced order), and every locale with a basis of supercompact
elements which is closed under finite meets is isomorphic to the locale of ideals
Id(M) of the meet-semilattice M consisting of its supercompact elements.
The duality between MSLat and SCLoc can be lifted to a duality be-
tween MSLat and a subcategory of the category Top of topological spaces
by using the method of section 3.2. Let us choose, for each M in MSLat,
as set of points of the topos [Mop,Set], the set of all the points of the
topos [Mop,Set], and define the function corresponding to the arrows in
MSLat accordingly, as specified in section 3.2. This defines a ‘lifting func-
tor’ A˜ : MSLatop → Top having an inverse defined on its extended image,
which we denote by SCTop. The spaces in SCTop can be characterized
precisely as the sober spaces which have a basis of supercompact open sets
which is closed under finite intersections, while the arrows in SCTop can be
characterized as the continuous maps of topological spaces in SCTop such
that the inverse image of any supercompact open set is supercompact.
Concretely, by Proposition 2.7, the extended functor A˜ : MSLatop →
Top sends to a meet-semilattice M the topological space having as set of
points the collection FM of filters onM and as open sets the sets of the form
FI = {F ∈ FM | F ∩ I 6= ∅},
where I ranges among the ideals of M. In particular, a basis for this topo-
logical space is given by the sets
Fm = {F ∈ FM | m ∈M},
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where m varies among the elements of M. We shall call this topological
space the ideal topological space associated to M.
By Proposition 2.8, the continuous map FN → FM corresponding to a
meet-semilattice homomorphism f : M → N via the functor A˜ is the map
sending a filter F in FN to the inverse image f−1(F ).
The inverse functor I˜A : SCTop → MSLat
op sends a topological space
X in SCTop to the poset SC(O(X)) of its supercompact open sets, and a
continuous map f : X → Y in SCTop to the restriction f−1 : SC(O(Y ))→
SC(O(X)) of the inverse image f−1 to the posets of supercompact open sets
of X and Y .
Summmarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.7. Via the functors
A˜ : MSLatop → SCTop
and
I˜A : SCTop → MSLat
op
defined above, the categories MSLat and SCTop are dual to each other.
Remark 4.8. (a) The functor A˜ : MSLatop → SCTop coincides with the
functor from meet-semilattices to topological spaces giving one half of the
topological duality for meet-semilattices established by M. A. Moshier
and P. Jipsen in [11]. In fact, it follows from Theorem 4.7 and the
duality theorem in [11] that the category SCTop coincides with the
subcategory of Top corresponding to the category of meet-semilattices
via the duality in [11] (since the two theorems ensure that both these
categories are equal to the extended image of the same functor, namely
A˜ :MSLatop → SCTop); anyway, it is worth to note that our definition
of the inverse functor I˜A : SCTop → MSLat
op is completely different
from the construction of the inverse functor given in [11];
(b) The functor A˜ : MSLatop → SCTop can also be identified with the
functor from meet-semilattices to topological meet-semilattices (regarded
here as topological spaces) giving one half of the duality between meet-
semilattices and compact zero-dimensional meet-semilattices established
in [8].
4.6 Other dualities
We have seen in section 4.2 that the well-known Stone duality for distributive
lattices is recovered through our method by equipping each distributive lat-
tice with the coherent topology. Anyway, there are several other interesting
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subcanonical Grothendieck topologies which one can put on distributive lat-
tices, or on any other kind of preordered structures; for each of these choices,
we can try to use our machinery to build dualities which, although being sim-
ilar in spirit to Stone’s one, are different enough to capture other aspects of
the structures involved. We have already presented some examples above, of
both old and new dualities obtained through the application of our method-
ology; in this section we discuss some further ones, of more ‘exotic’ nature,
which we hope should illuminate the flexibility of our general machinery.
First, let us build a localic duality for k-frames (for a regular cardinal k),
which specializes to the localic Stone duality for distributive lattices and to
the duality of Theorem 4.6. If we equip each k-frame F with the k-covering
topology JkF we obtain that the morphisms F → F
′ of k-frames are precisely
the morphisms of sites (F , JkF) → (F
′, JkF ′). Therefore, by the technique
of section 3.1, we have a functor A : k-Frmop → Loc which sends a poset
F in k-Frm to the locale of JkF -ideals on F and an arrow f : F → F
′ in
k-Frm to the frame homomorphism IdJk
F
(F) → IdJk
F′
(F ′) sending an ideal
I in IdJk
F
(F) to the JkF ′-ideal on F
′ generated by the image f(I) of I under
f .
By Theorem 3.24(iii) and Remark 3.26, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.25
are satisfied, and hence we obtain, by the results of section 3.1, that the func-
tor A admits an inverse IA defined on its extended image of, which we denote
by Lock. This latter subcategory has as objects the locales which have a ba-
sis of k-compact elements which is closed under finite meets and as arrows the
locale morphisms whose associated frame homomorphisms send k-compact
elements to k-compact elements. The inverse functor IA : Lock → k-Frm
op
sends a locale in Lock to the poset of its k-compact elements and a locale
morphism L → L′ to the restriction of its associated frame homomorphism
to the subsets of k-compact elements of L and L′. Summarizing, we have the
following result.
Theorem 4.9. Via the functors A : k-Frmop → Lock and IA : Lock →
k-Frmop defined above, the categories k-Frm and Lock are dual to each
other.
Now, let us build dualities for disjunctively distributive lattices and for
weakly atomic meet-semilattices. To this end, we recall from section 3.3 the
definition of disjunctive topology and atomically generated topology.
Given a disjunctively distributive lattice D, the disjunctive topology JdjD
on D is the Grothendieck topology on D (regarded as a preorder category)
whose JdjD -covering sieves on any element d are exactly the sieves in D on d
which contain a finite family {di | i ∈ I} of elements di ≤ d such that for
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each pair of distinct i, j ∈ I, di ∧ dj = 0, and∨
i∈I
di = d. Similarly, on an
disjunctively distributive frame one can consider the infinitary disjunctive
topology.
Given a weakly atomic meet-semilatticeM, the atomically generated top-
ology JatM onM is defined as follows: the J
at
M-covering sieves on any element
d are the maximal sieves and the sieves in M on d which contain a finite
family {di | i ∈ I} of elements di ≤ d such that∨
i∈I
di = d and each di is
an atom in M (i.e. for any e ∈ M, if e ≤ d then either e = d or e = 0).
Similarly, on any infinitarily weakly atomic meet-semilattice one can consider
the infinitary atomically generated topology.
The definition of supercompactly generated topology on a weakly super-
compact meet-semilattice is of course entirely analogous.
First, let us focus on disjunctively distributive lattices.
Any arrow D → D′ in DJLat (cf. section 3.3 for the definition of this
category) yields a morphism of sites (D, JdjD ) → (D
′, JdjD′). So, by the tech-
nique of section 3.1, we have a faithful functor A : DJLatop → Loc, which
sends a poset D in DJLat to the locale of JdjD -ideals on D and an arrow
f : D → D′ in DJLat to the frame homomorphism Id
J
dj
D
(D) → IdJat
D′
(D′)
which sends an ideal I in Id
J
dj
D
(D) to the JdjD′-ideal on D
′ generated by the
image f(I) of I in D′ under f .
By Corollary 3.18(v), every D in DJLatop can be recovered, up to iso-
morphism, as the poset of disjunctively compact subterminals in the topos
Sh(D, JdjD ). By Theorem 3.24(iv) and Remark 3.26, the hypotheses of The-
orem 3.25 are satisfied, and hence we obtain, by the results of section 3.1,
that the functor A admits an inverse IA defined on its extended image of,
which we denote by Locdj . By Theorem 3.28 and Proposition 3.30, we can
characterize the objects in Locdj as the locales which have a basis of dis-
junctively compact elements which is closed under finite meets and satisfies
the property that any covering of an element of the basis has a disjunctively
compact refinement by elements of the basis, while the arrows in Locdj are
precisely the locale morphisms whose associated frame homomorphisms send
disjunctively compact elements to disjunctively compact elements. The func-
tor IA : Locdj → DJLat
op sends a locale in Locdj to the poset of its dis-
junctively compact elements and a locale morphism L→ L′ in Locdj to the
restriction of its associated frame homomorphism to the sets of disjunctively
compact elements of L and L′. Summarizing, we have the following result:
Theorem 4.10. Via the functors A : DJLatop → Locdj and IA : Locdj →
DJLatop defined above, the categories DJLat and Locdj are dual to each
other.
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Note that the category DLat of distributive lattices can be identified as a
full subcategory of the category DJLat, so this duality restricts in particular
to a duality between DLat and a subcategory of Locdj .
Since all the toposes involved are coherent (and hence, under a form of
the axiom of choice, have enough points by Deligne’s theorem), this duality
can be lifted to a duality with a category of topological spaces, by assigning
to each D in DJLat the set of points of the topos Sh(D, JdjD ) (equivalently,
the collection of disjunctive filters F on D, i.e. the filters on D with the
property that for any JdjD -covering sieve S on an object d of D if d ∈ F then
there exists an element f ∈ S such that dom(f) belongs to F ) topologized
with the subterminal topology, and assigning function to arrows accordingly,
as specified in section 3.2. The functor A˜ : DJLatop → Top sends a poset
D in DJLat to the topological space A˜(D) having as underlying set the
set Ddj of disjunctive filters on D and as basic open sets those of the form
Fc = {F ∈ Ddj | d ∈ F} for d ∈ D (cf. Proposition 2.7) and an arrow
f : D → D′ in DJLat to the continuous map D′dj → Ddj sending a filter F
inD′dj to the inverse image f−1(F ) (cf. Proposition 2.8). The extended image
of the functor A˜ is the subcategory Topdj of Top whose objects are the sober
topological spaces with a basis of disjunctively compact open sets which is
closed under finite intersections and satisfies the property that any covering
of a basic open set has a disjunctively compact refinement by basic open sets,
and whose arrows are the continuous maps between such spaces such that the
inverse image of any disjunctively compact open set is a disjunctively compact
open set. The inverse functor I˜A : Topdj → DJLat
op sends a topological
space X in Topdj to the poset DJO(X) of its disjunctively compact open
sets and a continuous map f : X → Y in Topdj to the restriction f
−1 :
DJO(Y )→ DJO(X) of the inverse image f−1 to the posets of disjunctively
compact open sets of X and Y .
Summarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.11. Via the functors
A˜ : DJLatop → Topdj
and
I˜A : Topdj → DJLat
op
defined above, the categories DJLat and Topdj are dual to each other.

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Similarly, by using Theorem 3.24(v) and Remark 3.26, one obtains a du-
ality between the category WAtMSLat of weakly atomic meet-semilattices
(cf. section 3.3) and the subcategory LocWAt of Loc whose objects are the
locales which have a basis of atomically compact elements which is closed
under finite meets and whose arrows are the locale maps whose associated
frame homomorphisms send atoms to atoms and atomically compact ele-
ments to atomically compact elements. The functor A : WAtMSLatop →
LocWAt sends a poset M in WAtMSLat to the locale of J
at
M-ideals on M
and an arrow f : M → N in WAtMSLat to the frame homomorphism
IdJat
M
(M) → IdJat
N
(N ) which sends an ideal I in IdJat
M
(M) to the JatN -ideal
on N generated by the image f(I) of I in N under f . The inverse functor
IA : LocWAt → WAtMSLat
op sends a locale L in LocWAt to the poset of
atomically compact elements of L and an arrow f : L→ L′ in LocWAt to the
restriction of its associated frame homomorphism to the subsets of atomically
compact elements of L and of L′.
Summarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.12. Via the functors
A : WAtMSLatop → LocWAt
and
IA : LocWAt → WAtMSLat
op
defined above, the categories WAtMSLat and LocWAt are dual to each other.
Of course, such a duality admits an infinitary version for infinitarily
weakly atomic meet-semilattices.
Since all the toposes involved are coherent (and hence, under a form of
the axiom of choice, have enough points by Deligne’s theorem), this duality
can also be lifted to a topological duality, as in the example above. For
instance, one can assign to each M in WAtMSLat the set of points of the
topos Sh(M, JatM) (i.e. the collection of atomic filters F onM i.e. the filters
F on M with the property that if a join of atoms belongs to F then at least
one of these atoms belongs to F ) topologized with the subterminal topology,
and defining the action on arrows accordingly. The resulting functor A˜ :
WAtMSLatop → Top sends a poset M in WAtMSLat to the topological
space A˜(M) having as underlying set the setMat of atomic filters onM and
as basic open sets those of the form Fc = {F ∈Mat | d ∈ F} for d ∈M (cf.
Proposition 2.7), and an arrow f :M→N inWAtMSLat to the continuous
map Nat → Mat sending a filter F in Nat to the inverse image f−1(F ) (cf.
Proposition 2.8). The extended image of the functor A˜ is the subcategory
Topat of Top whose objects are the sober topological spaces with a basis of
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atomically compact open sets which is closed under finite intersections, and
whose arrows are the continuous maps between such spaces such that the
inverse image of any atomically compact open set is an atomically compact
open set, and the inverse image of any atomic open set is an atomic open set.
The inverse functor ˜I(A) : Topat →WAtMSLat
op sends a topological space
X in Topat to the poset AT(O(X)) of its atomically compact open sets and
a continuous map f : X → Y in Topat to the restriction f
−1 : AT(O(Y ))→
AT(O(X)) of the inverse image f−1 to the posets of atomically compact
open sets of X and Y . Summarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.13. Via the functors
A˜ : WAtMSLatop → Topat
and
I˜A : Topat → WAtMSLat
op
defined above, the categories WAtMSLat and Topat are dual to each other.
Similarly, one can obtain localic and topological dualities for weakly su-
percompact meet-semilattices, and a localic duality for infinitarily weakly
supercompact meet-semilattices.
We have limited ourselves to presenting just a few examples of application
of our machinery. Anyway, the reader should be convinced at this point that
the generality and flexibility of the method described in sections 3.1 and 3.2
enables one to easily establish many other new dualities or equivalences. In
particular, ‘natural’ dualities, such as the ones that we have obtained above,
can be generated by choosing the subcanonical topologies JC in such a way to
capture the operations defining the structure of the corresponding poset C;
for example, in the classical case of Stone duality, the joins in a distributive
lattice can be directly defined in terms of the coherent topology on it, while
the finite joins of pairwise disjoint elements in a disjunctively distributive
lattice can be characterized in terms of the disjunctive topology on it. In
connection with this, it is worth to remark that if C is a meet-semilattice
then the Yoneda embedding y : C →֒ Sh(C, JC) ≃ Sh(IdJC(C)) preserves
finite meets and sends JC-covering sieves to covering families; so, meets in
C correspond to meets in IdJC(C), while operations on C defined in terms
of J correspond via the embedding C →֒ IdJC(C) to operations on IdJC(C)
involving joins (in particular, if C possesses a bottom element 0 which is JC-
covered by the empty sieve then y sends the initial object 0 of C to the initial
object of Sh(C, JC), that is to the bottom element of the frame IdJC(C)).
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5 A further generalization
We note that the fundamental ingredient that we have taken as a start-
ing point in section 3.1 to generate dualities consists of bunches of Morita-
equivalences which are instances of Theorem 3.1.
More generally, we can expect to be able to extract representation theo-
rems or dualities between partially ordered structures starting from general
Morita-equivalences of the form Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(D, K), where C and D are
poset categories. Indeed, if J is U -induced for a topos-theoretic invariant U
of families of subterminals in a topos satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem
3.25, C can be represented as the poset consisting of the elements of the
locale IdK(D) which are U -compact. And if we have a bunch of categorical
equivalences Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(D, K) for a collection of pairs of poset structures
(C,D), we can expect to be able to build a duality or equivalence between
categories having as objects respectively the structures of the form C and the
structures of the form D.
5.1 From Morita-equivalences to dualities
To formalize the idea described above, suppose that we have two collections
K and H of poset structures, each of which equipped with a Grothendieck
topology (we denote by JC (resp. by KD) the Grothendieck topology associ-
ated to a structure C (resp. D) in K (resp. in H)), two functions f : K → H
and g : H → K which are inverse to each other up to isomorphisms, and a
categorical equivalence Sh(C, JC) ≃ Sh(f(C), Kf(C)) for each C in K (equiva-
lently, a categorical equivalence Sh(D, KD) ≃ Sh(g(D), Jg(D)) for each D in
H).
We shall adopt the following conventions:
1. Given a morphism of posites f : (A, J) → (B, K), we denote by A(f)
the frame homomorphism IdJ(A) → IdK(B) which sends an ideal
I ∈ IdJ(A) to the K-ideal on B generated by the image f(I) of I
under f . Recall from section 3.1 that A(f) can be identified with the
restriction to the subterminals of the inverse image functor of the ge-
ometric morphism Sh(B, K)→ Sh(A, J) induced by the morphism of
sites f ;
2. Given a functor f : A → B between posets, we denote by B(f) :
Id(Bop) → Id(Aop) the frame homomorphism sending a subset I ⊆ B
in Id(Bop) to the inverse image f−1(I) of I under f . Recall from section
4.1 that B(f) can be identified with the restriction to the subterminals
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of the inverse image functor of the geometric morphism [A,Set] →
[B,Set] induced by the functor f as in A4.1.4 [12].
Let us suppose that U (resp. V ) is a topos-theoretic invariant satisfy-
ing the hypothesis of Theorem 3.27 with respect to the category K (resp.
the category H), so that all the Grothendieck topologies JC (resp. KD)
are U -induced (resp. V -induced). Given a frame L, we denote by JLcan the
canonical topology on L (i.e. the Grothendieck topology on L whose cov-
ering sieves are exactly those which contain a covering family in L) and by
U -comp(L) (resp. V -comp(L)) the collection of the elements of L which are
U -compact (resp. V -compact); the Grothendieck topology on U -comp(L)
(resp. on V -comp(L)) induced by the canonical topology JLcan on L by re-
garding U -comp(L) (resp. V -comp(L)) as a full subcategory of L via the
inclusion U -comp(L) →֒ L (resp. the inclusion V -comp(L) →֒ L) (cf. p.
546 [12] for the general definition of induced coverage) will be denoted by
JLcan|U -comp(L) (resp. by J
L
can|V -comp(L)) or simply by J
L
can| when the subcat-
egory U -comp(L) (resp. V -comp(L)) can be unambiguously inferred from
the context. Given a frame L, we denote by SC(L) the set of supercompact
elements of L.
We distinguish between the covariant and contravariant case:
(i) Covariant case
We define two categories Ext(K) and Ext(H) as follows.
The objects of Ext(K) are the posets which are isomorphic to a poset
in K, while the arrows C → C′ in Ext(K) are the monotone maps
f : C → C′ which induce morphisms of sites (C, JC) → (C
′, JC′) such
that the frame homomorphism A(f) : IdJC(C) → IdJC′ (C
′) sends V -
compact elements to V -compact elements and its restriction
A(f)| : V -comp(IdJC(C))→ V -comp(IdJC′(C
′))
to these posets yields a morphism of sites
(V -comp(IdJC(C)), J
IdJC (C)
can |)→ (V -comp(IdJC′ (C
′)), J
IdJ
C′
(C′)
can |) .
The definition of Ext(H) is perfectly symmetrical to that of Ext(K)
(H playing the role of K and U playing the role of V ).
Let us now define two functors D : Ext(K) → Ext(H) and E :
Ext(H) → Ext(K) which extend respectively the functions f and g
(up to isomorphism) as follows.
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The functor D : Ext(K) → Ext(H) sends a poset C in Ext(K) to the
poset V -comp(IdJC(C)) of V -compact elements of the frame IdJC(C),
and an arrow f : C → C′ in Ext(K) to the restriction
A(f)| : V -comp(IdJC(C))→ V -comp(IdJC′(C
′))
of the frame homomorphism A(f) : IdJC(C)→ IdJC′ (C
′) to the subsets
of V -compact elements of IdJC(C) and of IdJC′(C
′).
The definition of the functor E : Ext(H) → Ext(K) is perfectly sym-
metrical to that of the functor D.
Theorem 5.1. Under the hypotheses specified above, the functors D
and E are categorical inverses to each other and hence they define a
categorical equivalence between Ext(K) and Ext(H).
Proof The fact that the functors D and E are well-defined, in the
sense that D takes values in Ext(H) (and, dually, E takes values in
Ext(K)), and that they are categorical inverses to each other easily
follows from Theorem 3.27 by invoking the general theory of mor-
phisms of sites. Specifically, one appeals to the fact that, given two
sites (C, J) and (D, K) where J and K are subcanonical, a geometric
morphism f : Sh(D, K)→ Sh(C, J) is induced by a morphism of sites
(C, J)→ (D, K) if and only if the inverse image f ∗ sends representables
to representables (Lemma C2.3.8 [12]).

From the theorem we can easily deduce the following characterization
of the categories Ext(H) and Ext(K) in terms of each other, which
represents the analogue of Theorem 3.28.
Proposition 5.2. Let us assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1
are satisfied, and that U is K-compatible relative to a property P . Let
FUP denote the set of frames such that the collection of their U-compact
elements forms a basis of them which, endowed with the induced order,
has the structure of a poset in Ext(K) and has the property that the em-
bedding BL →֒ L of it into the frame satisfies condition P , the property
that every covering in L of an element of BL is refined by a covering
made of elements of BL which satisfies the invariant U , and the prop-
erty that the JBL-covering sieves are sent by the embedding BL →֒ L
into covering families in L. Then
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(i) The objects of Ext(H) are precisely the posets of V -compact ele-
ments of the frames in FUP ;
(ii) The arrows in Ext(H) are the restrictions to the subsets of V -
compact elements of the frame homomorphisms between frames in
FUP which send U-compact elements to U-compact elements and
V -compact elements to V -compact elements.
Of course, the description of the category Ext(H) is perfectly symmet-
rical.
(ii) Contravariant case
In the contravariant case, one of the two toposes involved in the Morita-
equivalence is a presheaf topos; that is, we suppose KD to be the trivial
topology for every D in H. We can therefore suppose, by Theorem
3.24(i) and Remark 3.26, the invariant V to be the property ‘to be a
singleton family’.
We define two categories Ext(K) and Ext(H) as follows.
The objects of Ext(K) are the posets which are isomorphic to a poset in
K, while the arrows C → C′ in Ext(K) are the monotone maps f : C →
C′ such that they induce morphisms of sites (C, JC) → (C′, JC′) such
that the frame homomorphism A(f) : IdJC(C) → IdJC′ (C
′) is complete
i.e. preserves arbitrary infima (cf. section 4.4).
The objects of Ext(H) are the posets which are isomorphic to a poset
in H, while the arrows D → D′ in Ext(H) are the monotone maps f :
D → D′ such that the frame homomorphism B(f op) : Id(D′)→ Id(D)
sends U -compact elements to U -compact elements.
Let us now define two functors
D : Ext(K)op → Ext(H)
and
E : Ext(H)→ Ext(K)op
which extend respectively the functions f and g (up to isomorphism).
The functor D : Ext(K)op → Ext(H) sends a poset C in Ext(K) to
the poset of supercompact elements of the frame IdJC(C), and an arrow
f : C → C′ in Ext(K) to the restriction of the left adjoint A(f)! :
IdJC′(C
′) → IdJC(C) to the functor A(f) : IdJC(C) → IdJC′ (C
′) to the
subsets of supercompact elements of IdJC′ (C
′) and of IdJC(C).
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The functor E : Ext(H) → Ext(K)op sends a poset D in Ext(H) to
the poset of U -compact elements of the frame Id(D) and an arrow
f : D → D′ in Ext(H) to the restriction of the frame homomorphism
B(f op) : Id(D′) → Id(D) to the subsets of U -compact elements of
Id(D′) and of Id(D).
Theorem 5.3. Under the hypotheses specified above, the functors D
and E are categorical inverses to each other and hence they define a
duality between Ext(K) and Ext(H).
Proof The fact that the functors D and E are well-defined, in the
sense that D takes values in Ext(H) (and, dually, E takes values in
Ext(K)op), and that D and E are categorical inverses to each other
easily follows from Theorem 3.27 by invoking the general theory of
morphisms of sites (as in the proof of Theorem 5.1), and from the
theory of geometric morphisms induced by functors as in A4.1.4 [12].
Concerning the latter, one specifically uses the fact (Lemma A4.1.5
[12]) that, given two Cauchy-complete categories C and D, a geometric
morphism [C,Set] → [D,Set] is induced by a functor f : C → D as in
A4.1.4 [12] if and only if it is essential. 
Similarly to the covariant case, we can deduce from the theorem the
following characterizations of the categories Ext(K) and Ext(H) in
terms of each other.
Proposition 5.4. Let us assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1
are satisfied, and that U is K-compatible relative to a property P . Let
FUP denote the set of frames such that the collection of their U-compact
elements forms a basis of them which, endowed with the induced order,
has the structure of a poset in Ext(K) and has the property that the em-
bedding BL →֒ L of it into the frame satisfies condition P , the property
that every covering in L of an element of BL is refined by a covering
made of elements of BL which satisfies the invariant U , and the prop-
erty that the JBL-covering sieves are sent by the embedding BL →֒ L
into covering families in L. Let Fsc denote the set of frames such that
the collection of their supercompact elements forms a basis which, en-
dowed with the induced order, has the structure of a poset in Ext(H).
Then
(i) The objects of Ext(H) are precisely the posets of supercompact
elements of the frames in FUP ;
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(ii) The arrows in Ext(H) are the restrictions to the subsets of super-
compact elements of the left adjoints to the frame homomorphisms
between frames FUP which send U-compact elements to U-compact
elements;
(iii) The objects of Ext(K) are precisely the posets of U-compact ob-
jects of the frames in Fsc;
(iv) The arrows in Ext(H) are the restrictions to the subsets of U-
compact elements of the frame homomorphisms between frames in
Fsc which are complete.
Note that all of this represents a clear implementation of the philosophy
‘toposes as bridges’ of [6].
The process of ‘lifting’ of dualities with categories of locales to dualities
with categories of topological spaces of section 3.2 has an analogue in this
more general context. Again, we have to distinguish between the covariant
and contravariant cases:
(i) Covariant case
Suppose that we have assigned to each structure C in Ext(K) a sep-
arating set of points of the topos Sh(C, JC) functorially in C, as in
section 3.2. We define a subcategory TopH of Top by taking as ob-
jects the topological spaces X such that V -comp(O(X)) belongs to
Ext(H) and as arrows X → Y are the continuous maps f : X → Y
between spaces in TopH with the property that f
−1 : O(Y ) → O(X)
sends V -compact open sets to V -compact open sets in such a way that
the restriction f−1| : V -comp(O(Y )) → V -comp(O(X)) is an arrow
V -comp(O(Y )) → V -comp(O(X)) in Ext(H). Thus we have, as in
section 3.2, a functor D˜ : Ext(K) → TopopH , and we can define an
essentially surjective functor (both on the objects and on the arrows)
UH : Top
op
H → Ext(H) such that UH ◦ D˜
∼= D; UH sends a topological
space X to the poset of V -compact open subsets of X and a continuous
map f : X → Y in TopH to the restriction of the inverse image f
−1 to
the subsets of V -compact open sets of X and Y .
Of course, we can define a subcategory TopK of Top and a functor
UK : Top
op
K → Ext(K) in a perfectly symmetrical way.
(ii) Contravariant case
Suppose that we have assigned to each structure C in Ext(K) a sep-
arating set of points of the topos Sh(C, JC) functorially in C, as in
section 3.2. Let us define a subcategory TopH of Top by taking as
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objects the topological spaces X such that the poset SC(O(X)) of
supercompact elements of O(X) belongs to Ext(H) and as arrows
X → Y the continuous maps f : X → Y between spaces in TopH
such that f−1 : O(Y ) → O(X) is complete and its left adjoint f!
sends supercompact open sets to supercompact open sets in such a
way that the restriction f!| : SC(O(X)) → SC(O(Y )) is an arrow
SC(O(X)) → SC(O(Y )) in Ext(H). Thus we have, as in section
3.2, a functor D˜ : Ext(K)op → TopH, and we can define an es-
sentially surjective functor (both on the objects and on the arrows)
U : TopH → Ext(H) such that U ◦ D˜ ∼= D; U sends a topological space
X to the poset of supercompact open subsets of X and a continuous
map f : X → Y in TopH to the restriction of the left adjoint f! to the
subsets of supercompact open sets of X and Y .
We can make a similar construction for the category Ext(H), as follows.
Suppose that we have assigned to each structure D in Ext(H) a sep-
arating set of points of the topos Sh(D, KD) ≃ [Dop,Set] functorially
in D, as in section 3.2. We define a subcategory TopK of Top by tak-
ing as objects the topological spaces such that U -comp(O(X)) belongs
to Ext(K) and as arrows X → Y the continuous maps f : X → Y
between spaces in TopK with the property that f
−1 : O(Y ) → O(X)
sends U -compact open sets to U -compact open sets in such a way that
the restriction f−1| : U -comp(O(Y )) → U -comp(O(X)) is an arrow
U -comp(O(Y )) → U -comp(O(X)) in Ext(K). Thus we have, as in
section 3.2, a functor E˜ : Ext(H) → TopK, and we can define an
essentially surjective functor (both on the objects and on the arrows)
W : TopK → Ext(K)
op such that W ◦ E˜ ∼= E; W sends a topological
space X to the poset U -comp(O(X)) of U -compact open subsets of X
and a continuous map f : X → Y in TopK to the restriction of the
inverse image f−1 to the subsets of U -compact open sets of X and of
Y .
The topological spaces in the images of the ‘lifting functors’ can be di-
rectly described in terms of the structures in the source category (cf. Propo-
sition 2.7); so the above constructions allow characterizations of the posets
in the target categories as subsets consisting of the open sets of a topological
space satisfying some generalized compactness condition.
We notice that our original framework of sections 3.1 and 3.2 sits inside
this more general setting as the particular case in which each of the toposes
associated to the structures in K (or inH) is of the form Sh(C, JC), where C is
a locale and JC is the canonical topology on it, and the Morita-equivalences
from which the dualities or equivalences are built are instances of Theo-
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rem 3.1. Note that the canonical topologies JC are all U -induced where U
is the vacuous invariant ‘to be a family’ (note that this invariant trivially
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.25); in particular, the condition of
U -compactness is vacuous in this case.
5.2 The role of the Comparison Lemma
It is worth to remark the key role of Grothendieck’s Comparison Lemma (cf.
Theorem C2.2.3 [12]) in the framework that we have developed.
The equivalence Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C)) of Theorem 3.1 is, when J is sub-
canonical, an instance of an equivalence induced by the Comparison Lemma.
Indeed, if J is subcanonical then C can be identified with a full subcategory
of Sh(IdJ(C)) which is dense with respect to the canonical coverage, and
the Grothendieck topology induced by it on C is precisely J (cf. Proposition
C2.2.16(ii) [12]).
So, all of the dualities established so far arise in fact from instances of the
Comparison Lemma. Generalizing our original situation, we can expect to
be able to obtain representation theorems for preordered structures, as well
as new dualities or equivalences, starting from Morita-equivalences provided
by the Lemma, following the method of section 5.1. Without embarking on
a comprehensive treatment of these more general situations (in fact, such an
investigation would bring us far beyond the scope of the present paper), we
limit ourselves to presenting a few examples in the next section.
5.3 Examples
In this section we give some examples of results obtained through the method
of section 5.1 by applying it to Morita-equivalences arising from instances of
the Comparison Lemma which are not particular cases of Theorem 3.1. There
are of course a great number of other dualities that can be established in a
semi-automatic way by applying the technique of section 5.1; these examples
are just meant to give a flavor of the results that arise from the application
of our machinery.
We have discussed in section 4.4 the representation of an atomic frame
as the powerset on the collection of its atoms. Similarly, one can obtain a
representation theorem for atomic distributive lattices i.e. distributive lat-
tices in which every element is a finite join of atoms: if D is such a lattice
and JD is the coherent topology on it then the Comparison Lemma yields
an equivalence of toposes Sh(D, JD) ≃ [At(D),Set], from which it follows,
invoking Corollary 3.18(i), that D is isomorphic to the the lattice of com-
pact elements of the powerset of its collection of atoms (equivalently, to the
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lattice of finite subsets of the set of its atoms). If we take K to be the
collection of atomic distributive lattices, each of which equipped with the
coherent topology, and H to be the collection of the (discrete) posets of the
form At(D) for some atomic distributive lattice D, each of which equipped
with the trivial Grothendieck topology, then the functions f : K → H and
g : H → K defined by setting f(D) = At(D) (for any atomic distributive
lattice D) and g(A) = Pfin(A) (for any set A) are inverse to each other (up
to isomorphism), and the closure under isomorphisms of H can be identified
with the collection of all the sets (since for any set A, Pfin(A) is an atomic
distributive lattice whose set of atoms is isomorphic to A).
Now, the category Ext(K) is the category AtDLat whose objects are the
atomic distributive lattices and whose arrows D → D′ are the distributive
lattices homomorphisms f : D → D′ between them such that the frame
homomorphism A(f) : IdJD(D) → IdJ ′D(D
′) which sends an ideal I of D to
the ideal of D′ generated by f(I) preserves arbitrary infima. The category
Ext(H) is the category Setf whose objects are the sets and whose arrows
A → A′ are the functions g : A → A′ such that the inverse image g−1 :
P(A′)→ P(A) sends finite subsets of A′ to finite subsets of A.
Theorem 5.3 thus yields two functors D : AtDLatop → Setf and E :
Setf → AtDLat
op which are categorical inverses to each other, and which
therefore give a duality between AtDLat and Setf . The functor
D : AtDLatop → Setf
sends a poset D in AtDLat to the set At(D) of its atoms, and an arrow
f : D → D′ in AtDLat to the restriction At(D′)→ At(D) of the left adjoint
to A(f) : IdJD(D) → IdJ ′D(D
′) to the sets of atoms of D′ and of D. The
functor
E : Setf → AtDLat
op
sends a set A to the finite powerset Pfin(A) and an arrow f : A→ A′ in Setf
to the restriction Pfin(A
′) → Pfin(A) of the inverse image f−1 : P(A′) →
P(A).
Summarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.5. Via the functors
D : AtDLatop → Setf
and
E : Setf → AtDLat
op
defined above, the categories AtDLat and Setf are dual to each other.

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Notice that this duality restricts to a duality between the category of finite
atomic distributive lattices and distributive lattice homomorphisms between
them and the category of finite sets and functions between them.
One might wonder why we have not considered, instead of the class of
atomic distributive lattices, the class of weakly atomic meet-semilattices in
which every element is a finite join of atoms. In fact, the two classes coincide
with each other: if D is a weakly atomic meet-semilattices in which every
element is a join of atoms then, by equipping it with the atomically generated
topology JD, the Comparison Lemma yields an equivalence Sh(D, JD) ≃
[At(D),Set] from which it follows, invoking Corollary 3.18(v), that D is
isomorphic to the poset of atomically compact elements of P(At(D)), in
other words to Pfin(At(D)).
In fact, we can establish a more general duality, which extends that of
Theorem 5.5 and represents the ‘finitary version’ of the duality of Theorem
4.2. Given a distributive lattice D, we say that an element d of D is join-
irreducible if for any a, b ∈ D, a ∨ b = d implies a = d or b = d; we denote
the set of join-irreducible elements of a distributive lattice D by Irr(D). We
say that a distributive lattice D is irreducibly generated if every element of
D can be expressed as a finite join of join-irreducible elements. If D is such
a lattice and JD is the coherent topology on it then the Comparison Lemma
yields an equivalence of toposes Sh(D, JD) ≃ [Irr(D)op,Set], from which it
follows, invoking Corollary 3.18(i), that D is isomorphic to the the lattice of
compact elements of the frame Id(Irr(D)) of ideals on Irr(D).
Take K to be the collection of irreducibly generated distributive lattices,
each of which equipped with the coherent topology, andH to be the collection
of the posets of the form Irr(D) for some irreducibly generated distributive
lattice, each of which equipped with the trivial Grothendieck topology; then
the functions f : K → H and g : H → K defined by setting f(D) = Irr(D)
(for any atomic distributive lattice D) and the image g(P) of a poset P in
H under g equal to the poset Idcomp(P) of compact elements of the frame
Id(P) are inverse to each other (up to isomorphism), and the closure under
isomorphisms of H can be identified with the collection of all the posets
such that Idcomp(P) is closed under finite intersections in Id(P) (since for
such poset P, Idcomp(P) is an irreducibly generated distributive lattice whose
poset of join-irreducible elements is isomorphic to P). Notice that an ideal
I on P belongs to Idcomp(P) if and only if it is a finite union of principal
ideals on P, equivalently if there exists a finite set of elements {ak | k ∈ K}
of I such that for any p ∈ P, p ∈ I if and only if p ≤ ak for some k ∈ K.
The condition that Idcomp(P) be closed under finite intersections in Id(P) is
clearly equivalent to the requirement that the intersection in Id(P) of any
two principal ideals on P be equal to the union of a finite family of principal
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ideals on P, equivalently for any a, b ∈ P there exist a finite set of elements
{ck | k ∈ K} of P such that for any p ∈ P, p ≤ a and p ≤ b if and only if
p ≤ ck for some k ∈ K. In particular, all the meet-semilattices are objects
of the closure under isomorphisms of H.
Now, the category Ext(K) is the category IrrDLat whose objects are the
irreducibly generated distributive lattices and whose arrows D → D′ are the
distributive lattices homomorphisms f : D → D′ between them such that
the frame homomorphism A(f) : IdJD(D) → IdJ ′D(D
′) which sends an ideal
I of D to the ideal of D′ generated by f(I) preserves arbitrary infima.
The category Ext(H) is the categoryPoscomp whose objects are the posets
P such that for any a, b ∈ P there exists a finite set of elements {ck | k ∈ K}
of P such that for any p ∈ P, p ≤ a and p ≤ b if and only if p ≤ ck for some
k ∈ K, and whose arrows P → P ′ are the monotone maps g : P → P ′ such
that the inverse image g−1 : Id(P ′) → Id(P) sends ideals in Idcomp(P ′) to
ideals in Idcomp(P), equivalently, for any q ∈ P ′, there exists a finite family
{ak | k ∈ K} of elements of P such that for any p ∈ P, g(p) ≤ q if and only
if p ≤ ak for some k ∈ K.
Theorem 5.3 thus yields two functors D : IrrDLatop → Poscomp and
E : Poscomp → IrrDLat
op which are categorical inverses to each other, and
which therefore form a duality between IrrDLat and Poscomp. The functor
D : IrrDLatop → Poscomp sends a poset D in IrrDLat to the set Irr(D)
of its join-irreducible elements, and an arrow f : D → D′ in IrrDLat to
the restriction Irr(D′) → Irr(D) of the left adjoint to A(f) : IdJD(D) →
IdJ ′
D
(D′) to the sets of join-irreducible elements of D′ and of D. The functor
E : Poscomp → IrrDLat
op sends a poset P to Idcomp(P) and an arrow
g : P → P ′ in Poscomp to the restriction Idcomp(P ′) → Idcomp(P) of the
inverse image g−1 : Id(P ′)→ Id(P).
Summarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.6. Via the functors
D : IrrDLatop → Poscomp
and
E : Poscomp → IrrDLat
op
defined above, the categories IrrDLat and Poscomp are dual to each other.

Remark 5.7. If D is a finite distributive lattice then a fortiori D is irre-
ducibly generated and has a finite set of join-irreducible elements; conversely,
given a finite poset P, the lattice Idcomp(P) is finite, and any monotone map
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P → P ′ between finite posets P and P ′ is an arrow in Poscomp. We thus con-
clude that the duality of Theorem 5.6 restricts to Birkhoff’s duality between
finite distributive lattices and finite posets.
Another example in the same style is given by disjunctively distributive
frames.
Let F be a disjunctively distributive frame. An element a ∈ F is said to
be indecomposable if for any family {ai | i ∈ I} of pairwise disjoint elements
of F ,∨
i∈I
ai = a implies ai = a for some i ∈ I. Notice that, classically, an
element a ∈ F is indecomposable if and only if it is non-zero and connected
(i.e., for any elements b, c ∈ F such that b ∧ c = 0, b ∨ c = a implies that
either a = b or a = c). Indeed, to be indecomposable clearly implies to be
non-zero and connected, while the converse can be proved as follows. Given
a connected element a 6= 0, for any family {ai | i ∈ I} of pairwise disjoint
elements of F ,∨
i∈I
ai = a implies that for any i ∈ I, ai ∨ ( ∨
j∈I,j 6=i
aj) = a, from
which it follows, a being connected, that either a = ai or a = ∨
j∈I,j 6=i
aj . But,
since a 6= 0, an equality of the latter kind cannot hold for all i ∈ I, since
a = ∨
j∈I,j 6=i
aj implies a ∧ ai = 0; this shows that there is i ∈ I such that
a = ai, as required.
Let us suppose that F is a disjunctive frame, i.e. a disjunctively distribu-
tive frame in which every element can be written as a pairwise disjoint join
of indecomposable elements. Then, denoted by JF the infinitary disjunctive
topology on F and by IF the full subcategory of F on the indecomposable
elements of F , we have that IF is JF -dense; hence the Comparison Lemma
yields an equivalence Sh(F, JF ) ≃ Sh(IF , JF |IF ). But, since the objects of
IF are indecomposable, JF |IF is the trivial Grothendieck topology on IF , and
hence we have an equivalence Sh(F, JF ) ≃ [I
op
F ,Set], which implies by Corol-
lary 3.18(v), that F is isomorphic to the poset of infinitarily disjunctively
compact elements of the frame of ideals on the poset IF of indecomposable
elements of F .
Starting from the representations Sh(F, JF ) ≃ [I
op
F ,Set], holding for any
disjunctive frame F , we can build a duality applying Theorem 5.3.
We take K to be the collection of all the disjunctive frames, each of
which equipped with the infinitary disjunctive topology, and H to be the
collection of all the posets of the form IF for a disjunctive frame F , each of
which equipped with the trivial topology. Define f : K → H as the function
sending a disjunctive frame F to the poset IF and g : H → K as the function
which sends a poset P in H to the frame of infinitarily disjunctively compact
elements of the frame Id(P ) of ideals on the poset P . Clearly, f and g are
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inverses to each other, up to isomorphism.
Now, the category Ext(K) is the category DisFrm whose objects are the
disjunctive frames and whose arrows F → F ′ are the meet-semilattice ho-
momorphisms f : F → F ′ between them which send pairwise disjoint joins
to pairwise disjoint joins and have the property that the frame homomor-
phism A(f) : IdJF (F )→ IdJF ′(F
′) sending an ideal I of F to the ideal of F ′
generated by f(I) preserves arbitrary infima.
The category Ext(H) is the category Posdis whose objects are the posets
P such that their frames of ideals Id(P) have the property that the collection
of infinitarily disjunctively compact elements forms a basis of them which is
closed under finite meets, and whose arrows P → P ′ are the monotone maps
g : P → P ′ such that the inverse image g−1 : Id(P ′) → Id(P) sends infini-
tarily disjunctively compact elements to infinitarily disjunctively compact
elements.
We can describe the category Posdis more explicitly as follows. First, we
note that for any poset P, an ideal I in Id(P) is infinitarily disjunctively
compact in Id(P) if and only if it is a disjoint union of principal ideals on
P, equivalently if there exists a family {ci | i ∈ I} of elements of I such
that for any p ∈ P, p ∈ I if and only if p ≤ ci for a unique i ∈ I; indeed,
the ‘if’ direction follows from Proposition 3.30, while the ‘only if’ direction
follows from the fact that if I is infinitarily disjunctively compact then the
covering of I formed by the principal ideals on P generated by elements in
I has a disjunctive refinement by principal ideals on P (since the invariant
‘to be a disjoint family’ satisfies the condition in the statement of Theorem
3.25). Now, all the principal ideals on P are infinitarily disjunctively compact
elements of Id(P), and hence from the characterization above it follows that
the condition that the intersection of two infinitarily disjunctively compact
elements of Id(P) should be infinitarily disjunctively compact is equivalent to
the requirement that the intersection of any two principal ideals on P should
be equal to a disjoint union of principal ideals on P, equivalently that for any
a, b ∈ P there should exist a family {ci | i ∈ I} of elements of P such that
for any p ∈ P, p ≤ a and p ≤ b if and only if p ≤ ci for a unique i ∈ I. Note
that if P is a meet-semilattice than this condition is always satisfied (take the
family {ci | i ∈ I} to be equal to the singleton family {a ∧ b}). Concerning
the arrows in Posdis we note that, given a monotone map g : P → P ′, the
inverse image g−1 : Id(P ′) → Id(P) sends infinitarily disjunctively compact
elements to infinitarily disjunctively compact elements if and only if it sends
any principal ideal on P ′ to an infinitarily disjunctively compact elements,
equivalently if for any b ∈ P ′ there exists a family {ci | i ∈ I} of elements of
P such that for any p ∈ P, g(p) ≤ b if and only if p ≤ ci for a unique i ∈ I.
Summarizing, the category Posdis has as objects the posets P such that
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for any a, b ∈ P there exists a family {ci | i ∈ I} of elements of P such that
for any p ∈ P, p ≤ a and p ≤ b if and only if p ≤ ci for a unique i ∈ I and
as arrows P → P ′ the monotone maps g : P → P ′ such that for any b ∈ P ′
there exists a family {ci | i ∈ I} of elements of P such that for any p ∈ P,
g(p) ≤ b if and only if p ≤ ci for a unique i ∈ I.
Our Theorem 5.3 thus yields two functors D : DisFrmop → Posdis
and E : Posdis → DisFrm
op which are categorical inverses to each other
and hence form a duality between DisFrm and Posdis. The functor D :
DisFrmop → Posdis sends a poset F in DisFrm to the poset IF of indecom-
posable elements of F and an arrow f : F → F ′ in DisFrm to the restriction
IF ′ → IF of the left adjoint to A(f) : IdJF (F )→ IdJF ′ (F
′) to the sets of in-
decomposable elements of F ′ and of F . The functor E : Posdis → DisFrm
op
sends a poset P in Posdis to the set Pdis of ideals I on P with the prop-
erty that there exists a family {ci | i ∈ I} of elements of I such that for
any p ∈ P, p ∈ I if and only if p ≤ ci for a unique i ∈ I, endowed with
the subset-inclusion ordering, and an arrow g : P → P ′ in Posdis to the
restriction P ′dis → Pdis of the inverse image g−1 : Id(P ′)→ Id(P).
In conclusion, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.8. Via the functors
D : DisFrmop → Posdis
and
E : Posdis → DisFrm
op
defined above, the categories DisFrm and Posdis are dual to each other.

Note that this duality restricts to a duality between the full subcategory
of DisFrmop on the posets F such that the meet of two indecomposable
elements of F is indecomposable and the full subcategory of Posdis on the
meet-semilattices.
By using the finitary version of the disjunctive topology, one can obtain
a similar duality for disjunctively distributive lattices in which every element
can be written as a finite pairwise disjoint join of connected elements.
For disjunctive frames with the property that the meet of any two inde-
composable elements is indecomposable we can ‘functorialize’ the representa-
tion Sh(F, JF ) ≃ [I
op
F ,Set] in a covariant way, by using Theorem 5.1. Let K
be the collection of such frames, each of which equipped with the infinitary
disjunctive topology, and let H be the collection of all the posets (in fact,
meet-semilattices) of the form IF for a disjunctive frame F in K, each of
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which equipped with the trivial topology. Let f : K → H and g : H → K be
defined exactly as in the example above.
Using the covariant method for ‘functorializing’ Morita-equivalences, we
obtain the categories Ext(K) and Ext(H) defined as follows.
The category Ext(K) coincides with the category DIFrm having as ob-
jects the disjunctive frames F such that the meet in F of any two indecom-
posable elements of F is indecomposable and as arrows F → F ′ the meet-
semilattice homomorphisms f : F → F ′ between them which send pairwise
disjoint joins to pairwise disjoint joins and have the property that the frame
homomorphism A(f) : IdJF (F ) → IdJF ′ (F
′) sending an ideal I in IdJF (F )
to the JF ′ ideal on F
′ generated by f(I) sends supercompact elements to
supercompact elements. We note that, for any disjunctive frame F , since 0F
is not indecomposable in F , if the meet in F of two indecomposable elements
is indecomposable then it is non-zero; this implies that the disjunctive frames
in F can be identified with the meet-semilattices F with a bottom element
0F which have the property that for any a, b ∈ F , a ∧ b = 0 implies that ei-
ther a = 0 or b = 0; under this identification, the arrows F → F ′ in DIFrm
correspond precisely to the meet-semilattice homomorphisms F → F ′ which
send 0F to 0F ′ and any non-zero element of F to a non-zero element of F
′.
Let us denote by MSLat∗ the category having as objects the meet-
semilattices P which have a bottom element 0P and satisfy the property
that for any a, b ∈ F , a ∧ b = 0 implies that either a = 0 or b = 0, and as
arrows P → P ′ the meet-semilattice homomorphisms P → P ′ which send 0P
to 0P ′ and any non-zero element of P to a non-zero element of P
′.
The category Ext(H) coincides with the category MPos which has as
objects the meet-semilattices P such that their frames of ideals Id(P) have
the property that the collection of infinitarily disjunctively compact elements
forms a basis of them which is closed under finite meets, and whose arrows
P → P ′ are the meet-semilattice homomorphisms g : P → P ′ such that
the homomorphism A(g) : Id(P) → Id(P ′) sends infinitarily disjunctively
compact elements to infinitarily disjunctively compact elements. From the
characterization of the categoryPosdis obtained above, we thus conclude that
the categoryMPos coincides with the categoryMSLat of meet-semilattices
and meet-semilattice homomorphisms between them.
Theorem 5.1 thus yields two functors
D :MSLat∗ →MSLat
and
E :MSLat→MSLat∗
which are categorical inverses to each other. The functor D : MSLat∗ →
MSLat sends a meet-semilattice P in MSLat∗ to the meet-semilattice P∗
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of its non-zero elements, and an arrow f : P → P ′ in MSLat∗ to its re-
striction P∗ → P ′∗. The functor E : MSLat → MSLat∗ sends a meet-
semilattice P to the set Id∗(P) of the ideals on P which are either prin-
cipal or empty, endowed with the subset-inclusion ordering, and a meet-
semilattice homomorphism g : P → P ′ to the restriction Id∗(P) → Id∗(P ′)
of A(g) : Id(P)→ Id(P ′).
Summarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.9. Via the functors
D : MSLat∗ → MSLat
and
E : MSLat → MSLat∗
defined above, the categories MSLat∗ and MSLat are equivalent to each
other.

As another example, we construct a duality for a natural class of pre-
frames including all the algebraic lattices.
Given a preframe D, we say that an element d ∈ D is directedly irreducible
if any directed sieve on d is maximal, i.e. if for any directed family {ai | i ∈ I}
of elements of D such that d =∨
i∈I
ai there exists i ∈ I such that d = ai; given
a preframe D, we denote by DirIrr(D) the poset of directedly irreducible
elements of D.
We shall call the preframes in which every element is a directed join of
directedly irreducible elements the directedly generated preframes. For any
directedly generated preframe D, the Comparison Lemma yields an equiva-
lence of toposes Sh(D, JD) ≃ [DirIrr(D)
op,Set], where JD is the directed
topology on D (cf. section 3.3 above). Let us now show that the invariant ‘to
be a directed family’ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.25 with respect
to the class of directedly generated preframes D, each of which equipped
with the directed topology JD. For any directedly generated preframe D, the
directed topology JD is easily seen to be C-induced relative to P where P is
the following property of embeddings i : BL →֒ L: ‘i preserves finite meets’
or equivalently (since the canonical embedding C →֒ IdJ(C) satisfies the
property that C is closed under finite meets in IdJ(C)) the property ‘i(BL)
is closed in L under finite meets’. Also, since IdJD(D)
∼= Id(DirIrr(D))
via the Comparison Lemma, any family F of principal JD-ideals on D,
F has a directed refinement (if and) only if it has a directed refinement
made of principal JD-ideals on D. Indeed, any principal JD-ideal (d) ↓JD
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on D corresponds via the isomorphism IdJD(D)
∼= Id(DirIrr(D)) to the set
(d) ↓= {a ∈ DirIrr(D) | a ≤ d}, and it is immediate to see that if a family
F of ideals on DirIrr(D) of the form (d) ↓ for d ∈ D admits a refinement
in Id(DirIrr(D)) by a directed family then F itself must be directed. Thus,
if we denote by K the collection of all the directedly generated preframes,
Theorem 3.25 ensures that the invariant ‘to be directed’ is both K-adequate
and K-compatible; this implies in particular that any directedly generated
preframe D is isomorphic to the poset of directedly compact elements (cf.
section 3.3 above) of the frame IdJD(D)
∼= Id(DirIrr(D)).
Now, take K to be the collection of directedly generated preframes, each of
which equipped with the directed topology, and H to be the collection of the
posets of the form DirIrr(D) for some directedly generated preframe, each
of which equipped with the trivial Grothendieck topology. The functions
f : K → H and g : H → K defined by setting f(D) = DirIrr(D) (for
any atomic distributive lattice D) and g(P) equal to the poset Iddir(P) of
directedly compact elements of the frame Id(P) are inverse to each other
(up to isomorphism), and that the closure of H under isomorphisms can be
identified with the collection of all the posets P such that the poset Iddir(P)
is closed in Id(P) under finite meets (since for any poset P, Iddir(P) is
an irreducibly generated distributive lattice whose poset of join-irreducible
elements is isomorphic to P).
The category Ext(K) is the category DirIrrPFrm whose objects are the
directedly generated preframes and whose arrows D → D′ are the preframe
homomorphisms f : D → D′ between them such that the frame homomor-
phism A(f) : IdJD(D)→ IdJD′(D
′) which sends an ideal I of D to the ideal
on D′ generated by f(I) preserves arbitrary infima.
The category Ext(H) is the category Posdir whose objects are the posets
P such that Iddir(P) is closed in Id(P) under finite meets and whose arrows
P → P ′ are the monotone maps g : P → P ′ between them such that the
inverse image g−1 : Id(P ′) → Id(P) sends ideals in Iddir(P ′) to ideals in
Iddir(P).
We can describe the category Posdir in more concrete terms, as follows.
First, we note that for any poset P, an ideal I in Id(P) is directedly com-
pact in Id(P) if and only if it is a directed union of principal ideals on P,
equivalently if I is directed, i.e. it is non-empty and for any a, b ∈ I there
exists c ∈ I such that a ≤ c and b ≤ c. Indeed, the ‘if’ direction follows from
Proposition 3.30, while the ‘only if’ direction follows from the fact that if I
is directedly compact then the covering of I formed by the principal ideals
on P generated by an element of I has a directed refinement by principal
ideals on P (since the invariant ‘to be directed’ satisfies the condition in the
statement of Theorem 3.25, cf. above) and hence I itself must be directed.
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Now, all the principal ideals on P are directedly compact elements of Id(P),
and hence from the characterization above it follows that the condition that
the intersection of two directedly compact elements of Id(P) should be di-
rectedly compact is equivalent to the requirement that the intersection of
any two principal ideals on P should be a directed ideal, equivalently that
for any a, b ∈ P there should be c ∈ P such that c ≤ a and c ≤ b, and for any
elements d, e ∈ P such that d, e ≤ a and d, e ≤ b there should exist z ∈ P
such that z ≤ a, z ≤ b, d, e ≤ z. Note that if P is a meet-semilattice than
this condition is always satisfied (the intersection of (a) ↓ and (b) ↓ is equal
to (a ∧ b) ↓).
Concerning the arrows in Posdir we note that, given a monotone map
g : P → P ′, the inverse image g−1 : Id(P ′) → Id(P) sends directedly
compact elements to directedly compact elements if and only if for any b ∈ P ′,
g−1((b) ↓) is a directed ideal on P, i.e. there exists a ∈ P such that g(a) ≤ b
and for any u, v ∈ P such that g(u) ≤ b and g(v) ≤ b there exists z ∈ P such
that u, v ≤ z and g(z) ≤ b.
Summarizing, the category Posdir has as objects the posets P such that
for any a, b ∈ P there is c ∈ P such that c ≤ a and c ≤ b and for any elements
d, e ∈ P such that d, e ≤ a and d, e ≤ b there exists z ∈ P such that z ≤ a,
z ≤ b, d, e ≤ z, and as arrows P → P ′ the monotone maps g : P → P ′ with
the property that for any b ∈ P ′ there exists a ∈ P such that g(a) ≤ p and
for any two u, v ∈ P such that g(u) ≤ b and g(v) ≤ b there exists z ∈ P such
that u, v ≤ z and g(z) ≤ b.
Our Theorem 5.3 thus yields two functors D : DirIrrPFrmop → Posdir
and E : Posdir → DirIrrPFrm
op which are categorical inverses to each other
and hence form a duality between DirIrrPFrm and Posdis. The functor D :
DirIrrPFrmop → Posdir sends a preframe D in DirIrrPFrm to the poset
DirIrr(D) of directedly irreducible elements ofD and an arrow f : D → D′ in
DirIrrPFrm to the restriction DirIrr(D)→ DirIrr(D) of the left adjoint
to A(f) : IdJD(D)→ IdJD′(D
′) to the sets of directedly irreducible elements
of D′ and of D. The functor E : Posdir → DirIrrPFrm
op sends a poset
P in Posdir to the poset Iddir(P) of directed ideals on P, and an arrow
g : P → P ′ in Posdir to the restriction Iddir(P ′) → Iddir(P) of the inverse
image g−1 : Id(P ′)→ Id(P).
In conclusion, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.10. Via the functors
D : DirIrrPFrmop → Posdir
and
E : Posdir → DirIrrPFrm
op
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defined above, the categories DirIrrPFrm and Posdir are dual to each other.

Given a poset P in Posdir, if P has binary joins and a bottom element
0P then the condition that an ideal I on P be directed can be reformulated
as the requirement that I be non-empty and that for any a, b ∈ I, a ∨ b ∈ I.
Moreover, it is easy to verify that for any monotone map g : P → P ′ between
posets in Posdir having a bottom element and binary joins, g(0P) = 0P ′ and g
sends binary joins in P to binary joins in P ′ if and only if g is an arrow P → P ′
in the category Posdir. Therefore, the category SSLat of sup-semilattices
and sup-semilattice homomorphisms between them can be identified with a
full subcategory of Posdir, and hence the duality of Theorem 5.10 restricts
to a duality between the full subcategory DirIrrPFrms of DirIrrPFrm on
the preframes D such that DirIrrD is a sup-semilattice and the category
SSLat. That is, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.11. Via the restrictions
D| : DirIrrPFrmops → SSLat
and
E| : SSLat → DirIrrPFrmops
of the functors
D : DirIrrPFrmop → Posdir
and
E : Posdir → DirIrrPFrm
op
defined above, the categories DirIrrPFrms and SSLat are dual to each
other.
Remark 5.12. The restriction E| : SSLat → Posop of the functor E coin-
cides with the functor from SSLat to Posop giving one half of the duality of
Theorem 1.5 [10] between algebraic lattices and sup-semilattices; from this
it follows that the category DirIrrPFrms coincides with the category of al-
gebraic lattices defined in [10] (since both categories coincide, by Theorem
5.10 and the duality theorem of [10], with the extended image of the same
functor, namely E| : SSLat→ Posop).
As a final example, consider frames in which every element is a join of
compact elements; by the Comparison Lemma, they can be represented as
frames of ideals (i.e. lower subsets which are closed under finitary joins) on
the join-semilattice of their compact elements.
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Of course, these examples do not exhaust at all the possibilities of appli-
cation of our techniques; they are just meant to show that a great variety
of insights on preordered structures and topological spaces can be easily ob-
tained by applying our methods. The reader is invited to build his or her
favorite dualities or representation theorems applying our techniques to his
or her cases of interest.
6 Adjunctions
Our approach to Stone-type dualities described so far provides us with a natu-
ral way of building adjunctions between categories of preorders and categories
of locales or topological spaces which restrict, on appropriate subcategories,
to the categorical equivalences established in the previous sections. Again,
this represents an application of the philosophy ‘toposes as bridges’ of [6] in
the context of the Morita-equivalence given by Theorem 3.1.
6.1 Frames presented by sites
Starting from the equivalence
Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C))
of Theorem 3.1, we can investigate the behaviour of a particular class of
invariants in relation to such equivalence, namely geometric morphisms from
localic toposes to the given topos.
First, let us analyze the behavior of this invariant with respect to the
first site of definition (C, J) of the topos. For any locale L, the (isomorphism
classes of) geometric morphisms Sh(L) → Sh(C, J) correspond exactly, by
Diaconescu’s equivalence, to the flat J-continuous functors from C to Sh(L);
note that these latter functors always take values in the frame L of subter-
minals in Sh(L) (cf. section 7.1).
Next, let us describe the behavior of the invariant with respect to the sec-
ond site of definition for the topos. For any locale L, the geometric morphisms
Sh(L)→ Sh(IdJ(C)) correspond to the frame homomorphisms IdJ(C)→ L
(cf. Proposition C1.4.5 [12]).
Therefore, we can conclude that the frame homomorphisms IdJ(C) → L
correspond bijectively to the flat J-continuous functors C → Sh(L), under
the bijection sending a frame homomorphism IdJ(C) → L to the composite
of it with the canonical map l : C → IdJ(C). The maps f : C → L such
that the composite y ◦ f : C → Sh(L) of f with the Yoneda embedding
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y : L→ Sh(L) is a flat functor C → Sh(L), which we call the filtering maps,
can be characterized explicitly.
Proposition 6.1. Let C be a preorder, L be a frame and f : C → L be a
monotone map. Then f is filtering if and only if
(i) 1L =∨
c∈C
f(c);
(ii) For any c, c′ ∈ C, f(c) ∧ f(c′) = ∨
b∈Bc,c′
f(b) where Bc,c′ is the set
{b ∈ C | b ≤ c and b ≤ c′} .
In particular, if C is a meet-semilattice, f : C → L is filtering if and only if
it is a meet-semilattice homomorphism C → L.
Proof The proposition immediately follows from the characterization of flat
functors as filtering functors given by Theorem VII 10.1 [16]. 
Note that a filtering map f : C → L corresponds to a J-continuous flat
functor C → Sh(L) as above if and only if it sends J-covering sieves to
covering families in L.
The argument above, combined with Proposition 6.1, thus yields the fol-
lowing result.
Theorem 6.2. Let C be a preorder and J be a Grothendieck topology on C.
Then the frame IdJ(C), together with the map η : C → IdJ(C) sending an
element c ∈ C to the principal ideal (c) ↓J , satisfies the following universal
property: for any map f : C → L to a frame L, f is filtering and sends every
J-covering sieve to a covering family in L if and only if there is a (unique)
frame homomorphism f˜ : IdJ(C) → L such that f˜ ◦ η = f (given by the
formula f˜(I) =∨
c∈I
f(c) for any I ∈ IdJ(C)).

Remark 6.3. The particular case of Theorem 6.2 when C is a meet-semilat-
tice appears as Proposition II.2.11 of [13]; the reader might find it interesting
to compare the simple topos-theoretic argument which proves Theorem 6.2
with the proof of the result for meet-semilattices in [13], which consists of
direct but elaborate technical arguments involving frames (cf. also section
10 for an elementary proof of Theorem 6.2).
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Provided that some natural hypotheses are satisfied, we can read the
universal property of IdJ(C) stated in Theorem 6.2 as an adjunction between
the category Frm of frames and a category having as objects the preorders
C. To this end, suppose to have, as in section 3 above, a category K of posets
C, each of which equipped with a subcanonical Grothendieck topology JC.
If K contains, among its objects, all the frames, and for any structure C in
K and any frame L in K the arrows C → L in K coincide with the filtering
maps C → L which send JC-covering sieves to a covering families in L, then
we have a forgetful functor UK : Frm→ K, and the following result holds.
Theorem 6.4. Let K satisfy the hypotheses above. Then the functor A :
K → Frm sending an object C of K to IdJ(C) and an arrow f : C → D in K
to the frame homomorphism A(f) : IdJC(C) → IdJD(D) sending any ideal I
in IdJC(C) to the JD-ideal on D generated by the image f(I) of I under f is
left adjoint to the forgetful functor UK : Frm → K.
Proof Under the hypotheses of the proposition, the arrows f : C → UK(L)
in K can be identified with the filtering maps C → L which send JC-covering
sieves to covering families in L, and these maps in turn correspond to the
frame homomorphisms IdJ(C) → L (by Theorem 6.2). It is easy to check
that this bijection is natural in C ∈ K and in L ∈ Frm and hence yields an
adjunction between A and UK in which UK is the left adjoint. The naturality
in L is obvious, while the naturality in C follows from the fact that any arrow
f in K is naturally isomorphic to the restriction of A(f) to the subsets of
principal ideals on C and on C′. 
As particular cases of the theorem we recover:
(i) The reflection from the category of meet-semilattices to the category of
frames (take K to be the category of meet-semilattices, each of which
equipped with the trivial Grothendieck topology);
(ii) The reflection from the category of distributive lattices to the category
of frames (take K to be the category of distributive lattices, each of
which equipped with the coherent topology);
(iii) The reflection from the category of preframes to the category of frames
(take K to be the category of preframes, each of which equipped with
the directed topology, cf. section 3.3).
As a novel application of the theorem we obtain a reflection from the
category of disjunctively distributive frames to the category of frames (take K
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to be the category of disjunctively distributive frames, each of which equipped
with the infinitary disjunctive topology). Also, for any regular cardinal k,
we obtain a reflection from the category of k-frames (cf. section 3.3 above)
to the category of frames.
As another application of our usual method (of transferring invariants,
in this case geometric morphisms involving localic toposes, across different
sites of definition of a given topos), we establish an adjunction between the
opposite of the category Bool of Boolean algebras and the category Loc
of locales, which restricts to the equivalence between Boolop and the full
subcategory of the category of coherent locales on the locales which have a
basis of complemented elements (cf. section 4.2 above).
Our starting point is, as above, the Morita-equivalence
Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C))
of Theorem 3.1, where we suppose C to be a Boolean algebra (regarded as a
preorder coherent category) and J to be the coherent topology on it.
For any locale L, the (isomorphism classes of) geometric morphisms
Sh(L)→ Sh(IdJ(C))
correspond exactly to the frame homomorphisms IdJ(C) → L, while the
(isomorphism classes of) geometric morphisms
Sh(L)→ Sh(C, J)
correspond precisely to the meet-semilattice homomorphisms C → L which
send J-covering sieves to covering families, in other words to the lattice
homomorphisms C → L.
Now, since C is a Boolean algebra, every lattice homomorphism C → L
takes values in the sublattice Lc of L consisting of the complemented elements
of L and hence the arrows L → IdJ(C) in Loc are in bijection with the
Boolean algebra homomorphisms C → Lc; it is immediate to verify that this
bijection is natural in C ∈ Bool and in L ∈ Loc. Thus, define c : Loc →
Boolop as the functor sending a locale L to the lattice Lc of complemented
elements of L and a frame homomorphism L→ L′ to its restriction Lc → L′c,
and Id : Boolop → Loc as the functor sending a Boolean algebra C to the
frame IdJC(C) of ideals of C (where JC is the coherent topology on C) and
a morphism f : C → C′ in Bool to the frame homomorphism IdJC(C) →
IdJ ′
C
(C′) sending an ideal I in IdJC(C) to the ideal in IdJ ′C(C
′) generated by
the image f(I) of I under f .
We have thus established the following result.
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Theorem 6.5. The functors Id : Boolop → Loc and c : Loc → Boolop
defined above are adjoint to each other, where c is the left adjoint and Id is
the right adjoint.

Remark 6.6. Composing this adjunction with the well-known adjunction
between locales and spaces yields the usual Stone adjunction between the
opposite of the category of Boolean algebras and the category of topological
spaces.
6.2 Disjunctive and atomic frames
Below, we shall adopt the terminology of section 5.3.
Given a disjunctively distributive frame F , and denoted by IF the collec-
tion of its indecomposable elements, we have a map φF : F → Id(IF ) sending
an element a ∈ F to the set {b ∈ IF | b ≤ a}. Notice that φF takes values in
the subset of infinitarily disjunctively compact elements of Id(IF ); indeed,
for any a ∈ F , φF (a) is supercompact and hence in particular infinitarily
disjunctively compact.
Theorem 6.7. (i) For any disjunctively distributive frame F such that the
subset Dis(Id(IF )) of infinitarily disjunctively compact elements of the
frame Id(IF ) is closed in Id(IF ) under finite meets, Dis(Id(IF )) is
a disjunctive frame with the induced order, and the map φF : F →
Dis(Id(IF )) is a disjunctively distributive frame homomorphism which
restricts to an isomorphism from IF ⊆ F to the subset IDis(Id(IF )) of
indecomposable elements of Dis(Id(IF ));
(ii) A disjunctively distributive frame F is disjunctive if and only if the
subset Dis(Id(IF )) of infinitarily disjunctively compact elements of the
frame Id(IF ) is closed in Id(IF ) under finite meets and the map
φF : F → Dis(Id(IF )) is an isomorphism (of disjunctively distributive
frames);
(iii) A topological space X is locally connected if and only if the frame
O(X) of open sets of X is isomorphic via the map φO(X) to the poset
Dis(Id(IO(X))) of infinitarily disjunctively compact elements of the
frame of ideals on the poset of non-empty connected open subsets of X
and the (set-theoretic) intersection of any two infinitarily disjunctively
compact elements of Id(IO(X)) is infinitarily disjunctively compact.
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Proof (i) By Proposition 3.30, Dis(Id(IF )) is closed in Id(IF ) under pair-
wise disjoint joins and, by our hypothesis, it is closed in Id(IF ) under finite
meets. Therefore Dis(Id(IF )) is, with the order induced by that of Id(IF ),
a disjunctively distributive frame. The fact that φF : F → Dis(Id(IF )) is a
disjunctively distributive frame homomorphism is immediate to verify. Now,
let us prove that Dis(Id(IF )) is disjunctive. If I is an infinitarily disjunc-
tively compact element of the frame Id(IF ) then the covering of I in Id(IF )
formed by the principal ideals generated by the elements of I has a refinement
consisting of pairwise disjoint elements; clearly, the elements of this refining
family must all be principal ideals, from which it follows, these ideals being
supercompact, and hence indecomposable, elements of Id(IF ), that I can be
expressed as a pairwise disjoint join in Id(IF ) of indecomposable elements
of Id(IF ). Now, by Proposition 3.30, Dis(Id(IF )) is closed in Id(IF ) under
pairwise disjoint joins, and from the fact thatDis(Id(IF )) is closed in Id(IF )
under finite meets it follows that two elements of Dis(Id(IF )) are pairwise
disjoint in Dis(Id(IF )) if and only if they are pairwise disjoint in Id(IF );
therefore I can be expressed as a pairwise disjoint join in Dis(Id(IF )) of
indecomposable elements of Dis(Id(IF )). This proves that Dis(Id(IF )) is
a disjunctive frame; moreover, the argument shows that the indecomposable
elements of Dis(Id(IF )) are precisely those of the form φF (a) for a ∈ Id(IF ).
(ii) We have already proved the ‘only if’ direction (cf. the discussion
above), so it remains to prove the ‘if’ one. Let us suppose that φF : F →
Dis(Id(IF )) is an isomorphism of posets. By part (i) Dis(Id(IF )) is disjunc-
tive and hence F , being isomorphic to it, is disjunctive as well, as required.
(iii) This follows immediately from part (ii) by recalling that a topological
space is (classically) locally connected if and only if every open set is a disjoint
union of non-empty connected open sets. 
We now proceed to show that the construction above of a disjunctive
frame consisting of the infinitarily disjunctively compact elements of a frame
Id(IF ) can be naturally made into an adjunction.
Given a disjunctively distributive frames F such that the subset of in-
finitarily disjunctively compact elements of Id(IF ) is closed in Id(IF ) under
finite meets, the composite y ◦ φF : F → [IF
op,Set] of the map φF : F →
Id(IF ) with the Yoneda embedding y : Id(IF ) → Sh(Id(IF )) ≃ [IF
op,Set]
preserves finite meets and sends JF -covering sieves to covering families. In-
deed, given a JF -covering sieve {ai ≤ a | ∈ I} on an object a of F ,
φF (∨
i∈I
ai) = ∪
i∈I
φF (ai) since for any b ∈ φF (a), b = b ∧ a = ∨
i∈I
(b ∧ ai)
implies, b being indecomposable, b = b ∧ ai for some i ∈ I, equivalently
b ∈ φF (ai).
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So, by Diaconescu’s equivalence, the flat JF -continuous functor
y ◦ φF : F → [IF
op,Set]
corresponds to a geometric morphism
χF : [IF
op,Set]→ Sh(F, JF ) .
Let DJFrmdis be the category whose objects are the disjunctively dis-
tributive frames F such that the subset of infinitarily disjunctively compact
elements of Id(IF ) is closed in Id(IF ) under finite meets, and whose arrows
F → F ′ are the disjunctively distributive frames homomorphisms f : F → F ′
such that there exists a monotone map u : IF ′ → IF such that the diagram
[IF ′
op,Set]
Eu //
χF ′

[IF ′
op,Set]
χF

Sh(F ′, JF ′)
f˙ // Sh(F, JF )
commutes (up to isomorphism), where Eu : [IF ′
op,Set] → [IF
op,Set] is the
geometric morphism induced by uop : IF ′
op → IF
op as in Example A4.1.4
[12], and the inverse image u−1 : Id(IF ) → Id(IF ′) sends the infinitarily
disjunctively compact elements of Id(IF ) to infinitarily disjunctively compact
elements of Id(IF ′).
Given an arrow f : F → F ′ in DJFrmdis there is exactly one monotone
function u : IF ′ → IF such that the diagram
[IF ′
op,Set]
Eu //
χF ′

[IF
op,Set]
χF

Sh(F ′, JF ′)
f˙ // Sh(F, JF )
commutes (up to isomorphism). Indeed, there is at most one such map by
definition of the category DJFrmdis, while the uniqueness can be proved
as follows. The commutativity of the square above (up to isomorphism) is
equivalent to the (strict) commutativity of the diagram
F
f //
φF

F ′
φF ′

Id(IF )
u−1 // Id(IF ′)
,
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which, in light of the fact that u−1 preserves unions of ideals, forces u−1 :
Id(IF ) → Id(IF ′) to be equal to the map ξf : Id(IF ) → Id(IF ′) sending
an ideal I in Id(IF ) to the union∨
p∈I
φF ′(f(p)) in Id(IF ′). Our claim then
follows from the fact that u is uniquely determined by u−1 (cf. Theorem 4.2).
Note that the map ξf : Id(IF ) → Id(IF ′) is a frame homomorphism,
which implies that given a disjunctively distributive frame homomorphism
f : F → F ′, there exists a monotone map u : IF ′ → IF such that the square
above commutes, equivalently u−1 = ξf : Id(IF )→ Id(IF ′), if and only if ξf
is complete, i.e. it preserves arbitrary infima (cf. section 4.1 above).
Therefore the category DJFrmdis can be alternatively described as the
category whose objects are the disjunctively distributive frames F such that
the subset of infinitarily disjunctively compact elements of Id(IF ) is closed
in Id(IF ) under finite meets, and whose arrows F → F ′ are the disjunctively
distributive frames homomorphisms f : F → F ′ such that the map ξf :
Id(IF ) → Id(IF ′) is complete and sends infinitarily disjunctively compact
elements to infinitarily disjunctively compact elements.
Let us consider the category DisFrm of disjunctive frames defined in
section 5.3; recall that the objects of DisFrm are the disjunctive frames and
the arrows F → F ′ of DisFrm are the meet-semilattice homomorphisms
f : F → F ′ between them which send pairwise disjoint joins to pairwise
disjoint joins and have the property that the frame homomorphism A(f) :
IdJF (F )→ IdJF ′(F
′) sending an ideal I of F to the ideal of F ′ generated by
f(I) preserves arbitrary infima.
We can define two functors
i : DisFrm→ DJFrmdis
and
L : DJFrmdis → DisFrm
as follows; i is the inclusion functor of DisFrm into DJFrmdis while L :
DJFrmdis → DisFrm is the functor sending a poset F in DJFrmdis to
the poset Dis(Id(IF )) of infinitarily disjunctively compact elements of the
frame Id(IF ) and an arrow f : F → F ′ in DJFrmdis to the restriction of
the map ξf : Id(IF )→ Id(IF ′) to the subsets Dis(Id(IF )) and Dis(Id(IF ′))
of infinitarily disjunctively compact elements of Id(IF ) and of Id(IF ′) (note
that the functors i and L are well-defined by Theorem 6.7).
Theorem 6.8. The embedding
i : DisFrm →֒ DJFrmdis
identifies DisFrm a full reflective subcategory of the category DJFrmdis,
with reflector L : DJFrmdis → DisFrm.
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Proof The fact that L ◦ i : DisFrm→ DisFrm is naturally isomorphic to
the identity functor follows immediately from Theorem 6.7 and the results
of section 5.1.
To prove that L is left adjoint to i, we observe that we have the following
natural correspondences, natural in F ∈ DJFrmdis and in G ∈ DisFrm,
between the arrows L(F ) → G in DisFrm and the arrows F → i(G) in
DJFrmdis; an arrow α : L(F ) → G in DisFrm corresponds to the arrow
α ◦ φF : F → i(G), while an arrow β : F → i(G) corresponds to the arrow
φ−1G ◦L(β) given by the composite of φ
−1
G : Dis(Id(IG))→ G with the arrow
L(β) : L(F )→ L(i(G)).
Note that the unit of the adjunction at an object F of DJFrmdis is given
by the map φF : F → Dis(Id(IF )), while the counit at an object G of
DisFrm is given by the isomorphism φ−1G : Dis(Id(IG))→ G. 
Similarly, we can establish an adjunction based on the Lindenbaum-Tarski
representation of atomic frames. The analogue of Theorem 6.7 for atomic
frames reads as follows.
Theorem 6.9. (i) For any frame F , P(At(F )) is an atomic frame (with
the subset inclusion order), and the map ψF : F → P(At(F )) sending
an element p ∈ F to the subset {a ∈ At(F ) | a ≤ p} is a frame homo-
morphism which restricts to an isomorphism from At(F ) ⊆ F to the
subset At(P(At(F ))) of atoms of P(At(F ));
(ii) A frame F is atomic if and only if the map ψF : F → P(At(F )) is a
frame isomorphism;
(iii) A topological space X is discrete if and only if it is sober and the frame
O(X) of open sets of X is isomorphic via the map ψO(X) to the powerset
P(At(O(X))) of the set At(O(X)) of atoms of the frame O(X) of open
sets of X.
Proof (i) It is clear that P(At(F )) is an atomic frame, and it is immediate
to verify that ψF : F → P(At(F )) is a frame homomorphism which restricts
to an isomorphism from At(F ) ⊆ F to the subset At(P(At(F ))) of atoms
of P(At(F )).
(ii) The ‘only if’ direction follows from the Comparison Lemma (cf. sec-
tion 4.4), so it remains to prove the ‘if’ one. Let us suppose that ψF : F →
P(At(F )) is an isomorphism. By part (i) P(At(F )) is atomic and hence F ,
being isomorphic to it, is atomic as well, as required.
(iii) This follows immediately from part (ii) by recalling that a topological
space is discrete if and only if it is sober and has a basis of atomic open subsets
(cf. Proposition 4.5). 
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Similarly to the case of disjunctively distributive frames, for any frame F
we have a geometric morphism χF : [At(F ),Set] → Sh(F, JF ) (where JF is
the canonical topology on F ) corresponding to the map ψF : F → P(At(F )).
Let us define Frmat as the category having as objects the frames and as
arrows F → F ′ the frame homomorphisms f : F → F ′ such that there exists
a monotone map u : At(F ′)→ At(F ) making the diagram
[At(F ′),Set]
Eu //
χF ′

[At(F ),Set]
χF

Sh(F ′, JF ′)
f˙ // Sh(F, JF )
commute (up to isomorphism), where Eu : [At(F
′),Set] → [At(F ),Set] the
geometric morphism induced by the map u : At(F ′)→ At(F ) as in Example
A4.1.4 [12].
One can easily see that the category Frmat can be alternatively described
as the category whose objects are the frames F and whose arrows F → F ′ are
the frame homomorphisms f : F → F ′ such that the map ξf : P(At(F ))→
P(At(F ′)) which sends a subset S in P(At(F )) to the union∨
p∈S
ψF ′(f(p))
in P(At(F ′)) is complete. Note that if f is complete then ξf is complete; so
the category of frames and complete frame homomorphisms between them
sits as a subcategory of Frmat.
Let AtFrm be the category of atomic frames and complete frame homo-
morphisms between them, as defined in section 4.4.
We can define two functors i′ : AtFrm → Frmat and L′ : Frmdis →
AtFrm as follows; i′ is the inclusion functor of AtFrm into Frmat (note
that this functor is well-defined by Theorem 6.9) while L′ : Frmat → AtFrm
sends a poset F in Frmat to the poset P(At(F )) and an arrow f : F → F ′
in Frmat to the map ξf : P(At(F ))→ P(At(F ′)).
Theorem 6.10. The embedding
i′ : AtFrm →֒ Frmat
identifies AtFrm a full reflective subcategory of the category Frmat, with
reflector L′ : Frmat → AtFrm.
Proof The proof is entirely analogous to that of Theorem 6.8.
The fact that L ◦ i : AtFrm → AtFrm is naturally isomorphic to the
identity functor follows immediately from Theorem 6.7 and the results of
section 4.4.
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To prove that L′ is left adjoint to i′, we observe that we have the following
natural correspondences, natural in F ∈ Frmat and in G ∈ AtFrm, between
the arrows L(F )→ G inDisFrm and the arrows F → i′(G) inDJFrmdis: an
arrow α : L′(F )→ G in AtFrm corresponds to the arrow α◦ψF : F → i′(G),
while an arrow β : F → i′(G) corresponds to the arrow ψ−1G ◦ L
′(β) given
by the composite of ψ−1G : P(At(G)) → G with the arrow L(β) : L
′(F ) →
L′(i′(G)).
Note that the unit of the adjunction at an object F of Frmat is given by
the map ψF : F → P(At(F )), while the counit at an object G of AtFrm is
given by the isomorphism ψ−1G : P(At(G))→ G. 
Of course, by using the same technique of these examples, one can estab-
lish similar reflections or, more generally, adjunctions between subcategories
of locales and categories of locales satisfying topological properties which can
be expressed in terms of the existence of bases satisfying particular condi-
tions; note that the topological properties of locales which we have addressed
in the two examples above are local connectedness and atomicity.
6.3 Toposes paired with points and topological spaces
In this section we establish, as a further application of the philosophy ‘toposes
as bridges’ of [6], adjunctions between full subcategories of the category Top
of topological spaces and full subcategories of the category Topp of toposes
paired with points defined in section 2.1.
First, we note that to any topological space X we can associate an object
(Sh(X), ξX) of Topp obtained by equipping Sh(X) with the set of points of
Sh(X) indexed by the set X0 of the points of X (see Remark 2.4(c) above).
In fact, this assignment defines a functor P : Top → Topp, which sends a
space X to the object (Sh(X), ξX) of Topp and a continuous map f : X → Y
of topological spaces to the arrow (P (f), f) : (Sh(X), ξX)→ (Sh(Y ), ξY ) in
Topp, where P (f) is the geometric morphism Sh(X)→ Sh(Y ) whose inverse
image acts, at the level of étale bundles, as the pullback functor along f (note
that the pair (P (f), f) defines an arrow (Sh(X), ξX)→ (Sh(Y ), ξY ) in Topp
since for any x ∈ X0, f ◦ s(x) ∼= t(f(x)), where s(x) : Set → Sh(X) is
the point of Sh(X) corresponding to the point x ∈ X0 and t(f(x)) : Set →
Sh(Y ) is the point of Sh(Y ) corresponding to the point f(x) ∈ Y0).
Let U be a full subcategory of Top and V be a full subcategory of Topp
which contains all the objects of the form P (X) for X ∈ U. Suppose to have
an assignment Γ sending each pair (E , ξ) in V to a subframe Γ(E,ξ) of SubE(1)
in such a way that for any E in V, XτEΓE ,ξ
belongs to E , and for any arrow
(f, l) : (E , ξ) → (F , ξ′) in V, f ∗ sends Γ(F ,ξ′) to Γ(E,ξ). Then, by the results
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of section 2.1, we have a functor QΓ : V → U sending each pair (E , ξ) in V
to the topological space XτEΓE ,ξ
.
We want to investigate under which conditions we have an adjunction
between (restrictions of) the functors P and QΓ. The notation below is
borrowed from section 2.1.
First, we recall that an arrow (E , χ) → (Sh(X), ξX) in Topp consists of
a pair (f, l), where f is a geometric morphism E → Sh(X) and l : Z → X0
(where Z is the domain of χ) is a function such that the diagram
[Z,Set]
E(l) //
χ

[X0,Set]
ξX

E
f // Sh(X)
commutes (up to isomorphism).
By Diaconescu’s equivalence, the geometric morphism f : E → Sh(X)
corresponds to a flat J-continuous functor F (f) : O(X)→ E , where O(X) is
the frame of open sets of X and J is the canonical topology on it; note that
this functor takes values in the frame of subterminals SubE(1) of E and hence
it can be equivalently regarded as a frame homomorphism O(X)→ SubE(1).
The commutativity condition of the square above amounts precisely to
the requirement that for every open set U of X, φSubF (1),E(f
∗(U)) = l−1(U).
If O(X) = Γ(Sh(X),ξX ) (equivalently, X = Q
Γ(P (X))) then this condition
implies that F (f) takes values in Γ(E,χ) (we shall denote this image restriction
of F (f) to Γ(E,χ) by F (f)|) and l : Z → X0 is the underlying function
of a continuous map of topological spaces QΓ((E , χ)) → X; in fact, l−1 :
O(X) → O(QΓ((E , χ))) can be identified with the composite of F (f)| with
the canonical surjection φΓ(E,χ),E : Γ(E,χ) → O(Q
Γ((E , χ))).
Conversely, given a continuous map l : QΓ((E , χ)) → X, l−1 defines a
frame homomorphismO(X)→ O(QΓ((E , χ))). So, if the canonical surjection
φΓ(E,χ),E : Γ(E,χ) → O(Q
Γ(E , ξ)) is injective (equivalently, bijective), we can lift
this homomorphism to a frame homomorphism O(X) → Γ(E,χ) →֒ SubE(1).
This in turn corresponds to a flat J-continuous functor O(X) → E and
hence to a geometric morphism f : E → Sh(X) such that (f, l) is an arrow
(E , χ)→ (Sh(X), ξX) in Topp.
So far we have identified two conditions:
(1) X = QΓ(P (X)) and
(2) the injectivity (equivalently, bijectivity) of the canonical surjection
φΓ(E,χ),E : Γ(E,χ) → O(Q
Γ((E , χ))),
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under which we can establish a bijective correspondence between the ar-
rows (E , χ) → P (X) in Topp and the arrows l : Q
Γ((E , χ)) → X in Top,
natural in X ∈ U and (E , χ) ∈ V .
In order to make this correspondence into an adjunction between a sub-
category of V and a subcategory of U, we consider the restriction P | :
UΓ → V of P to the full subcategory UΓ of U on the objects X such
that X = QΓ(P (X)) and the restriction QΓ| : V′ → U of QΓ to the full
subcategory V′ of V on the objects (E , χ) such that the canonical surjection
φΓ(E,χ),E : Γ(E,χ) → O(Q
Γ((E , χ))) is an isomorphism.
Now, since the correspondences established above are inverse to each other
and natural in (E , χ) ∈ V′ and X ∈ UΓ, to obtain an adjunction between P |
and QΓ| it would be enough to show that the functor P | takes values in V′
and the functor QΓ| takes values in UΓ. The second of these conditions is
always satisfied, since for any topological space X, ξX is a separating set of
points of Sh(X) (cf. Theorem 2.3(ii) and Remark 2.4(c)). On the other hand,
for any (E , χ) in V, QΓ((E , χ)) belongs to UΓ if and only if O(Q
Γ((E , χ))) =
ΓSh(QΓ(E,χ)),ξ
QΓ(E,χ)
(equivalently, QΓ((E , χ)) = QΓ(P (QΓ((E , χ))))). Let us
denote by (2′) the conjunction of this latter condition with condition (2)
above. Clearly, for any X ∈ UΓ, P (X) satisfies condition (2′); so, if we
denote by VpΓ the full subcategory of V on the objects (E , χ) which satisfy
condition (2′), we have the following result.
Theorem 6.11. With the above notation, the restrictions PΓ : UΓ → VpΓ
and QΓ : VpΓ → UΓ respectively of the functors P and Q
Γ define a pair of
adjoint functors, with QΓ being the left adjoint and PΓ being the right adjoint.

Note that the adjunction of the theorem is in fact a reflection, since for
any arrow f : X → Y in Top, f = Q(P (f)) (cf. condition (1) above), and
hence UΓ can be regarded, via PΓ, as a full subcategory of VpΓ.
Finally, let us discuss a couple of applications of this result.
(i) If V = Topp, U = Top and Γ(E,χ) is the subframe {0, 1} of SubE(1) for
any (E , χ) in V then the spaces in UΓ are exactly the trivial topological
spaces (so TopΓ is isomorphic to the category Set of sets), while the
objects in VpΓ are exactly the pairs (E , χ) such that E is trivial (i.e.,
0 ∼= 1 in E) if and only if dom(χ) = ∅. The functor PΓ : UΓ → VpΓ sends
a topological space X in UΓ to (1, ξX) (where 1 ≃ Sh(X) is the trivial
topos) ifX is empty and to (S, ξX) ifX is non-empty, where S ≃ Sh(X)
is the Sierpinski topos i.e. the category of sheaves on the Sierpinski
space (equivalently the topos [2,Set] where 2 is the preorder category
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on the natural number 2), while the functor QΓ : ToppΓ → TopΓ sends
an object (E , χ) of ToppΓ to the topological space obtained by equipping
the domain of χ with the trivial topology.
(ii) If V = Topp, U = Top and Γ(E,χ) is the whole frame SubE(1) for any
(E , χ) inV thenUΓ = Top, while a pair (E , χ) in Topp belongs toVpΓ if
and only if the canonical surjection φSubE (1),E : SubE(1)→ O(Q((E , χ))
is a bijection (that is, if and only if χ separates the subterminals in E
i.e. for any two subterminals U and V in E , if U ≇ V then there exists
z ∈ dom(χ) such that χ(z)∗(U) ≇ χ(z)∗(V )). The functor PΓ : UΓ →
VpΓ sends a topological space X inUΓ to (Sh(X), ξX) while the functor
QΓ : VpΓ → UΓ sends an object (E , χ) of VpΓ to the topological space
obtained by equipping the domain of χ with the subterminal topology.
7 Insights obtained by using invariants
In this section our aim is to show that the technique of [6] of using toposes as
‘bridges’ for transferring information between Morita-equivalent theories (in
the form of different sites of definition for the same topos), can be profitably
applied in the context of our topos-theoretic interpretation of Stone-type
dualities, for translating properties of preordered structures into properties
of the corresponding locales or topological spaces (or, more generally, for
translating properties between preordered structures C and D related by
Morita-equivalences of the form Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(D, K)).
7.1 The logical interpretation
The equivalence Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C)) of Theorem 3.1 (for a preorder cat-
egory C and a Grothendieck topology J on C) can be read as a Morita-
equivalence between two distinct geometric theories: the theory of J-contin-
uous flat functors on C and the theory of JIdJ (C)can -continuous flat functors on
IdJ(C), where J
IdJ (C)
can is the canonical topology on the frame IdJ(C) (cf. [6]).
On the other hand, any J-continuous flat functor F : C → E from a
preorder category C to a Grothendieck topos E sends every object in C to
a subterminal object of E . Indeed, by Diaconescu’s equivalence, F is iso-
morphic to a functor of the form f ∗ ◦ aJ ◦ y, where f : E → Sh(C, J) is
a geometric morphism, y : C → [Cop,Set] is the Yoneda embedding and
aJ : [Cop,Set] → Sh(C, J) is the associated sheaf functor; and, C being a
preorder, the objects of C are sent by y to subterminals in [Cop,Set], which
are in turn sent by f ∗ ◦ aJ to subterminals in E .
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From the characterization of flat functors C → E as filtering functors
given in section VII.9 of [16] it thus follows that the J-continuous flat functors
C → E and natural transformations between them can be identified, naturally
in E , respectively with the models in E and model homomorphisms between
them of the propositional theory TCJ defined as follows: the signature of T
C
J
has no sorts and one atomic proposition Fa for each element a ∈ C, and the
axioms of TCJ are the following:
(⊤ ⊢∨
c∈C
Fc);
(Fa ⊢ Fb)
for any a ≤ b in C;
(Fa ∧ Fb ⊢ ∨
c∈Ka,b
Fc)
for any a, b ∈ C, where Ka,b is the collection of all the elements c ∈ C such
that c ≤ a and c ≤ b;
(Fa ⊢∨
i∈I
Fai)
for any J-covering sieve {ai → a | i ∈ I} in C.
We note that the models of the theory TCJ in Set are precisely the J-
prime filters on C, as defined in section 2.2; accordingly, we call the theory
TCJ the theory of J-prime filters. In particular, if L is a frame and J is the
canonical topology on it then the theory TCJ specializes to the propositional
theory of completely prime filters on L defined in section D1.1 of [12]. Given
a topological space X, we define the theory of completely prime filters on X
as the theory of completely prime filters on the corresponding frame O(X)
of open sets of X.
Summarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 7.1. Let C be a preorder category and J be a Grothendieck topology
on C. Then the theory TCJ of J-prime filters is classified by the topos Sh(C, J).

Remarks 7.2. (a) If C = Pop, where (P,≤) is a preorder category, then
the models of TCJ in Set, i.e. the J-prime filters on C, are precisely the
non-empty directed ideals on P;
(b) If C is cartesian (resp. coherent, geometric) and J is the trivial (resp.
coherent, geometric) topology on C, the theory TCj specializes to the the-
ory of filters (resp. prime filters, completely prime filters) on C described
in section D1.1 [12].
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The equivalence Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C)) of Theorem 3.1 can thus be read
logically as a Morita-equivalence between the theory of J-prime filters on C
and the theory of completely prime filters on IdJ(C). In particular, Stone
duality for distributive lattices admits the following logical interpretation:
given a locale L, L is the Stone locale associated to a distributive lattice D if
and only if the theory of prime filters on D is Morita-equivalent to the theory
of completely prime filters on L. Of course, the other dualities of sections 4
and 5.3 admit similar interpretations.
As we have already remarked in section 3, the ‘Stone-type dualities’ can
be seen as arising from the process of ‘functorializing’ a bunch of Morita-
equivalences; we have one Morita-equivalence for each of the preordered
structures, and these Morita-equivalences can be ‘merged together’ to pro-
duce a ‘global’ duality or equivalence of categories. In fact, this method of
generating dualities or equivalences of categories starting from ‘parametrised’
Morita-equivalences, which we have exploited in section 5.1, is likely to find,
because of its generality, new applications in a variety of different mathemat-
ical contexts in the near future.
From Theorem 7.1 it follows, by recalling the syntactic construction of
classifying toposes, that for any site (C, J) whose underlying category C is a
preorder, IdJ(C) can be identified with the geometric syntactic category of
the theory TCJ , and hence the theory of completely prime filters on IdJ(C)
is Morita-equivalent to the theory of completely prime filters on the logical
space of TCJ , as defined in section 2.2.
The localic dualities of section 4 can thus be read logically as ‘functori-
alized’ Morita-equivalences (in the sense explained above) between proposi-
tional geometric theories and the theories of completely prime filters on their
logical spaces.
Recall that the technique ‘toposes as bridges’ introduced in [6] consists,
broadly speaking, in expressing a given topos-theoretic invariant in terms of
two distinct sites of definition of a given topos; the topos acts as a ‘bridge’
enabling one to transfer properties from one site into the other. Of course,
the feasibility of this method heavily depends on how ‘natural’ is, for the
given invariant, the relationship between the topos and its different sites of
definition. There is an important class of invariants for which this transfer
of information is always feasible and, in a sense, even automatic. Indeed, for
logically motivated invariants such as the property of a topos to be two-valued
(resp. Boolean, De Morgan), one has bijective characterizations (holding
‘uniformly’ for any site (C, J)) of the kind ‘Sh(C, J) satisfies the invariant if
and only if the site (C, J) satisfies some ‘tractable’ categorical property’. In
fact, any first-order sequent σ written in the algebraic language of the theory
of Heyting algebras can be interpreted in the internal Heyting algebra ΩE
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of a topos E given by its subobject classifier, and as such it gives rise to a
topos-theoretic invariant (namely, the interpretation of σ in the algebra ΩE)
admitting a site characterization of the above kind (such characterizations
can be obtained by using the canonical description of the algebra ΩE in
terms of the given site of definition of E , and the explicit descriptions of
the interpretation of the first-order connectives and quantifiers in a topos of
sheaves on a site, as given for example in Chapter III of [16]).
One might naturally wonder whether, given a sequent σ as above, its
(internal) validity in the algebra ΩSh(L) of the topos Sh(L) is equivalent to
its (external) validity in the locale L (regarded as a model of the theory
of Heyting algebras). This is not always the case in general, but there is an
important class of sequents σ for which these two notions of validity coincide.
Proposition 7.3. Let σ be a cartesian (in particular, Horn) sequent in the
theory of Heyting algebras. Then for any locale L, σ is valid in the internal
algebra ΩSh(L) of the topos Sh(L) if and only if it is valid in L (regarded as
a model of the theory of Heyting algebras).
Proof For any locally small topos E , from the fact the Yoneda embedding
y : E → [Eop,Set] is a cartesian functor, it follows that y preserves and the
interpretation of all the cartesian formulae and hence, given any cartesian
sequent σ in the theory of Heyting algebras, the internal Heyting algebra ΩE
satisfies σ if and only if every frame SubE(e) ∼= HomE(e,Ω) in E satisfies σ.
Now, given a Grothendieck topos E and an object e ∈ E , if C is a separating
set for E then e can be expressed as a quotient of a coproduct of objects in
C, that is there exists a set-indexed family {ci | i ∈ I} of objects in C and an
epimorphism p :
∐
i∈I ci ։ e. Since p is an epimorphism, the pullback functor
p∗ : SubE(e)→ SubE(
∐
i∈I ci)
∼=
∏
i∈I SubE(ci) is logical and conservative (cf.
Example A4.2.7(a) [12]); so SubE(e) satisfies a first-order sequent σ if all the
SubE(ci) do. Also, if m : b֌ a is a monomorphism in E then the pullback
functor m∗ : SubE(a) → SubE(b) is logical and essentially surjective; so, if
SubE(a) satisfies σ then SubE(b) satisfies σ. Our thesis now follows from
the combination of all these facts by recalling that, for any locale L, the
collection of all the subterminals of Sh(L) forms a separating set of Sh(L),
and L ∼= SubSh(L)(1). 
An example of this kind of invariants, which we shall consider below, is
the interpretation of the sequent
(⊤ ⊢x,y (x⇒y) ∨ (y⇒x)),
whose validity in the algebra ΩE of a topos E amounts to saying that E
satisfies Gödel-Dummett’s law.
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Recall that the subobject classifier ΩSh(C,J) : Cop → Set of a topos
Sh(C, J) of sheaves on a site (C, J) is (isomorphic to) the functor sending
any object c of C to the collection ΩSh(C,J)(c) of J-closed sieves on c, and an
arrow f : d → c to the pullback operation f ∗ : ΩSh(C,J)(c) → ΩSh(C,J)(d) of
sieves along f . Proposition 7.3 thus enables us to express ‘external’ proper-
ties of locales L formulated as cartesian sequents in the theory of Heyting
algebras as ‘internal’ properties of the corresponding localic topos Sh(L),
by means of a topos-theoretic invariant which can in turn be reformulated
in terms of any other site of definition (C, J) of the same topos, leading
to categorical characterizations involving J-closed sieves on the category C.
Note that this technique is bound to bring more substantial insights than a
straightforward reformulation of the given property of L as a topos-theoretic
invariant on the frame SubE(1) of subterminals of the topos E ≃ Sh(L), since
a formulation of this latter kind would merely consist in a translation of the
given property of L across the isomorphism L ≃ SubE(1).
In the next sections, we shall provide applications of the methodology
just described by using, as invariants, the property of a topos to be Boolean,
to be De Morgan, to be two-valued, to satisfy Gödel-Dummett logic; anyway,
the reader should bear in mind that these particular examples are just meant
to show the effectiveness of our technique, and notice that a whole range of
new results can be ‘automatically’ generated by applying the same method
to different invariants.
In addition to the invariants discussed above, there are of course many
other ones which behave ‘naturally’ with respect to sites (cf. [6] for an exten-
sive discussion of these aspects) and hence are appropriate for an application
of the methodology ‘toposes as bridges’. Two of them, which we will consider
in the next section in relation to the Morita-equivalence of Theorem 3.1, are
the notions of point and subtopos of a given topos.
7.2 J-ideals and J-prime filters
Recall that, for any site (C, J), the points of a topos Sh(C, J) (i.e., the
geometric morphisms Set→ Sh(C, J)), can be naturally identified with the
flat J-continuous functors on C, while the subtoposes of Sh(C, J) (i.e. the
equivalence classes of geometric inclusions into Sh(C, J)) correspond precisely
to the Grothendieck topologies on C which contain J .
The method ‘toposes as bridges’ applied to the invariant notion of point
and to the Morita-equivalence of Theorem 3.1 produces an identification
between the J-prime filters on C and the completely prime filters on IdJ(C).
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Theorem 7.4. Let C be a preorder and J be a Grothendieck topology on
C. Then the assignment sending a filter F on IdJ(C) to the J-prime filter
{c ∈ C | (c) ↓J∈ F} on C defines a bijection between the completely prime
filters on the frame IdJ(C) of J-ideals of C and the J-prime filters on C.
In particular,
(i) if C is a meet-semilattice, we have a natural bijection between the filters
on C and the completely prime filters on the frame of ideals (i.e. lower
sets) of C, and
(ii) if C is a distributive lattice we have a natural bijection between the prime
filters on C and the completely prime filters on the frame of ideals (i.e.
lower sets which are closed under finite joins) of C.
Proof Starting from the equivalence Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C)) of Theorem 3.1,
it suffices to observe that the bijection between the points of the two toposes
induced by such equivalence yields, at the level of filters, the assignment
sending a filter F on IdJ(C) to the filter {c ∈ C | (c) ↓J∈ F} on C. 
We note that, while this result follows an a natural and immediate ap-
plication of our method ‘toposes as bridges’, lengthier and less conceptual
arguments would be necessary to prove this result directly, that is without
appealing to the topos-theoretic machinery (the reader might find instructive
to compare our proof of the thoerem with the topological arguments used
to establish the particular case of the result for distributive lattices given in
Chapter II of [13], or with the direct proof of the theorem given in Appendix
10 below).
A further application of the philosophy ‘toposes as bridges’ to the Morita-
equivalence of Theorem 3.1 is the following result, obtained by considering
as topos-theoretic invariant the notion of subtopos.
Recall that, given a site (C, J) whose underlying category is a preorder,
and any lower-set I on C, its J-closure clJ(I) is the smallest J-ideal on C which
contains I, i.e. the ideal clJ(I) = {c ∈ C | {f : d→ c in C | d ∈ I} ∈ J(c)}.
Theorem 7.5. Let C be a preorder and J be a Grothendieck topology on C.
For any surjective frame homomorphism f : IdJ(C) → F onto a frame F
there exists a Grothendieck topology J ′ ⊇ J on C such that F ∼= IdJ(C) and
f corresponds, under this isomorphism, to the frame homomorphism clJ ′ :
IdJ(C) → IdJ ′(C) sending a J-ideal I on C to its J
′-closure. In particular,
any surjective frame homomorphism whose domain is the frame Id(C) of
lower sets on C is, up to isomorphism, of the form clJ : Id(C)→ IdJ(C) for
some Grothendieck topology J .
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Proof A surjective frame homomorphism f : IdJ(C)→ F corresponds to an
embedding of the corresponding locales and hence to a geometric inclusion
Sh(f) : Sh(F ) →֒ Sh(IdJ(C)). Through the equivalence
Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C))
of Theorem 3.1, this inclusion transfers to a subtopos of Sh(C, J); and this
subtopos must necessarily be, up to equivalence, of the form iJ ′ : Sh(C, J ′) →֒
Sh(C, J) for a Grothendieck topology J ′ on C which contains J , where iJ ′ is
the canonical geometric inclusion.
Since the equivalence of Theorem 3.1 is natural with respect to inclusions
of Grothendieck topologies, we have a commutative diagram
Sh(IdJ(C))
≃ // Sh(C, J) ≃ // Sh(IdJ(C))
Sh(IdJ ′(C))
Sh(clJ′ )
OO
≃ // Sh(C, J ′)
iJ′
OO
≃ // Sh(F )
Sh(f)
OO
from which it follows that Sh(f) and Sh(clJ ′) are equivalent as subtoposes
of Sh(IdJ(C)), equivalently f is isomorphic to clJ ′, as required. 
Considering as topos-theoretic invariant the notion of equivalence of sub-
toposes, applied to the Morita-equivalence
Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(IdJ(C))
of Theorem 3.1, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.6. Let C be a preorder and let J1 and J2 be two Grothendieck
topologies on C. If for any lower set I in C, I is a J1-ideal if and only if it
is a J2-ideal then J1 = J2.
Proof By Theorem 3.1, for any Grothendieck topology J on C we have a
commutative diagram
Sh(C, J) ≃ //
iJ

Sh(IdJ(C))
Sh(clJ )

[Cop,Set] ≃ // Sh(Id(C))
where iJ : Sh(C, J)→ [Cop,Set] is the canonical inclusion, Id(C) is the frame
of lower sets in C and Sh(clJ) : Sh(IdJ(C)) → Sh(Id(C)) is the geometric
morphism induced by the frame homomorphism clJ : Id(C)→ IdJ(C).
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Now, the condition ‘for any lower set I in C, I is a J1-ideal if and only
if it is a J2-ideal’ can be expressed topos-theoretically by saying that there
exists an equivalence e : Sh(IdJ1(C)) → Sh(IdJ2(C)) such that Sh(clJ2) ◦
e ≃ Sh(clJ1). But transferring such an equivalence through the Morita-
equivalence of Theorem 3.1 yields an equivalence e′ : Sh(C, J1) → Sh(C, J2)
such that iJ2 ◦ e
′ ≃ iJ1. To conclude the proof of the theorem, it suffices to
recall the standard topos-theoretic fact that such an equivalence exists if and
only if J1 = J2. 
Note that Theorem 7.6 assures the uniqueness of the Grothendieck topol-
ogy J ′ in the statement of Theorem 7.5.
7.3 Topological properties as topos-theoretic invariants
In this section we apply our usual technique ‘toposes as bridges’ (cf. [6])
to obtain insights concerning the relationship between preordered structures
and the locales or topological spaces which correspond to them under the
dualities or equivalences of section 4.
7.3.1 Almost discreteness via the law of excluded middle
Let us start by investigating the almost discreteness of the locale correspond-
ing to a distributive lattice (resp. to a meet-semilattice, to a preorder) via
Stone duality (resp. the duality for meet-semilattices of Theorem 4.6, the
functor B : Pro→ AlexLoc of section 4.1).
If D is a distributive lattice, equipped with the coherent topology JD, we
have two different sites of definition for the topos associated to it via the
technique of section 3.1: Sh(D, JD) ≃ Sh(IdJD(D)). We call IdJD(D) the
Stone locale associated to D (as in section 4.2), and we denote it by LD.
Moreover, the Comparison Lemma yields a third site of definition of the
topos, obtained by cutting down the site (D, JD) to the full subcategory
D∗ on the non-zero objects and equipping it with the induced Grothendieck
topology J∗D = JD|D∗.
As we shall see below, rephrasing a given topos-theoretic invariant in
terms of these three different sites of definition leads to three different ex-
pressions of it, each of them written in the ‘language’ of the corresponding
site, which are nonetheless equivalent to each other.
The following proposition provides several alternative characterizations
of the property of the Stone locale associated to a distributive lattice to be
almost discrete, obtained by applying this technique. The relevant topos-
theoretic invariant is the property of a topos to be Boolean; in fact, it is
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well-known that for any locale L, Sh(L) is Boolean if and only if L is almost
discrete (i.e. every element of L is complemented).
In the proofs below, the symbol ¬, applied to an element l of a locale L,
denotes the Heyting pseudocomplement of l in L (where L is regarded as a
Heyting algebra).
Proposition 7.7. Let D be a distributive lattice, and let LD (resp. XD) be
its associated Stone locale (resp. Stone space). Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) LD (equivalently, XD) is almost discrete;
(ii) For any ideal I of D, if a ∈ D is an element satisfying the property that
for any non-zero element b ≤ a there exists a non-zero element c ∈ I
such that c ≤ b then a ∈ I;
(iii) For any collection {ai | i ∈ I} of non-zero elements of D with the
property that for any non-zero element a there exists i ∈ I such that
ai ∧ a 6= 0, there exists a finite subset J ⊆ I such that 1 =∨
i∈J
ai;
(iv) Every element of D is complemented in D, D is complete and the supre-
mum in D of any subset S of D is a finite join of elements of S;
(v) D is a finite Boolean algebra.
Proof It is well-known that a locale L is almost discrete if and only if the
topos Sh(L) is Boolean.
Now, condition (ii) represents the expression of the invariant property
of a topos to be Boolean in terms of the representation Sh(IdJD(D)) of the
topos Sh(LD), it being the assertion that every ideal I in IdJD(D) satisfies
¬¬I = I (equivalently, ¬¬I ⊆ I).
Condition (iii) is the expression of the invariant in terms of the represen-
tation Sh(D∗, J∗D) of the topos Sh(LD), as established in [5].
Starting from the assumption that LD is almost discrete, condition (iv)
can be deduced as follows. The top element of LD = IdJD(D) being compact,
every (complemented) element of IdJD(D) is compact, i.e. it is a principal
ideal (cf. Corollary 3.18(i)). Since every element of LD is complemented,
every element of D is complemented in D. Also, since every ideal in IdJD(D)
is principal, D is isomorphic to IdJD(D) and hence in particular D is com-
plete. For a given subset S of D, consider the JD-ideal I on D generated by
S; since I is principal then I = (a) ↓ for some element a ∈ D. Clearly, by
construction of I, a is the supremum of S and can be expressed as a finite
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join of elements in S. Conversely, let us suppose that condition (iv) holds.
Since D is complete and the supremum of any subset S of D is a finite join
of elements in S then every ideal in IdJD(D) is principal. From the fact that
every element of D is complemented we can thus conclude that every ideal
in IdJD(D) is complemented, in other words that LD is almost discrete.
Condition (iv) is clearly equivalent to condition (v); indeed, (iv) implies
(v) since, the top element of LD being compact, if every element in D is
complemented then D is a finite Boolean algebra, while the fact that (v)
implies (iv) is obvious. 
The next proposition provides characterizations of the meet-semilattices
(resp. preorders) whose corresponding locales via the duality for meet-
semilattices of Theorem 4.6 (resp. the functor B : Pro → AlexLoc of
section 4.1) are almost discrete. Again, the technique consists in using the
topos as a bridge for transferring a given invariant (in this case, the property
of a topos to be Boolean) across two different sites of definition for it.
Proposition 7.8. (i) For any meet-semilattice M, the ideal locale SM
(equivalently, the ideal topological space) associated to M is almost dis-
crete if and only if M is a singleton.
(ii) For any preorder P, the Alexandrov locale AP (equivalently, the Alexan-
dov space) associated to P is almost discrete if and only if for any
p, q ∈ P, p ≤ q implies q ≤ p.
Proof We use the following well-known site characterizations for the invari-
ant property of a topos to be Boolean:
(a) A presheaf topos [Cop,Set] is Boolean if and only if the category C is a
groupoid;
(b) A localic topos Sh(L) is Boolean if and only if the locale L is almost
discrete.
The thesis follows immediately from expressing the invariant property of
the topos Sh(SM) ≃ [Mop,Set] (resp. Sh(AP) ≃ [P,Set]) to be Boolean
in terms of the two different sites of definition of it, according to the site
characterizations reported above. 
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7.3.2 Extremal disconnectedness via De Morgan’s law
The following proposition represents the analogue of Proposition 7.7 for the
property of a Stone locale to be extremally disconnected. Again, the proof is
based on the consideration of a topos-theoretic invariant, namely the property
of a topos to be De Morgan, in relation to different sites of definition of a
given topos.
Proposition 7.9. Let D be a distributive lattice, and let LD (resp. XD) be
its associated Stone locale (resp. Stone space). Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) LD (equivalently, XD) is extremally disconnected;
(ii) For every ideal I of D there exists a finite covering 1 =∨
i∈I
ai of 1 such
that each ai either belongs to ¬I (i.e., for any non-zero element b ≤ ai,
b /∈ I) or to ¬¬I (i.e., for any non-zero element b ≤ ai there exists a
non-zero element c ∈ I such that c ≤ b);
(iii) For any collection {ai | i ∈ I} of non-zero elements of D there exists a
finite family {bj | j ∈ J} of non-zero elements of D such that 1 =∨
j∈J
bj
and for each j ∈ J either bj ∧ ai = 0 for all i ∈ I or for every non-zero
element x ≤ bj there exists i ∈ I such that x ∧ ai 6= 0;
(iv) For any ideal I of D with the property that for any element a ∈ D such
that for any non-zero element b ≤ a there exists a non-zero element
c ∈ I such that c ≤ b, a ∈ I, there exists a complemented element x ∈ D
such that I = (x) ↓. In fact, the lattice of complemented elements of
D is isomorphic, via the map sending any complemented elements to
the principal ideal which it generates, to the frame of ideals I such that
¬¬I = I.
Proof It is well-known that a locale L is extremally disconnected if and
only if the topos Sh(L) is De Morgan.
Condition (ii) represents the expression of this invariant in terms of the
representation Sh(IdJD(D)) of the topos, it being the assertion that every
ideal I in IdJD(D) satisfies ¬I ∨ ¬¬I = LD.
Condition (iii) is the expression of the invariant in terms of the represen-
tation Sh(D∗, J∗D) of the topos Sh(LD), as established in [5].
The equivalence (iv)⇔ (i) can be proved as follows. It is well-known
that LD is extremally disconnected if and only if every ¬¬-stable element is
complemented. But the complemented ideals, being compact, must all be
principal, from which our thesis follows immediately. 
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If D is a Boolean algebra then the property of completeness of D is
sufficient (as well as necessary) to ensure that condition (iv) holds. We
can show this as follows. If D is complete and I is an ideal on D satisfying
the property in condition (iv), I = (x) ↓, where x is the supremum of I in
D. Indeed, it is clear that I ⊆ (x) ↓, while x ∈ I because for any non-zero
element b ≤ x, since b = b∧∨
a∈I
a =∨
a∈I
(b∧a) (note that, D being a complete
Boolean algebra, D is a frame and hence the infinite distributive law holds
in D), there is an element a ∈ I such that b ∧ a ≤ b is non-zero and belongs
to I (I being an ideal). We have thus recovered Lemma III.3.5 [13].
The next proposition represents the analogue of Proposition 7.8 for meet-
semilattices and preorders.
Proposition 7.10. (i) For any meet-semilattice M, the ideal locale SM
(equivalently, the ideal topological space) associated to M is extremally
disconnected;
(ii) For any preorder (P,≤), the Alexandrov locale AP (equivalently, the
Alexandrov space) associated to P is extremally disconnected if and only
if P satisfies the amalgamation property (i.e. for any elements a, b, c ∈
P such that c ≤ a, b there exists d ∈ P such that a, b ≤ d).
Proof The thesis follows from a similar argument to that in the proof of
Proposition 7.8, by using the following site characterizations for the invariant
property of a topos to be De Morgan (cf. [12]):
(a) A presheaf topos [Cop,Set] is De Morgan if and only if the category
C satisfies the right Ore condition (i.e. the dual of the amalgamation
property);
(b) A localic topos Sh(L) is De Morgan if and only if the locale L is ex-
tremally disconnected.

7.3.3 Triviality via two-valuedness
By a two-valued locale we mean a locale L such that the only two elements
of L are 0 and 1, and they are distinct from each other. Note that, for a
topological space X, O(X) is two-valued if and only if the underlying set X0
of X is non-empty and the topology on X is trivial.
Considering the invariant property of a topos to be two-valued, we obtain
the following result.
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Proposition 7.11. (i) If D is a distributive lattice, its associated Stone
locale LD is two-valued (equivalently, its associated Stone space is triv-
ial and non-empty) if and only if D is two-valued (i.e., the only two
elements of D are 0 and 1, and they are distinct from each other);
(ii) If M is a meet-semilattice and SM is the ideal locale associated to M
then SM is two-valued (equivalently, its associated ideal topological space
is trivial and non-empty) if and only if M is a singleton;
(iii) If (P,≤) is a preorder and AP is the Alexandrov locale associated to
P then AP is two-valued (equivalently, its associated Alexandrov space
is trivial and non-empty) if and only if for every p, q ∈ P, p ≤ q and
q ≤ p.
Proof The method of proof is always the same as that employed in the proofs
of the previous propositions. In this case, the invariant is the property of a
topos to be two-valued, while the two different site representations for the
topos are Sh(LD) ≃ Sh(D, JD) (resp. Sh(SM) ≃ [Mop,Set], Sh(AP) ≃
[P,Set]).
The characterization of the property of two-valuedness in terms of the
site (D, JD) is easily seen to yield the property of D to be two-valued (i.e.,
the condition that the only two elements of D are 0 and 1, and they are
distinct from each other).
The other site characterizations, leading to (i), (ii) and (iii), are the
following:
(a) A presheaf topos [Cop,Set] is two-valued if and only if the category C is
strongly connected (i.e. for any two objects a, b ∈ C, there exist arrows
a→ b and b→ a);
(b) A localic topos Sh(L) is two-valued if and only if the locale L is two-
valued.

7.3.4 Gödel-Dummett’s law as an invariant
Another logically-motivated topos-theoretic invariant which admits natural
site characterizations is the property of a topos to satisfy Gödel-Dummett’s
law, in the sense that the sequent
(⊤ ⊢x,y (x⇒y) ∨ (y⇒x))
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holds in the internal Heyting algebra of the topos given by the subobject
classifier. One easily calculates, by using the well-known explicit descriptions
of the internal Heyting algebra operations on the subobject classifier ΩSh(C,J)
of a topos Sh(C, J) of sheaves on a site (as for example given in chapter III
of [16]), that a Grothendieck topos Sh(C, J) satisfies Gödel-Dummett’s law
if and only if for any J-closed sieves R and S on an object c ∈ C, the sieve
{f : d → c | f ∗(R) ⊆ f ∗(S) or f ∗(S) ⊆ f ∗(R)} is J-covering. In particular,
a presheaf topos [Cop,Set] satisfies Gödel-Dummett’s law if and only if C
satisfies the following property: for any arrows f : b→ a and g : c→ a with
common codomain, either f factors through g or g factors through f (cf.
also Proposition 3.1 [15]). On the other hand, in [15] Johnstone established
the following result: for any topological space X, the topos Sh(X) satisfies
Gödel-Dummett logic if and only if every closed subspace of X is extremally
disconnected.
Let us unravel the property of the topos Sh(D, JD) of coherent sheaves
on a distributive lattice D to satisfy Gödel-Dummett’s law in terms of the
site (D, JD). Given two sets A := {ai ≤ x | i ∈ I} and B := {bj ≤ x | j ∈ J}
of elements of D, we say that A refines B if the sieve in D on x generated
by A is contained in the sieve in D on x generated by B, equivalently if for
every i ∈ I there exists j ∈ J such that ai ≤ bj . We define a set of elements
A := {ai ≤ x | i ∈ I} to be finitely closed if the sieve on x generated by it
is JD-closed (i.e., for every b ≤ a, if there is a finite subset I ′ of I such that
b =∨
i∈I′
(ai ∧ b) then b ≤ ai for some i ∈ I). In these terms, the condition
that Sh(D, JD) satisfies Gödel-Dummett’s law rephrases as follows: for any
finitely closed sets of elements A := {ai ≤ x | i ∈ I} and B := {bj ≤ x | j ∈
J} in D, there exists a finite collection {ck | k ∈ K} of elements satisfying
x =∨
k∈K
ck such that for any k ∈ K either Ack := {ai∧ ck ≤ ck | i ∈ I} refines
Bck := {bj ∧ ck ≤ ck | j ∈ J} or Bck refines Ack . We call a distributive lattice
D satisfying this property a Gödel-Dummett distributive lattice.
Combining together all the site characterizations discussed above, the
usual method ‘toposes as bridges’ applied to the invariant ‘to satisfy Gödel-
Dumm-
ett’s law’ yields the following result.
Theorem 7.12. With the notation above, we have:
(i) If D is a distributive lattice and XD is its associated Stone space then
every closed subspace of XD is extremally disconnected if and only if D
is a Gödel-Dummett distributive lattice;
(ii) If (M,≤) is a meet-semilattice and XM is the ideal topological space
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associated to M then every closed subspace of XM is extremally dis-
connected if and only if for every p, q ∈M such that p, q ≤ r for some
r in M, either p ≤ q or q ≤ p (i.e., if and only if M is a forest);
(iii) If (P,≤) is a preorder and AP is the Alexandrov space associated to P
then AP has the property that every closed subspace of X is extremally
disconnected if and only if for every p, q ∈ P such that r ≤ p, q for
some r in P, either p ≤ q or q ≤ p (i.e., if and only if Pop is a forest).

8 Spaces of models of propositional theories
We have seen in Example 2.9(f) that, for any geometric theory T, the space
of models of T in Set can be endowed with a natural topology, of logical
nature, which is a particular case of the subterminal topology introduced in
section 2.
In the following sections we focus our attention on the logical spaces of
propositional geometric theories. In section 8.1 we give an explicit descrip-
tion of the logical topology on a set of models of a propositional geometric
theory. Then we characterize the frames of open sets of these logical topo-
logical spaces in terms of preordered structures presented by generators and
relations. To this end, we introduce in section 8.2 an abstract notion of
first-order mathematical theory, and a corresponding notion of syntactic cat-
egory, which is seen in sections 8.3 and 8.4 to subsume the known ones and
to provide a uniform way for building structures presented by generators and
relations for certain ‘ordered algebraic theories’.
8.1 Subsets and propositional theories
Propositional theories are particularly convenient means for describing sub-
sets of a given set having particular properties, for example ideals of a com-
mutative ring (cf. section 8.7), filters on a meet-semilattice (cf. section 7.1),
etc.
A propositional geometric theory T can be formally defined as a geometric
theory over a signature ΣT with no sorts (cf. Part D of [12]). Thus ΣT has
no function symbols or constants, and consists only of a set of 0-ary relation
symbols RT. Every symbol R inRT gives therefore rise to an atomic formula,
and every atomic formula is of this form. Note that ΣT-structures in Set can
be identified with functions fM : RT → {0, 1}, or equivalently with subsets
f−1({1}) ⊆ RT of RT.
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Let T be a propositional geometric theory over a signature ΣT.
Recall from Example 2.9(f) that the collection XT of the (isomorphism
classes of) models of T in Set, endowed with the subterminal topology, has
as open sets exactly those of the form Fφ = {M ∈ XT | M  φ}, where φ
ranges among all the geometric sentences over ΣT. In particular, since (by
Lemma D1.3.8(ii)) every geometric formula over ΣT is provably equivalent
to a disjunction of conjunctions of atomic formulae in the same context, the
collection of subsets of the form FR = {M ∈ XT | M  R} for an atomic
formula R over ΣT forms a subbasis of the topological space XT; that is, the
open sets ofXT are exactly the unions of finite intersections of sets of the form
FR for a 0-ary relation symbol R over ΣT. Clearly, if the conjunction of any
two atomic formulae over ΣT is T-provably equivalent to an atomic formula
then the sets of the form FR (for R ∈ RT) form a basis of the topological
space XT (cf. section 8.7 below for a concrete example of this situation).
Using the identification of ΣT-structures in Set with subsets of RT, the
space XT acquires the following description: its points are the subsets of RT
which correspond to models of T, and its open sets are the unions of subsets
of the form {L ⊆ RT | R1, . . . , Rn ∈ L} for a finite number R1, . . . , Rn of
0-ary relation symbols over ΣT.
As an example, take T to be the empty theory over a signature Σ con-
sisting of a set A of 0-ary relation symbols. The Σ-structures in Set can be
identified with the subsets of A, and the resulting topology on the powerset
P(A) is given by the collection of subsets which are unions of subsets of the
form {L ⊆ A | a1, . . . , an ∈ L} for a finite number a1, . . . , an of elements of
A. This topology is an interesting one; in fact, as we shall see in section 8.7,
it specializes, under a natural bijection, precisely to the Zariski topology on
the prime spectrum of a commutative ring with unit, and the frame of open
sets of the resulting topological space with underlying set A can be charac-
terized as the free frame on A (by the results of sections 8.3 and 8.4 below).
We will refer below to this topology as to the elemental topology.
Given a propositional geometric theory T over a signature ΣT, we have
an embedding ξ : RT → CT of RT into the (underlying set of the) geometric
syntactic category CT of T, sending a symbol R in RT to the corresponding
atomic formula over ΣT. The operation of taking the inverse image of subsets
under ξ defines a bijection between the collection of completely prime filters
on CT and the collection of the subsets of RT which correspond to models of
T; in fact, this bijection becomes a homeomorphism of topological spaces if
we endow the two sets respectively with the topology on the set of points of
a locale (cf. Example 2.9(e)) and with the elemental topology.
Of course, analogous results hold if we replace the geometric syntactic
category CT of T with a (cartesian) syntactic category appropriate to a given
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fragment of logic in which the theory T lies (for example, if we replace CT with
the coherent syntactic category of T in case T is coherent), and we endow
the resulting space of (J-)filters on the corresponding syntactic category with
the subterminal topology as in Proposition 2.7 above.
Note that these results arise from the expression of a particular invariant,
namely the subterminal topology, in terms of different representations of the
locales (equivalently, of the toposes) involved.
8.2 General first-order theories
In this section we introduce a general notion of first-order mathematical the-
ory and a corresponding notion of syntactic category, which encompass all
the instances of the concepts given in chapter D1 of [12]. We shall present
these notions in a sketchy form, since a completely formal and detailed treat-
ment of them would bring us far beyond the scope of this paper; anyway, we
are confident that the interested reader will have no trouble in filling in the
details by generalizing the framework of chapter D1 of [12] according to our
indications.
Let Σ be a first-order signature. Let us suppose to have a collection S
of symbols s (to be thought of as generalized connectives) each of which
equipped with an arity ar(s) given by a cardinal number; we treat constants
as 0-ary function symbols, and we also allow the symbols in S to have arity
∞, i.e. to take as inputs sets of arbitrary cardinality. Starting with atomic
formulae over Σ we can inductively (and freely) build a collection F(S,Σ) of
words, which we call S-formulae over Σ, as follows: F(S,Σ) is the smallest
set of words such that all the atomic formulae over Σ belong to F(S,Σ), and
for any s ∈ S and any family of words {Fi | i ∈ ar(s)} in F(S,Σ) the word
s({Fi | i ∈ ar(s)}) belongs to F(S,Σ); the notion of free variable in a word of
F(S,Σ) is defined by simultaneous recursion as in classical cases, by defining
the set of free variables of the word s(F1, . . . Fa(s)) equal to the union of the
sets of free variables of the Fi. Of course, one could define a larger fragment
of words by requiring F(S,Σ) to be closed also under existential or universal
quantifications, but we shall not pursue these generalizations in this paper,
our interest being primarily focused on the propositional fragments of these
generalized logics. We say that a S-theory over a signature Σ is propositional
if Σ has no sorts.
Given a generalized set of connectives S and a first-order signature Σ,
we define a S-theory over Σ to be a collection of axioms and inference rules
involving sequents of the form φ ⊢~x ψ where φ and ψ are formulae in F(S,±)
in the context ~x . Note that we have a notion of provability in a S-theory of
sequents involving S-formulae over its signature.
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Any generalized signature (S,Σ) determines a class of categories in which
the formulae in F(S,Σ) are interpretable. Specifically, given a category C, we
interpret the 0-ary relation symbols over Σ as objects c of C such that for
any object c′ ∈ C there is at most one arrow c′ → c in C; we call these objects
the subterminal objects of C even if C does not have a terminal object (in
fact, in the latter case, these objects are precisely the subterminal objects in
the classical sense, that is the objects c such that the unique arrow c→ 1C is
monic). If for any connective s in S, there is an operation fs of arity ar(s) on
the set of subterminal objects of C (if ar(s) = 0, a subterminal object of C),
the interpretation of the formulae in F(S,Σ) with no free variables can be de-
fined inductively induction on their structure by setting the interpretation of
a formula s({Fi | i ∈ ar(s)}) equal to the result of applying the operation fs
to the subterminals given by the interpretation of the formulae Fi. Provided
that C has at least finite limits and if for any object c of C and any connective
s in S there is an operation fs of arity ar(s) on the set of subobjects of c in
C, the formulae with at least a free variable can be similarly interpreted in
a Σ-structure in C (as subobjects of (products of) the underlying object(s)
of the structure) by interpreting the atomic formulae over Σ as usual, and
setting the interpretation of a formula s({Fi | i ∈ ar(s)}) equal to the result
of applying the operation fs to the subobjects given by the interpretations
of the formulae Fi. We shall call a category equipped with operations on its
subobjects (if Σ has at least one sort) or subterminals (if Σ has no sorts)
which interpret the connectives in S a (S,Σ)-category.
Given a functor F : C → D between two (S,Σ)-categories, we say that
F is (S,Σ)-preserving if either Σ has no sorts and F sends subterminal ob-
jects of C to subterminal objects of D and commutes with the operations on
subterminals in the two categories which interpret the connectives in S, or,
if Σ has at least one sort, F preserves finite limits and commutes with the
operations on subobjects in the two categories which interpret the connec-
tives in S. The category of (S,Σ)-preserving functors C → D and natural
transformations between them will be denoted by (S,Σ)-Fun(C,D).
Given a S-theory T over a signature Σ, and a (S,Σ)-category C, we
define a model of T in C to be a Σ-structure in C in which all the axioms
of T are valid and the inference rules of T are sound (as in [12], we say
that a sequent φ ⊢~x ψ is valid in the structure if the interpretation of φ(~x)
factors, as a subobject or subterminal, through the interpretation of ψ(~x),
while the soundness of inference rules has the usual meaning). We remark
that, unlike in Definition D1.2.1 of [12], we also consider Σ-structures in
categories lacking finite products or a terminal object, provided that Σ has
no sorts (in fact, as explained above, we interpret 0-ary relation symbols as
subterminal objects in the category); this extra-generality will be crucial for
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our purposes in constructing syntactic categories of propositional theories
which lie in fragments which are weaker than Horn logic.
We define a homomorphism of models of a S-theory T over a signature Σ
in a (S,Σ)-category C to be a homomorphism of the underlying Σ-structures.
Clearly, models of T in C and homomorphisms between them form a category,
which we denote by T-modS(C).
If T is a propositional S-theory over a signature Σ then a model of T in
a (S,Σ)-preorder category (P,≤) can be identified with a function sending
every 0-ary relation symbol over Σ to an element of P in such a way its
extension f : F(S,Σ) → P to the set of all S-formulae over Σ satisfies the
property that whenever F ⊢[] G is provable in T, f(F ) ≤ f(G) in P. Note
that, if S consists of the usual connectives ∧ and ∨, that is, in the case of
usual first-order logic, and P has a top element, this notion specializes to
the classical one; indeed, the elements of such a preorder P can be clearly
identified with the subobjects of the terminal object of P, when the latter is
regarded as a preorder category.
For a S-theory T over a signature Σ, we define the syntactic category
C(S,Σ)T of T as follows. The objects of C
(S,Σ)
T are the T-provable equivalence
classes of S-formulae-in-context over Σ (considered up to ‘renaming’ equiv-
alence), and the arrows of C(S,Σ)T are the T-provable equivalence classes of
S-formulae over Σ which are T-provably functional from the domain to the
codomain (this is a condition which ensures that their interpretation in any
model of T in a (S,Σ)-theory is the graph of an arrow from the interpretation
of the S-formula in the domain to the interpretation of the S-formula in the
codomain, cf. p. 841 [12] for the details). If the signature Σ has at least one
sort and the fragment F(S,Σ) contains cartesian logic, we have a model MT of
T in C(S,Σ)T , defined exactly as in p. 844 [12], in which the S-sequents over Σ
which are valid coincide precisely with those which are provable in T, and,
as in [12] (Theorem D1.4.7 etc.), we have a categorical equivalence
(S,Σ)-Fun(C(S,Σ)T , C) ≃ T-modS(C)
for any (S,Σ)-category C.
Note that the syntactic category C(S,Σ)T of a propositional S-theory T over
a signature Σ can be identified with the poset obtained by equipping the set
of provable-equivalence classes of S-formulae over Σ with the order given by
the relation of provable entailment; the model MT is defined as the function
sending a 0-ary relation symbol over Σ to the T-provable equivalence class
of the corresponding atomic formula, and we have a categorical equivalence
(S,Σ)-Fun(C(S,Σ)T , C) ≃ T-modS(C) exactly as above. In particular, if the
axioms of T are all bisequents then the preorder C(S,Σ)T is a discrete category
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(since if F ⊢[] G is provable in T then necessarily F is provably equivalent to
G in T).
All the notions introduced in this section are meant to provide a general
notion of fragment of first-order logic which encompasses the (quantifier-free
versions of the) classical ones, including Horn, regular, coherent and geomet-
ric logic (cf. Part D of [12]). The usual logical connectives, as well as the
inference rules which govern them, appear as instances of an abstract notion
of connective (respectively, of inference rule) within the unifying framework
that we have developed. Specifically, quantifier-free Horn (resp. coherent,
geometric, finitary first-order) can be seen as a S-theory, where S consists of
the binary connective ∧ and the constant ⊤ (resp. of the binary connectives
∧ and ∨ and the constants ⊤ and ⊥, of the binary connective ∧, the infinitary
connective∨ and the constants ⊤ and ⊥, of the binary connectives ∧, ∨, ¬,
⇒ and the constants ⊤ and ⊥), and the corresponding notion of model of a
regular (resp. coherent, geometric, finitary first-order logic) theory in a regu-
lar (resp. coherent, geometric, Heyting) category is subsumed by our notion
of model in a (S,Σ)-category. In fact, if we regard a (quantifier-free) Horn
(resp. coherent, geometric, first-order) theory as a S-theory then our notion
of syntactic category yields a category which is equivalent to the cartesian
(resp. coherent, geometric, first-order) syntactic category of the theory, as
defined in chapter D1 of [12].
We note that the main technical differences between our approach and
that of [12] consist in allowing arbitrary inference rules in the definition
of a (S-)theory, and in extending the notion of structure in a category in
such a way as to allow the interpretation in categories of fragments of logic
which are weaker than Horn logic (in particular, to allow the interpretation
of propositional formulae in preorders which do not possess meets or a top
element).
8.3 Generators and relations
In this section we show that the syntactic categories of propositional S-
theories can be naturally realized as structures presented by generators and
relations (in the sense of universal algebra).
The following definition will be central for our purposes.
Definition 8.1. (a) An infinitary Horn formula over a first-order signature
Σ is a formula built from atomic formulae by only using possibly infini-
tary conjunctions (including the conjunction over the empty set, which
we identify with the truth formula ⊤);
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(b) An infinitary Horn theory over a signature Σ is an infinitary first-order
theory over Σ whose axioms are infinitary Horn sequents, that is sequents
of the form φ ⊢~x ψ where φ and ψ are infinitary Horn formulae in the
same context ~x;
(c) By infinitary Horn logic we mean the logic of infinitary Horn theories, i.e.
the fragment of infinitary first-order logic in which only the structural
rules and the rules for infinitary conjunctions are present;
(d) An ordered algebraic theory is an infinitary Horn theory over a one-sorted
signature Σ consisting of a set of (possibly infinitary) function symbols
and a binary relation symbol ≤, in which the following three Horn se-
quents, expressing the idea that ≤ is a partial order, are provable (in
Horn logic):
(⊤ ⊢x x ≤ x),
(x ≤ y ⊢x,y y ≤ x),
((x ≤ y) ∧ (y ≤ z) ⊢x,y,z x ≤ z) .
(e) Following [18], we say that an ordered algebraic theory T over a signature
Σ is small if for every cardinal number k, there is only a set of k-ary
terms over Σ up to T-provable equivalence.
Remarks 8.2. (a) We can suppose, without loss of generality, all the axioms
of an infinitary Horn theory to be of the form F1 ⊢~x F2, where F1(~x) is
a (possibly infinitary) conjunction of atomic formulae and F2(~x) is an
atomic formula;
(b) Any (possibly infinitary) algebraic theory T over a signature Σ can be
considered as an ordered algebraic theory whose axioms are of the form
⊤ ⊢~x t1 = t2 where t1 and t2 are terms over Σ, and in which the sequent
(x ≤ y ⊢x,y x = y)
is provable.
Let us now introduce the notion of model of an ordered algebraic theory
presented by generators and relations.
Let M be a model (in Set) of an ordered algebraic theory A over a
signature ΣA. Given a set A of generators, let Σ
A
A be the signature having,
in addition to the function symbols of ΣA, a constant symbol Ca for each
element a ∈ A. Note that, given a function ξ : A → M from A to (the
underlying set of) a ΣA-structure M , M can be made into a Σ
A
A-structure,
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where for any a ∈ A the interpretation of the constant symbol Ca is given
by the element ξ(a) ∈ M . Given a set R of relations, i.e. infinitary Horn
sequents of the form φ ⊢[] ψ where φ and ψ are closed infinitary Horn formulae
over the signature ΣAA , we denote by TA,R the infinitary Horn theory over ΣA
having as axioms all the axioms of A and the sequents in R. Clearly, TA,R is
an ordered algebraic theory over the signature ΣAA .
Definition 8.3. With the notation above, given a function ξ : A→ M and
a set R of (infinitary) Horn sequents of the form φ ⊢[] ψ where φ and ψ
are closed infinitary Horn formulae over the signature ΣAA , we say that M is
presented via ξ by the set of generators A subject to the relations R, briefly
that M is presented by (A,R), if M , regarded as a ΣAA -structure as specified
above, is an initial object in the category TA,R-mod(Set) of TA,R-models in
Set and homomorphisms between them.
Intuitively, a model M of A in Set is presented by the set of generators A
via ξ : A→ M subject to relations R if all the ‘relations’ in R are satisfied in
M when evaluated in M via ξ and for any function f : A→ N to a model N
of A in Set such that all the relations in R are satisfied in N when evaluated
in N via f there exists a unique A-model homomorphism g : M → N such
that g ◦ ξ = f .
The following result is a natural generalization of the classical construc-
tion of free models of algebraic theories.
Theorem 8.4. Let A be an small ordered algebraic theory, A be a set and R
be a set of relations over ΣAA (in the sense specified above).
Let M(A,R) be the set of equivalence classes [t] of closed terms t over Σ
A
A
with respect to the equivalence relation E defined by
(t1, t2) ∈ E if and only if ⊤ ⊢[] t1 = t2 is provable in TA,R .
If we define the interpretation in M(A,R) of the symbol ≤ as the relation
[t1] ≤ [t2] if and only if t1 ⊢[] t2 is provable in TA,R.
and we set the interpretation in M(A,R) of a function symbol f of arity k over
ΣA equal to the function M
n
(A,R) → M(A,R) sending any k-tuple {[ti] | i ∈ k}
in Mk(A,R) to the element [f({[ti] | i ∈ k})] ∈M(A,R), M(A,R) becomes a model
of A which is presented by the set of generators A and relations R via the
function ξ : A→M(A,R) sending any a ∈ A to ξ(a) := [Ca].
Proof First, we note that, since A is small by hypothesis, M(A,R) is actually
set, rather than a proper class.
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It is immediate to see, by using the deduction theorem in first-order
logic, that for any formula φ(~x) over ΣA and any closed terms ~t over Σ
A
A
(substitutable in place of ~x), the formula φ is valid in M(A,R) when evaluated
in ~t (regarded as a string of elements of M(A,R)) if and only if the sequent
⊤ ⊢[] φ([~t/~x]) is provable in the theory TA,R. From this it easily follows that
all the axioms of A are valid in M(A,R). Clearly, M(A,R) is a model of TA,R
in Set, and is presented by A via ξ subject to relations R, since for any
TA,R-model N , regarded a function f : A→ N to a A-model N , there exists
a unique A-model homomorphism g :M(A,R) → N such that g ◦ ξ = f . 
Let us now show how the construction of general syntactic categories
provides an alternative way for building models of small ordered algebraic
theories presented by generators and relations.
Let A be an ordered algebraic theory over a signature ΣA. For each
function symbol f over ΣA of arity k we define a corresponding connective
on formulae sf of arity k. Given a set A, we define a propositional signature
ΣA having exactly one 0-ary relation symbol Ra for each element a ∈ A. We
denote by FS,A the collection of S-formulae over ΣA, as defined in section
8.2.
We have a natural bijection between the closed terms over ΣAA and the
S-formulae over ΣA. Indeed, we can define a correspondence between them
inductively, as follows: to a constant Ca (for a ∈ A) over Σ
A
A we associate
the atomic formula Ra, and to a term of the form f(t1, . . . tn), for a function
symbol f over ΣA of arity k and a collection of terms {ti | i ∈ k} correspond-
ing to S-formulae {Fi | i ∈ k}, we associate the formula sf({Fi | i ∈ k}).
Clearly, this correspondence is a bijection; we denote by Ft the S-formula
over ΣA corresponding to a closed term t over Σ
A
A .
Let us build a S-theory SA,R over ΣA, as follows.
• First, we put as axioms of SA,R the usual structural rules (as described
in section D1.3 [12]).
• Second, to each axiom φ ⊢~x ψ of the theory A, where φ is either ⊤ or
a conjunction of atomic formulae over ΣA and ψ is an atomic formula
(cf. Remark 2.6(b)), we associate a scheme of inference rules of SA,R,
each obtained by substituting arbitrary formulae ~F in FS in place of
the variables ~x in the following way. To each atomic formula χ over ΣA
we associate a sequent Γχ involving S-formulae over ΣA, obtained by
putting the formulae ~F in place of the variables of the terms occurring
in the atomic formulae, replacing the function symbols f over ΣA with
the corresponding connectives sf in S and replacing the relation ≤
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(resp. the equality =) between terms with the implication ⊢ (resp. the
biimplication ⊣⊢) (in case χ is ⊤ then we define Γχ to be a tautological
sequent, as for example provided by the structural rules); we then define
the inference rule corresponding to an axiom φ ⊢~x ψ of A to be the rule
having as premises all the sequents of the form Γχ where χ ranges
among the atomic subformulae of φ, and as conclusion the sequent Γψ.
So, for example, the sequent
((x · (y + z) ≤ (x · y) + (x · z) ∧ (x = y)) ⊢x,y,z x = y · z)
in the signature of rings corresponds to the inference rule whose premis-
es are the sequents
(s·(F1, s+(F2, F3)) ⊢ s+(s·(F1, F2), s·(F1, F2)))
and
(F1 ⊣⊢ F2)
and whose conclusion is the sequent
(F1 ⊣⊢ s·(F2, F3)) .
• Third, to each of the (possibly infinitary) Horn sequents over the signa-
ture ΣAA corresponding to the relations in R, we associate an inference
rule obtained by the method of the last paragraph, the only differ-
ence being that the constants Ca (rather than the variables) arising in
the terms are replaced by the corresponding S-formulae Ra (for each
a ∈ A).
• Finally, we add inference rules asserting the invariance under provable
equivalence of the connectives; that is, for each connective s ∈ S of arity
k, we add an inference rule scheme which enables to derive the bisequent
(sf ({Fi | i ∈ k}) ⊣⊢ sf({F ′i | i ∈ k})) from the set of bisequents (Fi ⊣⊢
F ′i ) (for any S-formulae Fi and F
′
i (for i ∈ k) over ΣA).
This completes the description of the S-theory SA,R.
Let us now show that the (underlying poset of the) syntactic category
C(S,ΣA)SA,R of the S-theory SA,R is a model of the theory TA,R presented by
(A,R).
First, we note that, since our theory S is small by hypothesis, the under-
lying preorder of the category C(S,ΣA)SA,R is actually a set.
Next, we observe that CSA,R can be made into a TA,R-model structure, by
defining the interpretation of any generator a ∈ A to be the SA,R-provable
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equivalence class [Ra] of the atomic formula Ra. One can easily verify by
induction on the structure of S-formulae over ΣA that for any term t over
ΣA, the interpretation of t in C
(S,ΣA)
SA,R
is equal to [Ft]; from this it easily follows,
by definition of the theory SA,R, that all the axioms of TA,R are satisfied in
CSA,R .
To prove that, with the structure just defined, C(S,ΣA)SA,R is actually an ini-
tial object of TA,R-mod(Set), we appeal to the universal property of the
syntactic category C(S,ΣA)SA,R (cf. section 8.2): for any (S,ΣA)-category D, the
category SA,R-modS(D) of S-models of SA,R in D is equivalent to the cate-
gory (S,ΣA)-Fun(CSA,R ,D) of (S,ΣA)-preserving functors from C
(S,ΣA)
SA,R
to D,
via the equivalence sending a functor F : CSA,R → D to the model of SA,R
in D in which a generator a ∈ A is interpreted as the image F ([Ra]) of the
SA,R-provable Ra of the atomic formula Ra.
Let us apply this property to poset categories D. Note that in this case,
all of our categories being posets, the equivalence
SA,R-modS(D) ≃ (S,ΣA)-Fun(C
(S,ΣA)
SA,R
,D)
is in fact an isomorphism of categories (equivalently, of posets).
Given a TA,R-model N in Set, we can regard N as a poset (S,ΣA)-
category DN (in which the connectives in S are interpreted precisely as
the operations on N which interpret the function symbols over ΣA) con-
taining a SA,R-model, obtained by interpreting any 0-ary relation symbol
Ra (for a ∈ A) as the element of N which interprets the constant Ca over
ΣAA in N regarded as a TA,R-model. Now, the TA,R-model homomorphisms
CSA,R → N can be identified exactly with the (S,ΣA)-preserving functors
CSA,R → DN which send any [Ra] (for a ∈ A) to the interpretation of Ca in
N (regarded as a TA,R-model); but these correspond, via the isomorphism
(S,ΣA)-Fun(C
(S,ΣA)
SA,R
,D) ∼= T-modS(D), precisely to the SA,R-models in DN
in which the interpretation of the formula Ra (for any a ∈ A) is equal to
the interpretation of Ca in N , and there is obviously just one such model,
namely N . This proves our claim.
Summarizing, we have obtained the following result.
Theorem 8.5. Let A be an small ordered algebraic theory and (A,R) a set
of generators and relations for it. With the above notation, the poset CSA,R
is ‘the’ A-model presented by the set of generators A and relations R via the
function ξ : A → CSA,R sending any a ∈ A to the SA,R-provable equivalence
class [Ra] of the formula Ra.
In particular, models of small ordered algebraic theories presented by ar-
bitrary generators and relations always exist.
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In fact, in light of the identification between the closed terms over ΣAA
and the S-formulae over ΣA observed above, the construction given by this
theorem is isomorphic to that of Theorem 8.4.
From the proof given above it is clear that the poset CSA,R does not only
satisfy the universal property of the A-model presented by (A,R) with respect
to the A-models, but also with respect to every structure N over the signature
of A equipped with interpretations of the constant symbols Ca (for a ∈ A)
in such a way that the substructure of N generated by these interpretations
is a model of A.
We have used the syntactic categories of propositional S-theories to build
models presented by generators and relations of (small) ordered algebraic
theories; the question thus naturally arises whether every such syntactic cat-
egory is of this form, that is if it can be regarded, in a natural way, as a
model of an ordered algebraic theory presented by generators and relations.
The answer to this question is positive. Given a propositional S-theory T, we
take one function symbol of arity k for each connective in S of arity k; this,
together with the binary relation symbol ≤, defines a signature Σ. Take H
to be the theory over Σ having as axioms the infinitary Horn sequents over Σ
whose associated inference rule schemes (via the method above) are provably
valid in T. Define A to be equal to the set of 0-ary relation symbols of the
signature of S, and the set R of relations involving elements in A as the set
of Horn sequents over ΣAA whose associated inference rule scheme (via the
method above) is provably valid in T. It is then clear that the S-syntactic
category of T is precisely ‘the’ H-model presented by the set of generators A
subject to relations R.
8.4 Classical examples
• Meet-semilattices
The concept of meet-semilattice can be formalized as a small ordered
algebraic theory, as follows. Take ΣA to be the signature consisting of
a binary relation symbol ≤, one constant 1 and one binary function
symbol ∧. Consider the following Horn axioms over Σ:
(⊤ ⊢x (x ≤ 1)),
(x ≤ (y ∧ z) ⊣⊢x,y,z (x ≤ y) ∧ (x ≤ z)) .
Clearly, the Horn theory A over ΣA obtained by adding to these axioms
the sequents which express the fact that ≤ is a partial order has the
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property that its models in Set and homomorphisms between them
can be identified with the meet-semilattices and meet-semilattice ho-
momorphisms between them.
It is immediate to see that, for any choice of generators and relations
(A,R) for A such that the relations in R are all of the form ⊤ ⊢ t1T t2
where t1 and t2 are closed terms over Σ
A
A and T is either the relation ≤
or the equality relation =, the S-theory L associated to the theory A
via the method of the last section is precisely the Horn propositional
theory M over the signature Γ consisting of one 0-ary relation symbol
for each of the elements of A (note that we do not have to add the
constant ⊤ since it is already present in Horn logic), with axioms (in
addition to those of Horn logic):
(Ft1 ⊢[] Ft2)
(respectively,
(Ft1 ⊣⊢[] Ft2))
for each relation in R of the form ⊤ ⊢ t1 ≤ t2 (resp. of the form
⊤ ⊢ t1 = t2), where t1 and t2 are closed terms over ΣAA and Ft1 and Ft2
are the atomic formulae over Γ corresponding to them via the method
of section 8.3. In particular, the syntactic category of the S-theory L
is equivalent to the cartesian syntactic category of the cartesian theory
M (as defined in section D1 of [12]).
• Distributive lattices
The concept of distributive lattice can also be formalized as a small
ordered algebraic theory, as follows. Let ΣA be the signature consist-
ing of a binary relation symbol ≤, two constants 0, 1 and two binary
function symbols ∧,∨. Consider the following Horn axioms over ΣA:
(⊤ ⊢x (x ≤ 1)),
(⊤ ⊢x (0 ≤ x)),
(x ≤ (y ∧ z) ⊣⊢x,y,z (x ≤ y) ∧ (x ≤ z)),
((x ∨ y) ≤ z ⊣⊢x,y,z (x ≤ z) ∧ (y ≤ z)),
(⊤ ⊢x,y,z (x ∧ (y ∨ z) = (x ∧ y) ∧ (x ∧ z))) .
These axioms, in addition to the sequents which express the fact that
≤ is a partial order, define a small ordered algebraic theory A whose
models in Set and homomorphisms between them can be identified
with the distributive lattices and homomorphisms between them.
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As with meet-semilattices, it is immediate to see that, for any choice
of generators and relations (A,R) for A such that the relations in R
are all of the form ⊤ ⊢ t1T t2 where t1 and t2 are closed terms over Σ
A
A
and T is either the relation ≤ or the equality relation =, the S-theory
L associated to the theory A via the method of the last section can be
identified with the coherent propositional theory M over the signature
Γ consisting of one 0-ary relation symbol for each of the elements of A
(note that we do not have to add the constants ⊤ and ⊥ since they
are already present in coherent logic), having as axioms (in addition to
those of coherent logic) are the following the sequents of the form
(Ft1 ⊢[] Ft2)
(respectively,
(Ft1 ⊣⊢[] Ft2))
for each relation in R of the form ⊤ ⊢ t1 ≤ t2 (resp. of the form
⊤ ⊢ t1 = t2), where t1 and t2 are closed terms over ΣAA and Ft1 and Ft2
are the atomic formulae over Γ corresponding to them via the method
of section 8.3. In particular, the syntactic category of the S-theory L
is equivalent to the coherent syntactic category of the coherent theory
M.
• Frames
The notion of frame is the infinitary analogue of that of distributive
lattice. Since our definition of ordered algebraic theory allows infinitary
function symbols and infinitary conjunctions of atomic formulae, the
arguments given above for distributive lattices straightforwardly extend
to frames. Specifically, the small ordered algebraic theory formalizing
the concept of frame is obtained by taking a signature ΣA consisting
of a binary relation symbol ≤, two constants 0, 1, one binary function
symbol ∧ and an infinitary function symbol D. Consider the following
Horn axioms over Σ:
(⊤ ⊢x (x ≤ 1)),
(⊤ ⊢x (0 ≤ x)),
(x ≤ (y ∧ z) ⊣⊢x,y,z (x ≤ y) ∧ (x ≤ z)),
(D(xi | i ∈ I) ≤ z ⊣⊢xi,z∧
i∈I
(xi ≤ z)),
(⊤ ⊢xi,y (D(xi | i ∈ I) ∧ y = D(xi ∧ y | i ∈ I)) .
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These axioms, in addition to the sequents which express the fact that
≤ is a partial order, define a small ordered algebraic theory A whose
models in Set and homomorphisms between them can be identified
with the frames and frame homomorphisms between them.
As in the case of distributive lattices, for any choice of generators and
relations (A,R) for A such that the relations in R are all of the form
⊤ ⊢ t1T t2 where t1 and t2 are closed terms over ΣAA and T is either
the relation ≤ or the equality relation =, the S-theory L associated
to the theory T via the method of section 8.3 can be identified with
the geometric propositional theory M over the signature Γ consisting
of one 0-ary relation symbol for each of the elements of A, and whose
axioms (in addition to those of geometric logic) are the following:
(Ft1 ⊢[] Ft2)
(respectively,
(Ft1 ⊣⊢[] Ft2)
for each relation in R of the form ⊤ ⊢ t1 ≤ t2 (resp. of the form
⊤ ⊢ t1 = t2), where t1 and t2 are closed terms over ΣAA and Ft1 and Ft2
are the atomic formulae over Γ corresponding to them via the method
of section 8.3.
8.5 Structures presented by generators and relations
We have seen that models of small ordered algebraic theories presented by
generators and relations can always be constructed as preordered syntactic
categories of generalized propositional theories.
A problem which frequently arises in practice is that of finding concrete
descriptions for poset structures presented by generators and relations. The
techniques elaborated in this paper, combined with the philosophy ‘toposes
as bridges’ of [6], provide flexible and effective tools for addressing this kind
of problems. The key idea is to equip such a poset structure P with a
Grothendieck topology J such that P can be recovered (up to isomorphism)
from the topos Sh(P, J) by means of a topos-theoretic invariant U which has
a ‘natural behaviour’ with respect to sites (as we did for example in section
3.3); indeed, under these hypotheses, any other site of definition (C, K) of
the topos Sh(P, J) leads to a different representation for P as the poset
of subterminals in the topos Sh(C, K) which satisfy the invariant U . For
example, given a commutative ring with unit (A,+, ·, 0A, 1A), the distributive
lattice generated by symbols D(a), a ∈ A, subject to the relations D(1A) =
1L(A), D(a ·b) = D(a)∧D(b), D(0A) = 0L(A), and D(a+b) ≤ D(a)∨D(b) can
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be characterized (up to isomorphism) as the lattice of compact elements of
the frame of open sets of the prime spectrum of A endowed with the Zariski
topology (cf. section 8.7 below).
The notion of subterminal topology can be profitably used to give ‘topo-
logical descriptions’ of poset structures P (that is, descriptions in terms of
frames of open sets of topological spaces) whenever the corresponding toposes
Sh(P, J) have enough points. Indeed, if U is a topos-theoretic invariant of
families of subterminals in a topos which is (P, J)-adequate (in the sense
of Definition 3.8), so that P can be recovered from Sh(P, J) as the poset
of U -compact subterminals of Sh(P, J) then, provided that Sh(P, J) has
enough points, C is isomorphic (as a poset) to the poset of U -compact open
sets of any topological space obtained by endowing a separating set of points
of Sh(P, J) with the subterminal topology (cf. section 2).
For example, the free frame F (A) on a set A can be described (up to
isomorphism) as the frame of open sets of the topological space obtained by
endowing the powerset of A with the elemental topology (cf. section 8.1).
Similarly, the free meet-semilattice M(A) on a set A can be regarded as
the cartesian syntactic category of the empty propositional theory TA over
the signature having exactly one 0-ary relation symbol for each element a
of A, and hence it can be described, by Corollary 3.18(iii), as the poset of
supercompact open sets of the topological space obtained by equipping the
powerset of A with the elemental topology (cf. section 8.1).
In connection with the method described above, it is worth to remark
that the theory of classifying toposes can be profitably exploited to obtain
different representations for a given topos, regarded as a classifying topos of a
geometric theory. For example, by regarding the theory TA defined above as a
cartesian theory, we immediately obtain a description of its classifying topos
as the presheaf topos [f.p.TA-mod(Set),Set], where f.p.TA-mod(Set) is the
category of (representatives of isomorphism classes of) finitely presentable
models of TA in Set, from which it follows that the free meet-semilattice
M(A) on a set A is isomorphic to the opposite of the poset f.p.TA-mod(Set);
this poset can be clearly identified with the poset Pfin(A) of finite subsets
of A (with the subset-inclusion ordering), and from this description we can
recover the well-known characterization of M(A) as Pfin(A)op. Similarly,
one can recover the classical description of the free frame F (A) on a set A by
regarding F (A) as the geometric syntactic category of the theory TA; indeed,
the latter can be identified with the frame of subterminals of the classifying
topos Set[TA] ≃ [Pfin(A),Set] of TA, from which it follows that the free
frame on a set A is (isomorphic to) the frame of upper sets on Pfin(A).
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8.6 The free frame on a complete join-semilattice
A particularly significant application of the general method introduced in the
last section for explicitly describing structures presented by generators and
relations is the solution to the problem of describing the free frame L(A) on
a complete join-semilattice A.
If we denote by∨
i∈I
ai the join of a family of elements {ai | i ∈ I} in a
complete join-semilattice A then, by the results of sections 8.3 and 8.4, L(A)
can be identified with the geometric syntactic category CLA of the geometric
theory LA defined as follows: the signature ΣA of LA consists of one 0-ary
relation symbol Fa for each element a ∈ A, and the axioms of LA are, besides
those of geometric logic, all the sequents over ΣA of the form
∨
i∈I
Fai ⊣⊢ Fa
for any family of elements {ai | i ∈ I} in A such that a =∨
i∈I
ai in A.
Now, the classifying topos of LA can be realized as a subtopos
Sh(f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op, J)
of the classifying topos of the (cartesian) empty theory TA over ΣA, which,
as we have seen above, is the presheaf topos
[CopTA ,Set] ≃ [f.p.TA-mod(Set),Set] ≃ [Pfin(A),Set],
where CTA is the cartesian syntactic category of TA.
The Grothendieck topology J on f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op ≃ CTA is defined
as follows: denoted by [Fa] the object in CTA corresponding to the atomic
formula Fa (for an element a ∈ A), J is generated by the families of sieves
which contain sinks of the form
{[Fai ∧ Fa] ≤ [Fa] | i ∈ I}
for some family of elements {ai | i ∈ I} in A such that a =∨
i∈I
ai in A.
Under the equivalence CTA ≃ f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op, the closure under pull-
backs of this family of sieves corresponds to the coverage K on the cate-
gory f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op ≃ Pfin(A)op described as follows: the K-covering
cosieves on Pfin(A) are those generated by families of the form
{U ∪ {ai} ⊇ U | i ∈ I}
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for any finite subset U of A and any family {ai | i ∈ I} of elements of A such
that∨
i∈I
ai ∈ U .
Now, the geometric syntactic category CLA of the theory LA is isomorphic,
as a poset, to the frame of subterminals of the classifying topos Set[LA] of
LA and hence, from the representation
Set[LA] ≃ Sh(f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op, J)
it follows that CLA is isomorphic to the frame IdJ(f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op) of
J-ideals on f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op. Note that this argument represents an ap-
plication of the philosophy ‘toposes as bridges’ of [6].
Since J is generated by the coverage K then the J-ideals on the category
f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op coincide exactly with the K-ideals on f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op.
This can be proved directly (by showing that, for any K-ideal I the collection
of all the sieves S on C such that the implication ‘(dom(f) ∈ I for all f ∈ S)
entails cod(f) ∈ I’ holds defines a Grothendieck topology which contains
K) or, more conceptually, can be deduced as a consequence of the general
well-known fact (cf. Proposition C2.1.9 [12]) that if J is the Grothendieck
topology generated by a coverage K on a small category C (i.e., the smallest
Grothendieck topology J on C such that every K-covering family generates
a J-covering sieve) then the toposes Sh(C, J) and Sh(C, K) are equal, by
observing that for any site (E ,W ), the W -ideals on E can be (canonically)
identified with the subterminals of the topos Sh(E ,W ).
The K-ideals on f.p.TA-mod(Set)
op ≃ Pfin(A)op can be identified pre-
cisely with the upward closed subsets I of Pfin(A) such that for every
U ∈ Pfin(A) and every family of elements {ai | i ∈ I} of A such that
∨
i∈I
ai ∈ U , if U ∪ {ai} ∈ I for all i ∈ I then U ∈ I. We thus conclude
that L(A) is given by the collection of all such subsets, endowed with the
natural subset-inclusion ordering. The universal complete join-semilattice
homomorphism ηA : A → L(A) is the map sending an element a ∈ A to
the J-closure of the set Ia of all the finite subsets of A which contain the
element a. We can easily see that Ia is J-closed (equivalently, K-closed);
indeed, given U ∈ Pfin(A) and any family of elements {ai | i ∈ I} of A such
that∨
i∈I
ai ∈ U , a ∈ U ∪ {ai} for all i ∈ I implies a ∈ U . The universal map
ηA : A→ L(A) thus sends any element a ∈ A to the set Ia, and is therefore
injective; this solves an open problem of Resende and Vickers (cf. the re-
marks preceding Proposition 3.7 [19]). Summarizing, we have the following
result.
Theorem 8.6. The free frame on a complete join semilattice A is (up to iso-
morphism) the set L(A) of upward closed (with respect to the subset-inclusion
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ordering on Pfin(A)) subsets I of Pfin(A) with the property that for every
U ∈ Pfin(A) and every family of elements {ai | i ∈ I} of A such that
∨
i∈I
ai ∈ U , if U ∪ {ai} ∈ I for all i ∈ I then U ∈ I, endowed with the
subset-inclusion ordering, while the universal complete join-semilattice ho-
momorphism ηA : A → L(A) is the map sending any element a ∈ A to the
set Ia ∈ L(A) of all the finite subsets of A which contain the element a.

We can describe the frame operations on L(A) explicitly as follows: given
any I1, I2 ∈ L(A), the meet I1 ∧ I2 in L(A) is simply the set-theoretic in-
tersection I1 ∩ I2, while the join∨
j∈J
Ij in L(A) of a family {Ij | j ∈ J} of
elements Ij ∈ L(A) is equal to the J-closure of the set-theoretic union∪
j∈J
Ij,
i.e. to the collection of all the finite subsets U of A with the property that
there exists a family {ah | h ∈ H} of elements of A such that∨
h∈H
ah ∈ U and
for every h ∈ H , U ∪ {ah} ∈ Ij for some j ∈ J .
Given a frame L, and a homomorphism f : A → L of complete join-
semilattices, the unique frame homomorphism g : L(A) → L such that g ◦
ηA = f is defined by the formula:
g(I) =∨
U∈I
(∧
a∈U
f(a)),
for any I ∈ L(A).
Now that we have obtained a solution to our problem, it is natural to
look for an elementary proof of the result which does not involve topos-
theoretic concepts. Such a proof clearly exists, but we do not bother to
write it down because, although being elementary, it involves a good amount
of tedious and intricate verifications; on the other hand, we are confident
that the interested reader will have no trouble in carrying out the necessary
calculations by himself or herself. Rather, we emphasize that this is just
an example of what can be achieved by using our methods; many similar
problems can be solved by applying the same techniques, and the reader is
invited to try them out in the context of his or her questions of interest.
Remark 8.7. Let CJSLat denote the category having as objects the com-
plete join-semilattices and as arrows the maps between them which preserve
arbitrary joins, and let Frm be the category of frames. The map from com-
plete join-semilattices to frames which sends a complete join-semilattice A
to the complete frame L(A) on it can be made into a functor L : CJSLat→
Frm which is left adjoint to the inclusion functor Frm →֒ CJSLat. It is
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easy to see that the functor L sends a complete join-semilattice A to the
frame L(A) and an arrow f : A → B in CJSLat to the unique frame ho-
momorphism L(f) : L(A) → L(B) such that ξ ◦ ηA = ηB ◦ f ; concretely,
L(f) sends a subset I in Pfin(A) to the smallest upward closed subsets J of
Pfin(B) (with respect to the subset-inclusion ordering on Pfin(B)) which
contains f(I) and has the property that for every U ∈ Pfin(B) and every
family of elements {bi | i ∈ I} of B such that∨
i∈I
bi ∈ U , if U ∪ {bi} ∈ J for
all i ∈ I then U ∈ J .
We conclude this section by presenting a couple of other examples. First,
we note that the finitary analogue of the construction (that is, the version of
the construction obtained by requiring all the sets I to be finite) provides a
way for building the free frame F (A) on a join-semilattice A. Note that the
free distributive lattice on a join-semilattice A can be characterized as the
lattice of compact elements of F (A) (cf. Corollary 3.18(i)).
The free frame F (A) on a join-semilattice (A,∨) can also be described
in topological terms by using the method of section 8.5. Specifically, we get
that F (A) is isomorphic to the frame of open sets of the space obtained by
endowing the collection of all the subsets U of A such that 0 /∈ U and for
any pair of elements a, b ∈ A, a ∨ b ∈ U if and only if a ∈ U or b ∈ U with
the elemental topology. Note that this topological space is homeomorphic to
the space obtained by endowing the set of subsets V of A such that 0 ∈ V
and for any pair of elements a, b ∈ A, a ∨ b ∈ V if and only if a /∈ V and
b /∈ V with the topology of which the sets of the form Da := {V | a /∈ A}
for a ∈ A form a basis (notice the similarity between this topology and the
Zariski topology, cf. section 8.7 below).
8.7 The Zariski topology
In section V.III of [13], two different ways of building the Zariski spectrum of a
commutative ring with unit are presented. In this section, we provide a topos-
theoretic interpretation of these two constructions as a Morita-equivalence,
in the form of two different sites of definition for the same topos. This
is particularly relevant in relation to the philosophy ‘toposes as bridges’ of
[6]; in fact, as we shall see below, one can effectively transfer information
between the different sites of definition of the topos through topos-theoretic
invariants, according to the indications given in [6].
Let us begin by discussing the constructions given in [13].
Let A be an arbitrary commutative ring with unit. Let S(A) be the
quotient of the multiplicative monoid of A by the smallest monoid congruence
≃ which identifies a with a2 for each a ∈ A; we denote by πS : A→ S(A) the
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canonical quotient map. Note that S(A) is a commutative monoid in which
every element is idempotent. For any monoid M in which every element is
idempotent, we can define a partial order relation ≤M on M as follows: for
any a, b ∈ M , a ≤M b if and only if a · b = a; in fact, for any a, b ∈ M ,
a · b is the greatest lower bound of a and b with respect to ≤M , and hence
(M,≤M ) is a meet-semilattice. So S(A) is a meet-semilattice and hence,
regarded as a category, it is a cartesian category. We can define a coverage C
on S(A) as follows: ∅ ∈ C(πS(0A)), and the C-covering sieves on an object
x ∈ S(A) are those which contain finite families of the form πS(ai)→ πS(a)
for i = 1, . . . , n, where πS(ai) ≤SA πS(a) and πS(a1 + · · ·+ an) = πS(a) = x.
The Zariski spectrum ZA of the ring A is defined in [13] as the space of
points of the locale IdC(S(A)) of C-ideals in S(A).
The second approach to the construction of ZA defines ZA as the prime
spectrum (in the sense of section II3.4 [13]) of the distributive lattice L(A)
generated by symbols D(a), a ∈ A, subject to the relations D(1A) = 1L(A),
D(a · b) = D(a) ∧D(b), D(0A) = 0L(A), and D(a+ b) ≤ D(a) ∨D(b).
By the results of section 8.4, L(A) can be seen as the coherent syntactic
category of the coherent propositional theory over the signature having a
propositional symbol P (a) for each element a ∈ A, whose axioms are the
following:
(⊤ ⊢ P1A);
(P0A ⊢ ⊥);
(Pa·b ⊣⊢ Pa ∧ Pb)
for any a, b in A;
(Pa+b ⊢ Pa ∨ Pb)
for any a, b ∈ A.
The prime spectrum of L(A) can thus be identified with the space of
points of the locale IdJ(L(A)), where J is the coherent topology on L(A).
To prove that this second definition of the Zariski spectrum of A coin-
cides with the first one, one observes that the universal map πL : A→ L(A)
factors through the quotient map πS : A→ S(A), and the resulting factoriza-
tion is universal among the meet-semilattice homomorphisms from S(A) to
distributive lattices which carry the covering families in C to joinly covering
families. Indeed, this implies, by Theorem 6.2, that the frames IdC(S(A))
and IdJ(L(A)) are isomorphic. Note that, by the results of sections 8.3 and
8.4, these two isomorphic frames can also be identified with the frame F
generated by symbols F (a), a ∈ A, subject to the relations F (1A) = 1F ,
F (a · b) = F (a) ∧ F (b), F (0A) = 0F , and F (a+ b) ≤ F (a) ∨ F (b).
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Now, since the locales IdC(S(A)) and IdJ(L(A)) are isomorphic, Theorem
3.1 yields an equivalence of toposes
Sh(S(A), C) ≃ Sh(L(A), J)
The fact that the two definitions of the Zariski spectrum ZA given above
coincide then follows at once from the fact that the subterminal topology is
a topos-theoretic invariant and that on a localic topos Sh(L) equipped with
the collection of all its points it yields the space of points of L (cf. Example
2.9(e) above).
To give an explicit description of ZA as a topological space, we can use
either of the two topos-theoretic representations. For example, using the
representation Sh(S(A), C), we see that the points of ZA ∼= XτSh(S(A),C) are
precisely the points of the topos Sh(S(A), C). These correspond bijectively,
by definition of S(A), to the functions f : A → {0, 1} such that they factor
through πS : A → S(A) and this factorization is a meet-semilattice homo-
morphism S(A) → {0, 1} which sends every C-covering sieve to a covering
family in {0, 1}. Identifying such functions f with the subsets f−1(1) of A,
we see that the these functions correspond bijectively to the subsets S ⊆ A
with the property that 1 ∈ S, 0A /∈ S, a ·b ∈ S if and only if a ∈ S and b ∈ S,
and a + b ∈ S implies that a ∈ S or b ∈ S. These subsets are called in [13]
the prime filters on A, and we denote their collection by FA. On the other
hand, identifying the functions f above with the (complementary) subsets
f−1(0) of A, we get a bijection between the set of such functions f and the
set Spec(A) of prime ideals of A.
By Proposition 2.7, the subterminal topology on the set FA ∼= XτSh(S(A),C)
has as a sub-basis of open sets the collection of sets of the form
Fa = {S ∈ FA | a ∈ S},
where a varies among the elements of A.
Now, under the bijection FA ∼= Spec(A) sending each subset to its comple-
ment in A, this topology on FA corresponds precisely to the Zariski topology
on Spec(A), that is to the topology whose closed sets are those of the form
PI = {P ∈ Spec(A) | P ⊇ I},
where I varies among the ideals of A. Indeed, Spec(A) \ PI = ∪
a∈I
{P ∈
Spec(A) | a ∈ A \ P}.
Note that, the ideals in Spec(A) being prime, the open subsets of Spec(A)
corresponding to the sub-basic open sets Fa of FA form actually a basis of
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Spec(A) (since for any a, b ∈ A, {P ∈ Spec(A) | a /∈ P}∩{P ∈ Spec(A) | b /∈
P} = {P ∈ Spec(A) | a · b /∈ P}).
So the topological space obtained by equipping the set Spec(A) with the
Zariski topology is homeomorphic to the space ZA ≃ XτSh(S(A),C), equivalently
to the topological space XτSh(L(A),J). Note that from this latter characteriza-
tion it immediately follows that ZA is a spectral space.
We conclude this section by showing that the technical lemma V3.2 [13]
used to establish the bijection between the ideals of the distributive lattice
L(A) and the radical ideals of A admits an alternative (and possibly more
transparent) proof obtained by translating the thesis, naturally formulated
in terms of the site (L(A), J), into a property of the site (S(A), C). This
is done by transferring an appropriate topos-theoretic invariant across the
Morita-equivalence
Sh(S(A), C) ≃ Sh(L(A), J),
according to the philosophy ‘toposes as bridges’ of [6].
To this end, we need the following result.
Lemma 8.8. Let F : (C, J)→ (D, K) be a morphism of sites. Then we have
a commutative diagram (in the 2-category of toposes)
[Dop,Set]
f ′ // [Cop,Set]
Sh(D, K)
iK
OO
f // Sh(C, J),
iJ
OO
where iJ and iK are the canonical geometric inclusions, f is the geometric
morphism induced by F as in in Corollary C2.3.4 [12], and f ′ is the geometric
morphism induced by the functor F : C → D as in A4.1.10 [12].
Proof This follows immediately from the proof of Corollary C2.3.4 [12],
observing that the direct image functor of f is the restriction of the direct
image functor of f ′. Indeed, by the uniqueness (up to isomorphism) of ad-
joints, in order to prove that two geometric morphisms are isomorphic, it
suffices to establish an isomorphism between their direct image functors. 
Given a commutative ring with unit A, let us denote by ξ : S(A)→ L(A)
the factorization of πL : A → L(A) through πS : A → S(A). Clearly, ξ is
a morphism of sites (S(A), C) → (L(A), J) and hence it induces a geomet-
ric morphism f : Sh(S(A), C) → Sh(L(A), J). It is immediate to verify
that this geometric morphism is precisely the equivalence Sh(S(A), C) ≃
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Sh(L(A), J) induced by Theorem 3.1 as indicated above. So, by Lemma 8.8,
we have a commutative diagram
[L(A)op,Set]
f ′ // [S(A)op,Set]
Sh(L(A), J)
iJ
OO
f // Sh(S(A), C),
iS
OO
where iS and iJ are the canonical inclusions and f
′ is the geometric morphism
induced by ξ : S(A)→ L(A) as in A4.1.10 [12].
Now, the statement of Lemma V3.2 [13] reads as follows:
Let a, b1, . . . , br be elements of a commutative ring A with unit. Then
D(a) ≤ D(b1) ∨ · · · ∨ D(br) in L(A) if and only if there exists an integer
n ≥ 1 and elements b1, . . . , br such that an = b1 · c1 + · · ·+ br · cr.
To prove the lemma, we can clearly suppose, without loss of generality,
that bi is a multiple of a in A (i.e., bi = a · b′i for some b
′
i ∈ A) for all
i = 1, . . . , r; this condition ensures that for all i, πS(bi) ≤ πS(a) and πL(bi) ≤
πL(a).
Consider the sieve SB in S(A) on πS(a) generated by the family
{πS(bi)→ πS(a) | i = 1, . . . , r}
in S(A).
Clearly, ξ sends this family of arrows to the family {πL(bi)→ πL(a) | i =
1, . . . , r} in L(A); we denote by LB the sieve in L(A) on πL(a) generated by
this family. So, if YS : S(A) → [S(A)op,Set] and YL : L(A) → [L(A)op,Set]
are the Yoneda embeddings, the inverse image functor of f ′ sends the mono-
morphism BS ֌ YS(πS(a)) in [S(A)
op,Set] corresponding to the sieve SB
to the monomorphism BL ֌ YL(πL(a)) in [L(A)
op,Set] corresponding to
the sieve LB. Now, by the commutativity of the square above and the fact
that f is an equivalence, the associated sheaf functor aS : [S(A)
op,Set] →
Sh(S(A), C) sends BS to an isomorphism (equivalently, SB is C-covering,
where C is the Grothendieck topology on S(A) generated by C) if and only
if the associated sheaf functor aL : [L(A)
op,Set]→ Sh(L(A), J) sends BL to
an isomorphism (equivalently, LB is J-covering). We thus deduce that SB is
C-covering if and only if LB is J-covering.
Now, the hypothesis ‘D(a) ≤ D(b1)∨· · ·∨D(br) in L(A)’ in the statement
of the lemma is equivalent to the statement that LB is J-covering. From this,
our argument enables us to conclude that SB is C-covering. We now show
that this condition implies the second condition of the lemma. To this end,
we give an explicit description of the monoid congruence ≃ involved in the
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definition of S(A). It is easy to see that ≃ is the transitive closure of the
binary relation R on A defined by saying that for any a, b ∈ A, aRb if and
only if there exist c, d ∈ A and non-zero integers n,m ≥ 1 such that a = cn ·d
and b = cm · d. From this it easily follows that if a ≃ b then there exists a
positive integer k ≥ 1 such that b = ak · e for some element e of A; below,
we will refer to this condition on a and b as to (∗). This remark allows us to
achieve an explicit description of the Grothendieck topology C on S(A).
Lemma 8.9. Let A be a commutative ring with unit. With the above no-
tation, for any sieve S in S(A) on an element x ∈ S(A), S ∈ C(x) if and
only if S contains a finite family of arrows in S(A) of the form {πS(ai) →
πS(a) | i = 1, . . . , n}, where πS(ai) ≤SA πS(a) and a
k = a1 · b1 + · · ·+ an · bn
for some positive integer k ≥ 1 and elements b1, . . . , bn in A.
Proof The ‘if’ direction is clear from the definition of the coverage C;
indeed, if ak = a1 · b1 + · · ·+ an · bn with πS(ai) ≤SA πS(a) then the family of
arrows {πS(ai · bi)→ πS(a) | i = 1, . . . , n} is C-covering and hence the sieve
generated by the family {πS(ai)→ πS(a) | i = 1, . . . , n} is C-covering, since
it contains a C-covering family.
The ‘only if’ direction can be deduced as a consequence of the following
two facts:
(i) Every C-covering sieve satisfies the condition in the statement of the
lemma;
(ii) The collection of the sieves on S(A) which satisfy the condition in the
statement of the lemma forms a Grothendieck topology;
Fact (i) follows easily from the definition of the coverage C and the explicit
description of the monoid congruence ≃ obtained above, while Fact (ii) is
immediately verified. 
Coming back to our original problem, the ‘if’ direction of Lemma V3.2 [13]
is trivial, so we only care to prove the ‘only if’ one. If SB is C-covering then,
by Lemma 8.9, SB contains a finite family of arrows of the form {πS(ai) →
πS(a) | i = 1, . . . , n}, where πS(ai) ≤SA πS(a) and a
k = a1 ·c1+· · ·+an ·cn for
some positive integer k ≥ 1 and elements c1, . . . , cn in A. Now, by definition
of SB, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} there exists ji ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that πS(ai) ≤
πS(bji), equivalently ai · bji ≃ ai. From this we deduce, by invoking the
characterization of the congruence ≃ on A obtained above, that for any
sufficiently large natural number ki, a
ki
i is a multiple of bji in A, which in
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turn implies that for a sufficiently large natural number k, ak is a sum of
multiples of the bi. This completes our proof of Lemma V3.2 [13].
It is natural to wonder whether there is a natural way to generalize the
Zariski topology on the collection of prime ideals of a ring to the collection of
all the proper ideals of the ring, or to some other more general class of subsets
of the ring. Thanks to the techniques developed in the paper, we are able to
give a positive answer to this question. We can use propositional geometric
theories to describe subsets of a ring with particular properties, such as the
class of ideals of the ring; the subterminal topology then provides a way of
endowing the collection of models of such a theory with a topology such that
the topos of sheaves on the resulting topological space is equivalent to the
classifying topos of the propositional theory; also, as we have seen above,
the results of section 8.3 enable us to achieve, in many cases of interest, an
explicit semantic description of such classifying topos as a topos of sheaves
on a poset structure presented by generators and relations with respect to
some Grothendieck topology on it.
For example, consider the case of (proper) ideals of a commutative ring
with unit A. In order to obtain the Zariski topology, we characterized the
prime ideals of A as the complements in A of the models of a particular
propositional theory, namely the theory of prime filters on A. Therefore, a
first natural step to generalize the Zariski topology to a topology on the set
of proper ideals of A is to try to find a propositional theory whose models are
exactly the complements in A of proper ideals; we will refer to these subsets
as to the op-ideals on A. Explicitly, an op-ideal on A is a subset S ⊆ A such
that for all a, b ∈ A, a · b ∈ S implies a ∈ S, a+ b ∈ I implies a ∈ I or b ∈ I,
0A /∈ I and 1A ∈ I.
Op-ideals can be described as the models of the propositional coherent
theory Q over the signature consisting of one 0-ary relation symbol Pa for
each element a ∈ A, with axioms:
P0A ⊢ ⊥;
⊤ ⊢ P1A ;
(Pa·b ⊢ Pa ∧ Pb)
for any a, b in A, and
(Pa+b ⊢ Pa ∨ Pb)
for any a, b ∈ A.
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The classifying topos of Q, which is equivalent to the category of sheaves
on the coherent syntactic category CQ of Q with respect to the coherent
topology on it, can be represented as the topos of sheaves on the topolog-
ical space obtained by equipping the set Specid(A) of ideals on A with the
elemental topology (cf. section 8.1). Note that CQ can be characterized as
the distributive lattice D(A) generated by symbols D(a), a ∈ A, subject
to the relations D(0A) = 0D(A), D(1A) = 1D(A), D(a · b) ≤ D(a) ∧ D(b),
D(a + b) ≤ D(a) ∨ D(b). The frame of open sets of Specid(A) is thus iso-
morphic to the frame of ideals of the distributive lattice CQ, and, by the
results of sections 8.4 and 8.3, can also be characterized as the geometric
syntactic category of the theory Q, that is as the frame F (A) generated by
symbols F (a), a ∈ A, subject to the relations F (0A) = 0F (A), F (1A) = 1F (A),
F (a · b) ≤ F (a) ∧ F (b) and F (a+ b) ≤ F (a) ∨ F (b).
9 Conclusions
The theory developed in this paper paves the way for a vast world of new
possibilities. Three natural directions that one could immediately pursue are
the following.
First, one can investigate particular dualities already generated through
our machinery, and described in sections 4 and 5.3; this should be interesting
because, as it is clear from our topos-theoretic interpretation, all of these du-
alities have essentially the same level of ‘mathematical depth’ as the classical
Stone duality.
Second, one can generate new dualities for particular classes of preordered
structures by using our machinery. As we have already remarked in the course
of the paper, the process of generation of new ‘Stone-type’ dualities is essen-
tially automatic, and relies on the choice of two (in the case of dualities with
locales) or three (in the case of dualities with topological spaces) ingredients
to give our ‘machine’ as ‘inputs’: the initial category K of preordered struc-
tures, the Grothendieck topologies JC associated to the structures in K, and
the sets of points of the toposes Sh(C, JC) corresponding to the structures.
These choices are, although in a relation of sequential dependence each on
the previous ones, essentially independent from each other, in the sense that
the choice of a certain ingredient at one stage does not uniquely determine
the choices of the ingredients at later stages. These two (resp. three) ‘de-
grees of freedom’ in the choice of ingredients confer to our machinery a great
level of techical flexibility, which allows us in particular to identify a given
category of preorders with a subcategory of a category of locales or topolog-
ical spaces in several non-equivalent ways (cf. section 4 for some examples
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of this phenomenon). In fact, the more general methodology of section 5.1
shows that there are essentially three degrees of freedom in generating duali-
ties (resp. equivalences) between general categories of preordered structures,
with two additional degrees of freedom if one wants to ‘lift’ these dualities
(resp. equivalences) to ‘topological’ ones.
Third, one can perform topos-theoretic translations between between
properties of preordered structures and properties of the locales or topological
spaces corresponding to them via both the ‘Stone-type dualities’, according
to the technique ‘toposes as bridges’ of [6]; as we remarked in section 7,
this translation can be performed automatically in many cases, and, as the
examples provided in section 7 show, the results generated in this way are
non-trivial in general.
Overall, this paper can be read as an assay of what can be achieved by ap-
plying the methodologies of [6]. Indeed, in [6], we emphasized the importance
of taking Morita-equivalences as starting points of topos-theoretic investiga-
tions, and of using topos-theoretic invariants to extract information about
them which is relevant for classical mathematics; the common classifying
topos acts in this context as a ‘bridge’ for transferring properties and con-
structions between its two different sites of definition related to each other
by the Morita-equivalence. Now, in this paper, starting from the Morita-
equivalence of Theorem 3.1, we have proceeded to extract information about
it through the use of topos-theoretic invariants of various kinds. Through
the lenses of the unifying framework that we have developed, the different
Stone-type dualities, as well as the other results that we have obtained in the
paper, appear to be just ‘variations on the same theme’, this theme being
precisely the original Morita-equivalence (or, more generally, any equivalence
of the form Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(D, K) as considered in section 5).
In order to keep our treatment self-contained, we have chosen not to dis-
cuss in detail in the paper any examples involving categories which are not
preorder, but in fact there are many ideas in the paper, motivated by the
principles introduced in [6], which can be profitably extended from the pre-
order context to the level of arbitrary (small) categories. For example, the
idea of recovering a category C from a topos Sh(C, J), where J is a sub-
canonical topology on C, through a topos-theoretic invariant is clearly very
general and as such it is liable to be applied in a variety of different contexts.
In fact, whenever we have a Morita-equivalence Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(D, K) such
that C can be recovered from the topos Sh(C, J) through a topos-theoretic
invariant U , we can represent C in terms of the site (D, K) as the category
of objects of the topos Sh(D, K) which satisfy the invariant U , and if this
equivalence holds ‘naturally’ for C varying in a (large) category K of small
categories, we can expect to be able to ‘functorialize’ this representation of C
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in terms of (D, K) so to yield a duality between K and a category consisting
of objects from which the toposes Sh(D, K) can be ‘directly built’ (so, for
example, if the topologies K on D are ‘uniformly defined’ in terms of D by
means of a topos-theoretic invariant then specifying D is enough to ‘build’
the site (D, K) and hence the topos Sh(D, K)).
While we are on the topic of Morita-equivalences holding for large classes
of toposes, we remark that a ‘first-order analogue’ of the Morita-equivalence
of Theorem 3.1 - which represents the topos of sheaves on a site whose un-
derlying category is a preorder as the topos of sheaves on a locale - is the
representation theorem [9] of Joyal and Tierney, which gives a representation
of a general Grothendieck topos as the topos of sheaves on a localic groupoid,
while an analogue of the representation of a localic topos with enough points
as a topos of sheaves on a topological space is provided by Butz and Mo-
erdijk’s representation theorem [4] for Grothendieck toposes with enough
points as toposes of sheaves on topological groupoids. As we have already
remarked, we can expect the general methodology ‘toposes as bridges’ re-
called above to yield interesting results also in the context of these Morita-
equivalences, in the form of representation theorems, adjunctions, dualities
for various classes of categories or topos-theoretic translations of properties
(or constructions) from one side of such a Morita-equivalence to the other.
Incidentally, a result which already witnesses the effectiveness of our abstract
technique also in the first-order context is the duality between the category
of (k-small) Boolean pretoposes and Stone topological groupoids obtained
in [2], which can be seen as arising from the processes of functorializing (an
adaptation of) Butz and Moerdijk’s representation theorem and recovering a
Boolean pretopos from the corresponding topos of coherent sheaves though
a topos-theoretic invariant.
Finally, as already remarked in section 8.5, the methods of this paper,
combined with the philosophy ‘toposes as bridges’ of [6], provide a topos-
theoretic interpretation of the problem of finding ‘concrete’ descriptions of
models of ordered algebraic theories (in the sense of section 8) presented by
generators and relations. Indeed, given such a model C, regarded as a pre-
order category, for any Grothendieck topology J such that C can be recovered,
up to isomorphism, from Sh(C, J) through a topos-theoretic invariant, any
alternative representation of the topos Sh(C, J) in terms of a different site
(D, K) yields an alternative description of C in terms of this latter site (appli-
cations of this methodology are given in section 8.5); conversely, any explicit
description of C as a preorder isomorphic to a certain structure D yields
a Morita-equivalence Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(D, K), where K is the Grothendieck
topology on D given by the image of J under the isomorphism C ≃ D. The
problem of finding alternative descriptions of structures presented by gen-
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erators and relations is thus strictly connected to the problem of finding
alternative representations for toposes of sheaves on the structures with re-
spect to appropriate subcanonical topologies. This interpretation paves the
way for the use of topos-theoretic methods for addressing this kind of prob-
lems, which are in general rather hard to solve (cf. for example the problem
discussed in section 8.6); compelling examples of the validity of these meth-
ods are already given in the paper (specifically in section 8.5), and the reader
can easily generate new ones by following the same principles.
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10 Appendix
In this appendix, in order to make (parts of) the theory developed in the pa-
per intelligible to the reader who is not familiar with Topos Theory, we pro-
vide elementary proofs (i.e. proofs consisting of direct, non-topos-theoretic
arguments) of some of the key results in the paper, and indicate how the
arguments which constitute the general machinery for building dualities of
sections 3.1, 3.2 and 5.1 can be rewritten in ‘elementary’ terms.
Let us start from the construction of frames from preorders (in general,
arbitrary categories) equipped with Grothendieck topologies.
The following notions are the specializations to preorders of the well-
known topos-theoretic notions of coverage and of site. For an element c ∈ C
of a preorder (C,≤), we define the principal ideal (c) ↓ on c as the set of all
the elements d of C such that d ≤ c in C.
Definition 10.1. Let (C,≤) be a preorder.
(i) A coverage on C is a function J which assigns to every element c ∈ C
a family J(c) of subsets of (c) ↓ such that for any S ∈ J(c) and any
c′ ≤ c the subset Sc′ = {d ≤ c
′ | d ∈ S} belongs to J(c′);
(ii) A coverage on C is said to be a Grothendieck coverage if for any c ∈ C,
(c) ↓∈ J(c) and for any subset S ⊆ (c) ↓, if Sc′ ∈ J(c′) for every c′ ∈ T
where T ∈ J(c) then S ∈ J(c);
(iii) A site is a pair (C, J), where C is a preorder and J is a coverage on C;
(iv) A coverage J on C is subcanonical if for every c ∈ C and any subset
S ∈ J(c), c is the supremum in C of the elements d ∈ S (i.e., for any
element c′ in C such that for every d ∈ S d ≤ c′, we have c ≤ c′).
For example, on a distributive lattice C we can put the coherent coverage
J , defined by saying that for any c ∈ C, the subsets S in J(c) are precisely
the subsets of (c) ↓ which contain a finite subset whose join is c. Given a
frame L, we define the canonical coverage on L as the coverage JLcan such
that for any c ∈ L and S ⊆ (c) ↓, S ∈ JLcan(c) if and only if∨
d∈S
d = c.
Remarks 10.2. (a) If (C,∧) is a meet-semilattice and J is a function which
assigns to every element c ∈ C a family J(c) of subsets of (c) ↓ such that
for any S ∈ J(c) and any c′ ≤ c, the subset {a ∧ c′ | a ∈ S} belongs to
J(c′) then the function J ′ which sends an element c of C to the collection
of the subsets of (c) ↓ which contain a subset in J(c) is a coverage on C;
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(b) Given a coverage J on a preorder C, there is a smallest Grothendieck
coverage J ′ on C which contains J (i.e. such that for any c ∈ C, S ∈ J(c)
implies S ∈ J ′(c)), called the Grothendieck coverage generated by J :
J ′ can be defined by saying that for any c ∈ C, the subsets in J(c)
are precisely the subsets which belong to J ′(c) for every Grothendieck
coverage J ′ containing J .
Let us recall from section 3 the following notions.
Definition 10.3. Let (C,≤) be a preorder and J be a coverage on C.
1. An ideal on C is a subset I ⊆ C such that for any a, b ∈ C such that
b ≤ a in C, a ∈ I implies b ∈ I. A J-ideal on C is an ideal on C such
that for any R ∈ J(c), if a ∈ I for every a ∈ R then c ∈ I.
2. Given a subset I on C, the J-closure I
J
is the smallest J-ideal on
C containing I, equivalently the intersection of all the J-ideals which
contain I.
3. Given an object c of C, we define the principal J-ideal (c) ↓J generated
by c as the J-closure of the subset (c) ↓ of C.
Remark 10.4. Note that, if J is the trivial coverage on C (i.e., the coverage
in which for any c ∈ C, S ∈ J(c) if and only if S = (c) ↓) then the J-ideals
on C are precisely the ideals on C.
Given a preorder C, equipped with a coverage J , we define IdJ(C) to be
the set of all the J-ideals on C, equipped with the subset-inclusion ordering
⊆. The set of all the ideals on C will be denoted by Id(C).
Remark 10.5. (a) If J is a Grothendieck coverage on a preorder (C,≤) then
for any ideal I on C, the J-closure I
J
of I is equal to the set of elements
d ∈ C such that there exists R ∈ J(d) with the property that for every
a ∈ R, a ∈ I;
(b) If J is a coverage on a preorder (C,≤) and J ′ is the Grothendieck coverage
on C generated by J then for any ideal I on C, I is J-closed if and only if I
is J ′-closed; in particular, the J-closure of I coincides with the J ′-closure
of I.
Theorem 10.6. Let C be a preorder and J be a coverage on C. Then
(IdJ(C),⊆) is a frame.
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Proof Clearly, the intersection of any two J-ideals on C is a J-ideal; this
gives the meet in IdJ(C). The join∨
k∈K
Ik of a family {Ik | k ∈ K} of J-ideals
on C is given by the J-closure of the set-theoretic union of the Ik; explicitly,
∨
k∈K
Ik = {d ∈ C | {e ≤ d | e ∈∪
k∈K
Ik} ⊇ S for some S ∈ J
′(d)}, where J ′ is
the Grothendieck topology on C generated by J (cf. Remark 10.5(a)).
The infinite distributive law of joins with respect to finite meets is easily
verified, by using the infinite distributive law of unions with respect to finite
intersections and the fact that the operation of J ′-closure commutes with
finite intersections. 
Let us recall the following notion from section 3.1.
Definition 10.7. Let C and D be preorders. A monotone map f : C → D is
said to be flat if the following two conditions hold:
(i) For any d ∈ D there exists c ∈ C such that d ≤ f(c);
(ii) For any element d ∈ D and any elements c, c′ ∈ C such that d ≤ f(c)
and d ≤ f(c′) there exists c′′ ∈ C such that c′′ ≤ c, c′′ ≤ c′ and d ≤ f(c′′).
Remark 10.8. If C and D are meet-semilattices then a monotone map f :
C → D is flat if and only if it is a meet-semilattice homomorphism.
If C and D are two preorders equipped respectively with coverages J and
K, we say that a flat map f : C → D is cover-preserving if for any element
c ∈ C and any R ∈ J(c), the set of elements d of D such that d ≤ f(c′) for
some c′ ∈ R contains a subset belonging to K(f(c)).
Theorem 10.9. Let C and D be two preorders equipped respectively with
coverages J and K, and let f : C → D be a flat cover-preserving map between
them. Then the map
Af : IdJ(C)→ IdK(D)
sending any J-ideal I on C to the smallest K-ideal on D containing f(I)
is a frame homomorphism (where IdJ(C) and IdK(D) are endowed with the
subset-inclusion ordering).
Proof Let us begin by proving that Af preserves arbitrary joins. Given a
family {Ih | h ∈ H} of J-ideals on C, we have that Af(∨
h∈H
Ih) = f(∨
h∈H
Ih)
K
=
f(∪
h∈H
Ih
J
)
K
=∪
h∈H
f(Ih)
K
=∨
h∈H
f(Ih)
K
=∨
h∈H
Af(Ih), where the third equal-
ity follows from the fact that f is cover-preserving.
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To prove that Af is a frame homomorphism, it remains to show that it
preserves the top element and binary meets.
The fact that Af preserves the top element follows immediately from
condition (i) in the definition of flat map.
To prove that Af preserves finite meets, suppose that I1 and I2 are J-
ideals on C. Then, condition (ii) in the definition of flat map ensures that the
ideal on D generated by f(I1)∩f(I2) coincides with the ideal on D generated
by f(I1∩I2); therefore Af (I1∩I2) = f(I1 ∩ I2)
K
= f(I1) ∩ f(I2)
K
= f(I1)
K
∩
f(I2)
K
= Af(I1) ∩ Af(I2). 
Definition 10.10. Let C be a preorder and J be a coverage on C. We say
that J is subcanonical if for every c ∈ C and any S ∈ J(c), for any c′ ∈ C, if
d ≤ c′ for every d ∈ S then c ≤ c′).
Remark 10.11. A coverage J on a preorder C is subcanonical if and only if
(c) ↓J= (c) ↓ for any c ∈ C.
Given a flat cover-preserving map f : C → D as in the statement of
Theorem 10.9, and denoted by iC : C → IdJ(C) (resp. iD : D → IdK(D)) the
map sending an element c ∈ C to the principal J-ideal (c) ↓J∈ IdJ(C) (resp.
an element d ∈ D to the principal K-ideal (d) ↓K∈ IdK(D)), Af ◦ iC = iD ◦f .
In particular, if the coverages J and K satisfy (c) ↓J= (c) ↓ for any c ∈ C
and (d) ↓K= (d) ↓ for any d ∈ D (that is, if J and K are subcanonical) and
the preorders C and D are posets then f can be recovered from Af as its
restriction to the subsets of principal ideals.
Theorem 10.9 provides a way for obtaining frame homomorphisms be-
tween frames of ideals on preordered structures starting from monotone maps
between the structures. On the other hand, if the structures are not equipped
with any coverage, we can build frame homomorphisms between the frames
of ideals on them, as follows.
For any monotone map f : C → D between preorders, the map Bf :
Id(D) → Id(C) sending an ideal I on D to the inverse image f−1(I) of I
under f is a frame homomorphism. It is natural to wonder if it is possible to
recover f from Bf and characterize ‘intrinsically’ the frame homomorphisms
Id(D) → Id(C) of the form Bf for some monotone map f : C → D. The
following result provides an answer to these questions. Below, for a preorder
C, we denote by iC : C → Id(C) the map sending an element c ∈ C to the
principal ideal (c) ↓∈ Id(C).
Theorem 10.12. (i) Let C and D be two posets. A frame homomorphism
F : Id(D)→ Id(C) is of the form Bf for some monotone map f : C →
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D, where Bf : Id(D)→ Id(C) is the frame homomorphism sending an
ideal I on D to the inverse image f−1(I) of I under f , if and only if F
preserves arbitrary infima, equivalently it has a left adjoint F! : Id(C)→
Id(D), given by the formula F!(I) = ∩
I⊆F (I′)
I ′ (for any I ∈ Id(C));
(ii) For any monotone map f : C → D, (Bf)! ◦ iC = iD ◦ f ; in particular,
f can be recovered from Bf as the restriction of its left adjoint (Bf )! to
the subsets of principal ideals.
Proof (i) It is clear that for any monotone map f : C → D, Bf : Id(D)→
Id(C) preserves arbitrary intersections (i.e., arbitrary infima). Conversely,
suppose that F : Id(D) → Id(C) preserves arbitrary intersections, equiv-
alently (by the Special Adjoint Functor Theorem) that it has a left ad-
joint F! : Id(C) → Id(D) given by the formula F!(I) = ∩
I⊆F (I′)
I ′ (for any
I ∈ Id(C)). Let us show that F! sends principal ideals to principal ideals.
Given c ∈ C, the formula for F! yields F!((c) ↓) = ∩
c∈F (I′)
I ′. Now, since F
preserves arbitrary intersections, T := ∩
c∈F (I′)
I ′ satisfies the property that
c ∈ F (T ) and is the smallest ideal on D with this property. This minimality
condition implies that F!((c) ↓) = T is a principal ideal on D, since c ∈ F (T )
implies that c ∈ F ((t) ↓) for some t ∈ T . Now, since C and D are posets, the
principal ideals on them can be identified with the elements that generate
them, and hence we have a monotone map f : C → D such that for every
c ∈ C, F!((c) ↓) = (f(c)) ↓. This implies, since F! preserves unions, that for
any ideal I on C, F!(I) = f(I), which in turn implies that the right adjoint F
to F! is equal to the inverse image map f
−1 : Id(D)→ Id(C), in other words
to Bf .
(ii) This follows immediately from the proof of part (i). 
The method of section 3.1 for constructing dualities or equivalences be-
tween a given category of posets and a category of locales can be reformulated
in ‘concrete’ terms as follows.
Let us start with the controvariant case. Given a collection of preorders
C, each of which equipped with a coverage JC, consider the category K having
as objects the posets C and as arrows C → D the flat cover-preserving maps
(C, JC) → (D, JD). Then we have a functor A : K → Frm sending any
preorder C in K to IdJC(C) and any arrow f : C → D in K to the frame
homomorphism Af : IdJC(C)→ IdJD(D) given by Theorem 10.9.
In the covariant case, one defines a functor B : Proop → Frm, where Pro
is the category of preorders and monotone maps between them, by sending a
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preorder C to the frame Id(C) of ideals on C, and a monotone map f to the
frame homomorphism Bf : Id(D)→ Id(C) of Theorem 10.12.
In the controvariant case, if the topologies JC are subcanonical and the
preorders C are posets then the map iC : C → IdJ(C) is an embedding and
hence we can hope to find a categorical inverse to the functor A, by using
the technique of section 3.3.
In the covariant case, we can find a categorical inverse to the restriction to
the opposite of the category Pos of posets of the functor B : Proop → Frm,
by using the technique of section 3.3.
The proofs of the main results of section 3.3 are already direct and all
the concepts which appear in them can be straightforwardly reformulated in
terms of frame-theoretic invariants, rather than in terms of topos-theoretic
invariants of families of subterminals in a locally small cocomplete topos (cf.
Remark 3.14).
Summarizing the results obtained in section 3.3, we have that if all the
(Grothendieck topologies generated by the) coverages JC are C-induced (in
the sense of Definition 3.22) for a frame-theoretic invariant C satisfying the
property that for any structure C in K and for any family F of principal JC-
ideals on C, F has a refinement satisfying C (if and) only if it has a refinement
made of principal JC-ideals on C satisfying C, then we can define a functor
IA (resp. a functor IB) on the extended image of the functor A (resp. of
the functor B) which is a categorical inverse to the functor A (resp. to the
functor B). The notion of C-compactness plays a central role in obtaining
‘intrinsic’ characterization of the extended image of the functor A (resp. of
the functor B), and in defining the functor IA (resp. the functor IB). Recall
that an element l of a frame L is said to be C-compact if every covering
of l in L admits a refinement which satisfies C. The functor IA (resp. the
functor IB) sends a frame L in the extended image of A (resp. of B) to
the collection of the elements of L which are C-compact and acts on the
arrows accordingly. We refer to section 3.3 for the rigorous definitions and
the details of this technique.
The more general methodology of section 5.1 takes as starting point a
bunch of equivalences of the form IdJC(C)
∼= IdKD(D) and relies on the
existence of invariants C and D of families of elements of frames which satisfy
the property that for any family F of principal JC-ideals on C (resp. of KD-
ideals on D), F has a refinement satisfying C (resp. D) (if and) only if it
has a refinement made of principal JC-ideals on C (resp. of principal KD-
ideals on D)) satisfying C (resp. D), and such that all the topologies JC
(resp. of KD) are C-induced (resp. D-induced). The technique of section
5.1 then produces equivalences between categories of posets consisting of the
C-compact elements of some frame L and categories of posets consisting of
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the D-compact elements of L (cf. section 5.1 for the details). The technique
of section 3.1 is recovered as a particular case of this more general technique
when the original equivalences are of the form IdJC(C)
∼= IdIdJC (C)(IdJC(C)),
where J
IdJC (C)
can is the canonical topology on the frame IdJC(C).
The method of section 5.1 works for arbitrary bunches of equivalences
IdJC(C)
∼= IdKD(D) .
An effective way for generating such equivalences is to use the following result,
which is the particular case of the Comparison Lemma in Topos Theory for
preorder categories (in fact, all the known Stone-type dualities considered in
this paper, as well as the new ones that we generate through our methodology,
arise from equivalences which are instances of the Comparison Lemma).
Let C be a preorder equipped with a coverage J , and let D be a subset
of C (endowed with the induced order) which is J-dense, i.e. such that for
every c ∈ C there exists R ∈ J(c) such that for every b ∈ R, b ∈ D. We can
define the induced coverage J |D on D as follows: for any d ∈ D, R ∈ J |D(d)
if and only if R = T ∩ D for some T ∈ J(d).
Theorem 10.13. (i) Let C be a preorder equipped with a coverage J , and
let D be a J-dense subset of C. Then the map φ : IdJ(C) → IdJ |D(D)
sending a J-ideal I on C to its intersection with D is a frame isomor-
phism, with inverse the map ψ : IdJ |D(D) → IdJ(C) sending a subset
in IdJ |D(D) to its J-closure in C.
(ii) Any locale L with a basis BL is isomorphic to the frame IdJLcan|BL (BL)
of Jcan|BL-ideals on BL, via the map
φ : L→ IdJLcan|BL (BL)
sending an element l ∈ L to the subset given by the intersection BL ∩
(l) ↓ and the map
ψ : IdJLcan|BL (BL)→ L
sending an ideal I in IdJLcan|BL to the supremum∨l∈I l of I in L.
Proof
(i) It is immediate to verify that φ is a frame homomorphism with inverse
ψ. Indeed, given a J-ideal I on C, the fact that D is J-dense ensures that I
is the J-closure of its intersection with D; conversely, given a J |D-ideal I ′ on
D, it is clear that I ′ is equal to the intersection of D with its J-closure in C.
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(ii) This can be deduced from part (i) of the theorem by using the iden-
tification of L with the frame of JLcan-ideals on L. Anyway, we give a direct
proof of this result for the reader’s convenience.
Clearly, ψ ◦ φ = 1L. To prove that φ ◦ ψ = 1BL , we have to verify that
for any ideal I in IdJLcan|BL (BL), I = BL ∩ (∨ I) ↓. The inclusion ⊆ is
obvious, so it remains to prove the converse one. Given s ∈ BL ∩ (∨ I) ↓,
s = s ∧∨ I = ∨
a∈I
s ∧ a; but, BL being a basis of L, each s ∧ a can be
written as a join of elements of BL which belong to I (they being less then
or equal to a, which belongs to I). The fact that I is a JLcan|BL-ideal on BL
then implies that s belongs to I, as required. 
The method of section 3.2 for ‘lifting’ dualities or equivalences of cate-
gories of preorders with categories of frames (equivalently, with categories
of locales) admits a natural frame-theoretic interpretation. Let us begin by
specializing the notions of subterminal topology and the construction of the
category of toposes paired with points of section 2.1 in the context of locales.
Recall that the points of the locale L are the frame homomorphisms
L→ {0, 1} from L (regarded as a frame) to the two-element frame {0, 1}.
The indexing functions ξ : X → Pl of a set of points Pl of a locale L
by a set X correspond precisely to the frame homomorphisms L → P(X).
Indeed, P(X) is the product in the category Frm of frames of X-times the
frame {0, 1}; for any x ∈ X, we have a product projection x : P(X)→ {0, 1}
sending a subset S ∈ P(X) to 1 if x ∈ S and to 0 otherwise, and for any
indexing function ξ sending any element x ∈ X to a frame homomorphism
ξ(x) : L → {0, 1}, there exists a unique frame homomorphism gξ : L →
P(X) such that for every x ∈ X, ξ(x) = x ◦ gξ, defined by the formula
gξ(l) = {x ∈ X | ξ(x)(l) = 1}
for any l ∈ L.
Given an indexing ξ : X → P of a set of points of a locale L, the construc-
tion of the subterminal topology on the set X (cf. section 2.1) reformulates
as follows; the underlying set of the topological space is X, while the open
sets are the subsets in the image of the frame homomorphism gξ : L→ P(X)
corresponding to the indexing ξ as specified above, in other words the subsets
of the form gξ(l) = {x ∈ X | ξ(x)(l) = 1} where l ranges among the elements
of L. We denote the topological space induced via this construction by an
indexing ξ : X → P of a set of points of a locale L by XτL
ξ
.
The construction of the category of toposes paired with points of section
2.1 specializes, when restricted to the context of locales, to the following
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construction, of the category Locp of locales paired with points: the objects of
Locp are the pairs (L, ξ) where L is a locale and ξ : X → P is an indexing of a
set of points P of L, while the arrows (L, ξ)→ (L′, ξ′) in Locp, where ξ : X →
P and ξ′ : Y → P′, are the pairs (f, l) where f is a frame homomorphism
f : L′ → L and l : X → Y is a function such that the diagram
P(Y )
l−1 //P(X)
L′
g
ξ˜′
OO
f // L
g
ξ˜
OO
commutes.
Identities and composition in Locp are defined in the obvious way.
Given an indexing ξ : X → P of a set of points of a locale L, we say that
ξ is separating if for any l, l′ ∈ L, ξ(x)(l) = ξ(x)(l′) for every x ∈ X implies
that l = l′.
In these terms, the method of 3.2 for ‘lifting’ dualities or equivalences of
categories of preorders with categories of frames reformulates as follows.
Let us first consider the contravariant case.
Let as assume to start with a duality A : Kop → Loc obtained by the
method of section 3.1. Suppose that we have assigned to every structure C
in K a separating indexing ξC : XC → PC of a set of points PC of the locale
IdJC(C), and to each arrow f : C → D in K a function lf : XD → XC such that
the pair (Af , lf) (see the statement of Theorem 10.9 above for the definition
of the frame homomorphism Af : IdJC(C) → IdJD(D)) defines an arrow
(IdJD(D), ξD) → (IdJC(C), ξC) in the category Locp of locales paired with
points. Then we have a functor A˜ : Kop → Top such that A˜(C) = XC
τ
IdJC
(C)
ξC
for any C ∈ K and A˜(f) = lf : XD → XC for any arrow f : C → D in K.
In the covariant case, let us assume to start with a functor B : K → Loc
obtained by the method of section 3.1. Similarly as above, suppose that we
have assigned to each structure C in K a separating indexing ξC : XC → PC
of a set PC of points of the locale Id(Cop), and to each arrow f : C →
D in K a function lf : XC → XD such that the pair (Bfop , lf) (see the
statement of Theorem 10.12 above for the definition of Bfop) defines an arrow
(Id(Cop), ξC)→ (Id(Dop), ξD) in the category Locp. Then we have a functor
B˜ : K → Top such that B˜(C) = XCτId(Cop)
ξC
for C ∈ K and B˜(f) = lf : XC →
XD for any arrow f : C → D in K.
We refer the reader to section 3.2 for a discussion of the properties of the
functors A˜ and B˜.
Finally, let us give elementary proofs of two results in the paper concern-
ing frames of ideals on preorders, namely Theorem 6.2 and 7.4.
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Let us start with Theorem 6.2. This result is based on the notion of
filtering map, which we recall below.
Definition 10.14. [cf. Proposition 6.1] Let C be a preorder, L be a frame
and f : C → L be a monotone map. We say that f is filtering if the following
conditions hold:
(i) 1L =∨
c∈C
f(c);
(ii) For any c, c′ ∈ C, f(c) ∧ f(c′) = ∨
b∈Bc,c′
f(b) where Bc,c′ is the set
{b ∈ C | b ≤ c and b ≤ c′} .
Given a map f : C → L and a coverage J on C, we say that f is J-filtering
if f is filtering and satisfies the property that for any c ∈ C and any S ∈ J(c),
f(c) =∨
d∈S
f(d).
Let us now give a direct proof of Theorem 6.2.
Theorem 10.15 (cf. Theorem 6.2). Let C be a preorder and J be a coverage
on C. Then the frame IdJ(C), together with the map η : C → IdJ(C) sending
an element c ∈ C to the principal J-ideal (c) ↓J , satisfies the following univer-
sal property: for any map f : C → L to a frame L, f is J-filtering if and only
if there exists a (necessarily unique) frame homomorphism f˜ : IdJ(C) → L
such that f˜ ◦η = f (given by the formula f˜(I) =∨
c∈I
f(c) for any I ∈ IdJ(C)).
Proof Given a frame homomorphism g : IdJ(C) → L, it is clear that
the composite g ◦ η : C → L is a filtering map. Indeed, condition (i) in
the definition of filtering map follows from the fact that ∨
c∈C
(g ◦ η)(c) =
g(∨
c∈C
(c) ↓J) = g(C) = 1L, while condition (ii) follows from the fact that for
any c, c′ ∈ C, (g ◦ η)(c) ∧ (g ◦ η)(c′) = g((c) ↓J ∩(c′) ↓J) = g( ∨
b∈Bc,c′
(b) ↓J)) =
∨
b∈Bc,c′
g((b) ↓J) = ∨
b∈Bc,c′
(g ◦ η)(b). The fact that g ◦ η satisfies the property
that for any c ∈ C and any S ∈ J(c), (g ◦ η)(c) =∨
d∈S
(g ◦ η)(d) is obvious.
Conversely, given a filtering map f : C → L, there is exactly one frame
homomorphism f˜ : IdJ(C)→ L such that f˜ ◦ η = f . Indeed, f˜ is forced (by
the fact that it must preserve arbitrary joins) to be equal to the map sending
an ideal I in IdJ(C) to the join∨
c∈I
f(c). The fact that f˜ preserves the top
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element (resp. binary meets) easily follows from condition (i) (resp. condition
(ii)) in the definition of filtering map, while the fact that f˜ preserves arbitrary
joins follows from the fact that for any c ∈ C and any S ∈ J(c), f(c) =
∨
d∈S
f(d). 
Let us now turn our attention to Theorem 7.4. To this end, we recall
from section 2.2 the notion of J-prime filter on a preorder C equipped with a
coverage J : a J-prime filter on C is a subset F ⊆ C such that F is non-empty,
a ∈ F implies b ∈ F whenever a ≤ b in C, for any a, b ∈ F there exists c ∈ F
such that c ≤ a and c ≤ b, and for any J-covering sieve {ai → a | i ∈ I} in
C if a ∈ F then there exists i ∈ I such that ai ∈ F . If C is a frame and J is
the canonical coverage on C, the notion of J-prime filter on C specializes to
the notion of completely prime filter on C.
Theorem 7.4 asserts that the assignment sending a filter F on IdJ(C)
to the J-prime filter {c ∈ C | (c) ↓J∈ F} on C defines a bijection between
the completely prime filters on the frame IdJ(C) of J-ideals of C and the
J-prime filters on C. This result can be deduced as the particular case of
Theorem 10.15 for L = {0, 1}. Indeed, the J-filtering maps C → {0, 1} cor-
respond exactly to the J-prime filters on C, while the frame homomorphisms
IdJ(C)→ {0, 1} correspond exactly to the completely prime filters on IdJ(C).
Acknowledgements: I am grateful to Peter Johnstone for useful com-
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